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FOREWORD AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

This report presents the results and detailed findings of a

multidisciplinary research project on the effects of long-

term chronic use of cannabis in Jamaica, the West Indies,

carried out between August, 1970 and December, 1971, under

NIMH Contract No. under the aegis of the Center

for Studies of Narcotic and Drug Abuse. Research was carried

out in collaboration with the University of the West Indies,

on anthropological, medical, psychiatric and psychological

effects and parameters of use and non-use of cannabis.

Basic background studies of cannabis use in seven ecologically

different communities were conducted by a team of anthropolo-

gical field starting in June, 1970, through December,

1971. In collaboration with the Faculty of Medicine of the

University of the West Indies, sixty male subjects -- thirty

smokers and thirty controls -- drawn from four background

commu ities, were examined at the University Hospital. This

phase of the project was conducted over a period of eight

months, from mid-November, 1970 to mid-June, 1971. Each sub-

ject spent six days at the Hospital undergoing a series of

intensive medical, psychological and psychiatric examinations.

The subjects, ranging in age from twenty-three to fifty-three

years, were drawn from the working-class strata of Jamaica:

farmers, fishermen, artisans and tradespeople. Smokers and

controls were matched for age, socioeconomic status, and

residence. Comprehensive life histories were recorded for

each subject.
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This report represents the product of a collaborative under-

taking betw en the University of the West Indies nd the

Research Institute for the Study of Man. We wish to acknow-

ledge our appreciation to D. O. Roy Marshall, Vice-Chancellor

of the University of the West Indies, for his support of the

project. Realization of the research objectives was made

possible by the individual and joint efforts of the staff

members from the UWI and RISM, and the consultants who par-

cipated in the various parameters of research and project

organization. Special acknowledgment must go to Mrs. Stella

Beaubrun of the UWI, who smoothly engineered the patient flow

through the various hospital departments, to Mrs. June

Andetson of RISM, who processed the information flow, and

particularly to Miss Eleanor Carroll of the Center for Studies

of Narcotic and Drug Abuse, National Institute of Mental Health,

for her assistance and unfailing encouragement of the research.

The research was made possible, substantively, by the colla-

boration of the sixty Jamaican ganja smokers and non-smokers

who agreed to serve as subjects at the University Hospital.

We wish to express special gratitude to them and to their

families, for their voluntary participation in the research

and their good-humored acceptance both of the week's stay away

from home in the strange hospital environment, and of the

occasional discomforts of clinical examinations. Given the

legal and social sanctions against the use of cannabis in

Jamaica, we have been most fortunate in securing their cooper-
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ation. We are grateful for their willingness to talk

freely about themselves and about the ganja subculture of

Jamaica. We hope they feel they have been accurately

portrayed in the following Report and will consider the

findings of value.

Vera Rubin, Ph. D.
Director, Research Institute
for the Study of Man

Lambros Comitas, Ph. D.
Associate Director, Research
Institute for the Study of Man
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INTRODUCTION AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUNDS

Research on the multiplex aspects of cannabis sativa has

received a great spurt in the past decade, as evidenced by

the burgeoning volume of scientific reports. Considerable

research has been done on the chemistry of cannabis and on

the acute pharmacological effects of administration to animal

and human subjects. On a more· limited scale there have also

been neurophysiological and clinical studies and psychiatric

case reports of marijuana users. Sociological and psycholo-

gical aspects of marijuana use and reactions have been sepa-
..

rately investigated among various population subgroups.

Therapeutic potentials of cannabis have been explored and

social and legal issues related to cannabis use have been

examined. The recent period has also seen a burgeoning of

popular articles, books and commentaries, generally of a par-

tisan and polemical nature, on the controversies surrounding

the spread of the 'icannabis habit". Much of the popular as

well as scientific literature has been thoroughly reviewed

(see Bibliography), and further review in this report would be

redundant.

Despite the intensive interest which has been generated and

the profusion of studies in. the ,past decade, scientific research

on the effects of chronic use of cannabis on human subjects has

been minimal. Studies of human subjects have been circumscribed

partly by legal constraints and partly by the natural science

II
II
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model ot laboratory studies of animal research. Given the

legal constraints that condition sample selection, research

subjects have generally been drawn from "captive" populations;

prisoners, psychiatric patients and student volunteers, both

users and non-users. Sociological inquiries have been carried

out among "street people" and user networks with some parti-

cipant observation of peer group "pot" sessions. Most of the

clinical research, however, deals with acute reactions to can-

nabis, observed under laboratory conditions, while questionnaire

studies are based on retrospective reports of reactions.

Interpretation of findings is frequently obscured by lack of

precise information regarding research variables, e.g., grades
1

of cannabis and dosage administered in studies of acute ef-

fects: actual frequency and quantity of use and THC content,

in retrospective studies. Other methodological problems in-

vo1ve possible contamination of effects attributed to cannabis

by the effects of other drugs (in current or past usage) and

the glossing over of functional, sociological and personality

factors in subjects, while attributing adverse reactions pri-

1
The Indian Hemp Drugs Commission Report is a notable exception
in this regard. The introduction to Chapter VI of the Question-
naire gives the following instructions: "It is very important,
in answering the questions framed under this chapter, to dis-
tinguish carefully between ganja, charas, and bhang. The answer
should deal only with the form of hemp known to witness, and
should clearly specify in each case the form or forms to which
his statements apply, and the particular experiences on which
they are based. Question 56 deals with the effect of admixtures.
This should also be referred to in answering any question where
any such admixture generally affects the case. But the answer
ought, in the first instance to deal with the effect of the hemp
drug apart from any such admixture." See Great Britain, Indian
Hemp Drugs Commission, 1893-1894, Marijuana Report (Silver
Springs, Maryland: Thomas Jefferson, 1969), p. ix.
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marily to cannabis' use. Comparability of daFa obtained under

diverse research conditions and methodology is necessarily

limited. Diversity in methodology and research design and in

analysis of interdependent research variables undoubtedly

underlies conflicting reports in the literature on effects of

cannabis on human subjects.

Partly because it has not been expedient to carry out standard

epidemiological studies, less research has been done on the

effects of long-term chronic use of cannabis than on acute
2

effects. The La Guardia study included subjects with a history

of long-term use, and there have been several studies of the

effects of oral administration of marijuana (extracts or syn-
3

thetic preparations) to chronic marijuana users. The emphasis

of recent research, however, has been on acute clinical reac-

tions to chemical preparations of cannabis administered in the

laboratory. Few studies have examined the total environment

of the marijuana smoker, i.e., the study of the SUbject in his

. society. And few studies have undertaken multi-disciplinary

research on the same subjects. .Although the methodology of

the La Guardia Commission study has been criticized in some

quarters, it is an outstanding exception as a multi-disciplinary

study. The SUbjects, however, were literally a captive popu-

lation.

2
See Mayor's Committee on Marihuana, The Marihuana Problem in
the City of New York (Lancaster, Pa.: Jaques Cattell Press, 1944).

3see U.S., Department of Health, Education & Welfare, National
Institute of Mental Health, Marihuana and Health: a Re ort to the
. CO'ng'ress' from the Be'cretary : U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1971), p. 65, 66, 72.
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Furthermore, given financial and technical resources to

support the increased public and governmental interest in the

effects of cannabis, much of the research has been United

States based. Federal agencies concerned with research have

recognized the need to carry out studies in other world areas

which have an older history of cannabis use and where use has

been more pervasive than in the United States. Studies have

recently been initiated and/or proposed in several world areas

where cannabis use is traditional and endemic. The present

report on the study in Jamaica stems from this interest in

cross-cultural comparative research.

As the result of historical, sociological and ecological

factors that have led to widespread use of cannabis in the

past century, Jamaica provides a theoretically ideal setting

for research on the effects of long term, chronic use of can-

nabis. The following section will briefly consider the ethno-

historical context and sociocultural framework of cannabis

cultivation and use in Jamaica.
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Ethnohistory of. Cannabis

Man's use of psychoactive and psychotropic plants is very

ancient, probably predating early plant domestication. Can-

nabis sativa, classified by L·.innaeu.s in 1753, is one of the

most ancient of cultivated plants, probably one of the oldest
4

non-food plants cultivated, and is described in documents of

early civilizations, China, Egypt, India. One of the few

psychotropic plants which is not indigenous to the New World,

cannabis originated in Asia (the exact area has not been deter-

mined, but the Himalayas may be the original source), and was

gradually diffused over the millenia until it reached Europe,

from China, in the first instance, for the production of rope

and textiles.

Cannabis is an extremely complex plant and yields a variety

of products; it is the source of hemp as well as of hashish.

Eventually brought to the New World by the early colonizers,

cannabis was introduced to Chile by the Spanish conquistadors

for the manufacture of cordage and fibers and was brought to

the British colonies of North America by the Puritans in the

17th century. Hemp cultivation was part of the contract agree-

ment with the Virginia Company and the first crop was planted

in Jamestown, Virginia, in 1611.

4
See Richard Evans Schultes, "Random Thoughts and Queries on
the Botany of Cannabis," in C.R.B. Joyce and S.H. Curry, The
Botan¥ and Chemistry of Cannabis. Proceedings of a conference

by the Institute for the Study of Drug Dependence
at the Ciba Foundation, April 9-10, 1969 (London: J. & A.
Churchill, 1970) I p. 11-34.
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The primary interest of the early settlers in introducing the

plant to the New World was to provide hemp for cloth, fibres,

twine, rope and other products essential to the development

of European shipping. Grinspoon notes that the early hemp

industry in America was "a compulsory inheritance from the
5

mother country". Cultivation and plantation of hemp in the
6

new colonies was encouraged by Britain to overcome the then

monopoly of hemp production in Russia, bolster the mercanti-

list policies of the triangular trade and maintain British

maritime primacy. By the 18th century and until the invention

of the cotton 'gin replaced it as a primary export, hemp was

an important plantation crop in the American colonies.

The first botanical reference to cannabis sativa in Jamaica

appears in an appendix to Bryan Edwards' comprehensive his-

tory of the British Colonies in the West Indies, pUblished in

1793. The appendix, Hortus Eastensis, is a "Catalogue of

Exotic Plants" in the botanical garden of Hinton East which

was bequeathed to the public. The catalogue lists cannabis

sativa simply as Hemp origin India. The donor of the plant

is a M. Wallen, esq., no date is given but other plants cre-
7

dited to M. Wallen, esq., are dated 1772-1785.

5
See Lester Grinspoon, Marihuana Reconsidered (Cambridge, Mass:
Harvard University Press, 1971), p. 11.
6
In his essay on the "Causes of the Prosperity of New Colonies,"
Adam Smith noted that Great Britain gave bounties to the colonies
for the production of hemp and flax, indigo, naval stores and
building timber. See Adam Smith, "Essay on Colonies," Universal
Classics Library, ed. Oliver H.G. Leigh (Washington: M. Walter
Dunne, 1901), p. 32.
7
See Bryan Edwards, "Hortus Eastensis: or a Catalogue of Exotic
Plants in the Garden of Hinton East .•• Jamaica," in Vol. 3 of
The Histor Civil and Commercial of British Colonies in the
est Indies (4th ed; London: Stockda e, •
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8
"An unusually valuable economic plant," the fibre provides

"true hemp, strong and the oil is used in paints,

varnish and the oil cake provides cattle feed and

the seeds bird feed (in Eastern Europe the seeds are roasted

and eaten). The resin which is "produced on glandular hairs

on the leaves, stems and inflorescences" contains the "narcotic"
9

properties.

Schultes, however, believes that the earliest use of cannabis

by man was for fibres, followed perhaps by magico-religious

and medical use of the resins, and last by the use of the seeds
10

for oils. The economic value of cannabis was enhanced by its

"almost unique geographical and climatic adaptability over a
11

large part of the world."

The plant must be six to eight months old to reach the develop-

ment of ripe or nearly ripe "fruit", and "a growing season of
12

that length is found only in the tropics." Furthermore, a
13

tenacious and ubiquitous plant "hemp will smother all weeds."

8
See Schultes, £E. cit., p. 11.

9
Ibid., p. 13.
1-0-
Ibid.
II--
Ibid., p. 24,
12--
See A. Nordal, "Microscopic Detection of Cannabis in the Pure

State and in Semi-Combusted Residues," in Joyce and Curry,
£E. cit., p. 62.
13
See A. Haney and F.A. Bazzaz, "Some Ecological Implications

of the Distribution of Hemp (Cannabis sativa L) in the United
States of America," in Joyce and CurrY,£E,.cit., p. 41.
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Despite the antiquity of the plant and its ubiquitous spread,

the potential variety of ethnobotanical uses of cannabis

were not diffused as a single complex, but have had several

streams of diffusion to the Western world in different time

periods.

Knowledge of the multipurpose qualities of cannabis, for

homeopathic, magico-religious and medical as well as textile

purposes was apparently part of an early stream of diffusion

of the plant, which did not at first reach the West. The

earliest recorded medical use of cannabis occurs in a Chinese
14

pharmacopoeia around 2737 B.C.; its use as an anesthetic in
15

surgery is reported since the 6th century B.C. in China. The

"stimulating and euphoric" properties of cannabis were well

known in India and "Bhanga" is mentioned as a "sacred grass"

in the Atharva Veda (2000-1400 B.C.), the earliest recorded
16

reference in Hindu writings.

Cannabis was used in ancient Hindu medicine as a nostrum for

a wide range of complaints, was closely associated with ritual

use and provided an infusion for a restorative/refreshing

drink, bhang, still commonly used in India. Bhang, the Hindi

term, deriving from the Sanskrit bhanga, is probably the

14
See Joel Fort, "Has the World Gone to Pot?" Journal of

Drugs, 2:1 (Fall, 1968), p. 3; and Lester
"Marihuana," International Journal of Psychiatry,

Vol. 9 (1970-1971), p. 488.
15
See Great Britain, Marijuana Report, £E. cit., p. 15.

16
See Gurbakhsh Singh Chopra, "Man and Marijuana," The Internationa:

Journal of the Addictions, 4:2 (June, 1969) p. 216.

II
'I
I



earliest form of use of cannabis (for homeopathic purposes)

predating smoking. The smoking as well as drinking and

eating of the plant in India are undoubtedly centuries old

and Indian hemp is known as Cannabis Indica, although it is

not a separate species.

There has been considerable ethnobotanical controversy as to

whether there is more than one species of cannabis, yielding

different components. It is now generally accepted that there

is a single species, cannabis sativa, as originally classified
17

by Linnaeus. Schultes, one of the leading authorities on

the subject, notes that the "diversity of its utilitarian

interest to man has been responsible, perhaps more than any

other circumstances for the extraordinary differentiation of

the species into so many races or strains throughout its long
18

association with the human race."

Cannabis Indica is an ecotype of the single species, cannabis

sativa. Ecological as well as cultural factors were probably

involved in the early selection of cannabis for use in the

regimen and pharmacopoeia of India, as the Indian climate is

not as conducive as the European climate to the production of

17
See Schultes, £E. cit.; and Norman J. Doorenbos, et al.,

"Cultivation Extraction, and Analysis of Cannabis Sativa L.",
Annals of the New York Academ of Sciences, Vol. 191
December 31, 1971 , p. 3-14.

18
See Schultes, £E. cit., p. 12.

9
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19
cannabis for good flax and hemp. Schultes notes that

"over the millenia man has selected "races" or "varieties

of this cu1tigen with desired characteristics; some for

stronger fiber; some for higher oil content, others for
20

greater narcotic potency."

It was apparently not until the mid-nineteenth century that

the Western World discovered that the plant that produces

hemp also affords potential therapeutic and psychoactive

properties. Introduced by a British physician who had been

working in India, cannabis was commonly used in Western medi-

cine until the turn of the twentieth century for the treatment

of both organic complaints and mental illness. It was event-

ually replaced by new synthetic drugs which were more efficient

to prescribe. Since cannabis is not water soluble and re-
21

quires artificial solvents for injection, it was difficult

to control cannabis dosage, and to administer either orally

or through the hypodermic syringe, which had been in

England. Medical use in the u.S. was eventually discouraged

by the Marijuana Tax Act of 1937.

19
Doorenbos,· etal., however, point out that "Environmental

factors •.. are-not as important as heridity in determining
the cannabinoid content of marijuana, contrary to
the widespread belief that warmer and sunnier pro-
duce the most potent See Doorenbos,£E,. cit.,
p. 9.

20
See Richard Evans Schultes, "Hallucinogens of Plant Origin,"

Science, 163:3864 (January 17, 1969), p. 247.

21
See John Kaplan, the New Prohibition (New York:

World, 1970), p.54.
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There were several sources of diffusion to the West of

cannabis for its psychoactive properties. Crusaders may

have learned of its use from the "infidels", one source of

diffusion is attributed to Napoleon's soldiers returning from

the 1798 expedition to Egypt where use of hashish was wide-
22

spread among the lower classes.

Hashish became famous about a half-century later, when the

members of Le Club de Hachichins, founded in Paris by

Gautier, began to vividly describe their fantastic hallucina-

tory experiences, attributed to "the greenish paste," although

opium was also used by some of the members.

The several streams of diffusion in different time periods

and places have generated a range of sociocultural beliefs

and attitudes about the known and alleged properties of canna-

bis. Ethnohistorical documentation is more difficult to con-

firm than ethnobotanical, but it is evident that a, culture

complex was diffused along with the introduction of the various

uses of the botanical species via different sources. Support-

ing evidence for this hypothesis has emerged from our research

in Jamaica.

22
The earlier date would account for Rabelais' familiarity

with the various properties of the plant, fictionalized as
"the plant Pantagruelion" in the Histories of Gargantua and
Pantagruel, 1546. -See Grinspoon, £E. cit., p. 61.
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Cannabis in Jamaica

Hemp was apparently not an important commercial crop in
23

Jamaica during the early colonial period and records of

medicinal use require further research. No record has been

uncovered of its use for psychoactive properties by either

European planters or. African slaves during the Pre-Emancipa-

tion period. There is mention in the period literature of

tobacco, alcohol, coffee, laudanum and some native plants

with narcotic and/or "poisonous" properties. The so-called

"myal plant" was said to have been used by MyalmenJleaders of

the Myal cult, to induce a deep trance in subjects as a de-

monstration of their ability to create the phenomenon of

"death and resurrection." The myal plant may be 12ranched
24

calalu or solanum (Solanum Nigrum L. Solanacea1).

No evidence has been uncovered of the use of cannabis for

psychoactive purposes by slaves or freemen of African origin

in the British Caribbean or in Haiti in the pre-Emancipation

period. African terms for cannabis, such as dagga and kif, are

not in common usage in the West Indies. Evidence points to

the introduction to the British West Indies of multipurpose

23
Gardner notes that "a 100 lb. premium was offered for a ton

weight of a really good substitute for hemp." This was probably
in 1826. See William' James Gardner, A HistoryofJ"amaica
("Cass Library of West Indian Studies," No. 17; London: Frank
Cass, 1971, first published in 1873), p. 328; and Mme Lucille
Barash of the Le Dain Commission(Canada) noted that a Russian
hemp expert brought to Canada in 1792 to improve hemp production
and to Jamaica around 1800 to test production possibilities re-
ported failure in Jamaica "from the point of view of fibres
too fine for cordage in Jamaica, from the same seeds as grew
well in Canada," and commercial cultivation was apparentlyaban-
doned. Personal communication, September 22, 1971.
24
See Gardner,£E,. cit., p. 191; G.F. Asprey and Phillis Thornton,

"Medicinal Plants of Jamaica," The West Indian Medical Journal,
3:1 (March, 1954), p. 22; and Orlando Patterson, Sociology of
Slavery (London: MacGibbon & Kee, 1967).
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use of cannabis by indentured laborers from India, who started

to arrive in Trinidad and Guyana in 1844 and in Jamaica in 1845.

There are several grounds to support the hypothesis: First,

although the report of the "Russian expert" that the fibres of

cannabis grown in Jamaica were "too fine for cordage" did not
25

preclude the use of cannabis for other purposes, there is lack

of historical evidence of its use before 1845. Secondly,

.linguistic evidence: the Hindi term ganja, is prevalent among

the working classes of Jamaica and is the term used in the legis-

lative ordinances (the term marijuana, borrowed from u.s. usage,
is the prevalent term in the middle class); other Hindi terms

include chillum pipe, kutchi, and kali (used in Jamaica for

the most potent grade of cannabis). Essentially, the hypothesis

of introduction by Indian indentured workers rather than by

Africans is based on the complex of cultural beliefs that is

linked with cannabis among working-class users in Jamaica.

This complex includes the methods of preparation and use, the

{ role of ganja in folk-medicine, divine origin mythology, prag-

matic and ritual uses, and the social class framework of use

and attitudes towards ganja and public use. The "ganja complex"

--the use of ganja for smoking (and probably also for homeo-

pathic purposes) and ritually among certain groups, with its

associated belief system--is thus a cultural innovation. It

25
Doorenbos et al. note that while fiber type plants are

generally grown for fiber, " ..• it could be misleading to
assume that all fiber types are going to be low in THe"
{the psychoactive constituent of cannabis). See Doorenbos,
£E. cit., p. 12.
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was diffused to the Jamaican working class, probably through

primary contacts with East Indian indentured workers on the

sugar plantations. The innovation was incorporated into the

working-class life style as it served significant psycho-social

and socio-economic functions.

The report of the Indian Hemp Drugs Commission, which carried

out an intensive and systematic investigation in India for

one year (1893-l894), is a well-documented source for

cultural comparison with the ganja complex of Jamaica. The

Commission, appointed by the British government, investigated

the prevalence of cannabis use, the effects as reported by ob-

servers of different castes and classes, and the beliefs asso-
26

ciated with its use. There are striking similarities between

our socio-cultural data on the ganja complex in Jamaica and

the descriptions of the alleged attributes of cannabis, the

cultural beliefs, social settings and class clustering of at-

titudes as reported by the Indian Hemp Drugs

Cannabis has been a household remedy in India since ancient

times. Dispensed by native doctors, it has been one of the
27

most important drugs in the Indian materia medica. Among the

extensive medicinal properties attributed to Cannabis Indica

were its efficacy as a poultice for wounds, as a prophylatic

26
The Hemp Commission took evidence, both oral and written

in response to a detailed questionnaire, from 1193 witnesses.
See Great Britain, Marijuana p. vi.

27
Ibid., p. 175-176.
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against malaria, as a cure for leprosy, as a vermifuge and
28

to "correct derangements of the humours". Indian medical

works going back to 1300 A.D., also list in the catalogue of

the effects of cannabis on man, that it "sharpens the memory",

"sharpens the wits", "creates energy", stimulates "mental
29

powers" and is an "elixir vitae". Witnesses appearing before

the Commission reported that cannabis is "refreshing and stimu-

lating" alleviates fatigue, creates the capacity for hardwork

and the ability to concentrate and gives rise to pleasurable
30

sensation so that one is "at peace with everybody".

According to Hindu mythology the plant was given to man for

"the welfare of mankind". Knowledge of the plant is said to

have "originated with the Hindus" and diffused outwards and

Moslems as well as Hindus share the belief that ganja is a
31

"holy plant". Testimony before the Indian Hemp Commission

confirmed the ancient belief that ganja has divine properties

and is a special attribute of Shiva, who was said to/have brought

it from the Himalayas. Among Shiva worshippers, the deity is
32

invoked in special prayers before ganja is taken. Worship of

the plant is enjoined in the Shastras; it is held in veneration

28
Ibid., p. 174.
29--
Ibid ., P • 17 5 •
30--
Ibid., p. 191-192.
31--
See cit., p. 216-218.

32
See Great Britain, Marijuana Report, £E. cit., p. 160.
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33
and used as a sacrifice to the deities even if not worshipped.

Cannabis is an integral part of worship and offerings made on
34

the fulfillment of vows and bhang is customarily served at
35

weddings and at religious festivals. Ubiquitious overt use

of ganja, however, was confined to the lower class and was most
36

extensively used "alt'tong the poorer sections of the population."

The large group of witnesses who testified before the Commis-

sion presented both positive and negative views of the observed--

or alleged--effects of cannabis, including seemingly contra-

dictory reports (e.g., with regard to stimulation or allevi-

ation of appetite, beneficial or evil effects). Disapproval

of the use of cannabis was largely linked to social position;

"evil effects" were correlated with consumption by "low caste
37

people (who) are not respected". Witnesses stated that its

"use is confined to lower-class people" whom educated people

and people of higher classes refer to as "ganjari" (a term of

contempt, like drunkard) and treat with disrespect. One witness

stated that "the good cultivating caste" never use g/anja or

bhang as a stimulant to hard work, but increase their food

consumption (especially ghee and milk) in order to increase

33
Ibid., p. 165.
34--
Ibid., P • 161.
35--
Ibid., p. 159.
36--
See Chopra, £E. cit., p. 227.

37
See Great Britain, Marijuana Report, 2.E,."cit., 194-195.
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38
energy. The use of opium, however, by the "higher classes"

39
was considered appropriate.

Critical witnesses before the Commission correlated the use

of cannabis with crime, violence, insanity and disease as
40

well as dissipation/debauchery. Ganja was alleged to be an

etiological factor in psychosis. The presumed high incidence

of "ganja mania" in the lunatic asylums was one of the factors

that prompted the appointment of the Indian Hemp Commission•.

Their investigation of the "very sketchy" records of lunatic

asylums, however, led to the recognition that "ordinarily it

has been the practice to enter hemp drugs as the cause of in-

sanity where it has been shown that the patient used these

drugs" and that the "cause" [of insanity] column was often

changed from "unknown" to "ganja smoking". (Statements were

supplied by magistrates or police. The "lunatics" were"gene-

rally wanderers"). In fact a very small percentage of the

cases reviewed by the Commission were found in which "hemp
41

drugs might be reasonably regarded as a factor causing insanity".

The Commission, however, found "nothing typical in the sympto-

matologyof 'hemp drug mania'" different than that "in mania
42

due to other causes."

38
Ibid. , p. 400-405.

39
Ibid. , p. 404-405.

40
Ibid. , p. 207.

41
Ibid. , p. 230-236.

42
Ibid. , p. 247.
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Goode observes " •.. it is probable that marijuana-growing

and its consumption reached its greatest efflorescence", in
43

India. Currently, many of the features of cannabis as a

culture complex, as culled from the Commission report, are to
44

be found in Jamaica, equally "efflorescent". The grades used,

methods of preparation and consumption; linguistic terms both
45

for ganja and "kali" and for the chillum pipe; prevalent use

in the folk pharmacopoeia as a universal nostrum; pervasive

beliefs in the properties of ganja as stimulant and sedative,

as an energizer and an assuager, as the source of "wisdom" and

of "peace" are found in the ganja complex of Jamaica.

The universal characteristics of the "elixir vitae" stem from

extensive belief in its divine origin. Among the Rastafarians,
46

a cult group, its use is linked with ritual. Individual cult

members may remove their caps before smoking the pipe, and

prayers may be said before and during smoking such as "Give

thanks and praises unto the King of Kings and the Lord of Lords,

Haile Selassie I, Ja Rastafari, the true and living God." Ras-

tafarians present perhaps the broadest articulated range of

beliefs. Ganja "the holy weed", of divine origin, was the

herb carried by the dove sent to Noah by God to indicate the

43
See Erich Goode (ed.), Marijuana (New York: Aldine, Atherton,

1969), p. 6.
44
There are three grades of Cannabis Indica, varying in pharma-

cological intensity: charas, the most potent; ganja, the second
grade; and bhang, the mildest form.
45
Jamaicans use the term "kali" rather than charas for the most

potent grade. Kali is the Hindi term for buds, and was undoubtedly
adopted from the East Indians. The term is also Swahili for "strong"
"sharp", but this is probably independent of Jamaican usage.
46
See M.G. Smith, Roy Augier and Rex Nettleford, The Ras Tafari

(Continued on next page)
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presence of land and of useful cultivation, and was one of

the "three weeds" growing on Solomon's grave, to bring "wisdom,

understanding and knowledge". Ganja promotes clarity of thought

and wisdom as well as peace of mind, and makes man at one with

the divinity of the universe. This belief is comparable to

Hindu mythology about the divine origin of hemp and its po-
47

tency to link man with the divine. The divine origin belief

is also based on the Scriptures (although in the Judeo-Chris-
48

tian rather than the Hindu belief system) and validates the

use of ganja in the face of legal prohibitions and official

church sanctions. Prohibited by the government (since its

inclusion in the International Opium Convention Act of 1913),

possession, cultivation and dealing are subject to legal

sanctions, which affect the lower class primarily.

tion on legislation.)

(See sec-

The complex of beliefs and behaviors surrounding ganja in

Jamaica as in India, is structurally linked with use by the

lower class, urban and rural. In Jamaica, as in India, there

46 (Cont'd)
Movement in Kingston, Jamaica (Kingston: Institute of Social
and Economic Research, D.C.W.I., 1960); George Eaton Simpson,
"Political Cultism in West Kingston, Jamaica," Social and
Economic Studies, 4:2 (June, 1955), p. 133-149; and Leonard
E. Barrett, The Rastafarians: a Study in Messianic Cultism
in Jamaica (Caribbean Monograph Series, No.6; Rio Piedras,
P.R.: Institute of Caribbean Studies, University of Puerto
Rico, 1968).
47
Chopra quotes from a Persian ascetic: "We drank bhang and the
mystery that I am He grew plain". Ras Tafarians would readily
understand this mystique. See Chopra, £E. cit., p. 215.
48
Genesis 8, Psalms 18, Revelations 22. See M.G. Smith, £E. cit.
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is also strong middle class disapproval of working-class

use of ganja, particularly since it has been associated with

use by Rastafarians whose. exotic appearance and deviation

from behavioral norms have been fear-inspiring to the greater

society. There is also the same middle-class tendency to

attribute both "aggressivity" and "apathy" to ganja use by

the working class and to single out ganja as the "cause" of

social problems.

There is some confusion now about the social class configura-

tion of cannabis use, as use has spread to the middle class,

especially the youth. This appears to be a separate "diffu-

sion", however, probably stemming from the United States,

although there may have been some influence from Rastafarians

on use by University students. Outside of the latter setting,

the North American term "marijuana" is used, and the socio-

cultural context of smoking is similar to that in the States.

Although there is no "hard" data to gauge levels of intensity

of disapproval, there is undoubtedly a certain ambivalence

about the use of "marijuana" by middle-class youth, but little

about the use of "ganja" by Rastafarians and other lower-class

Jamaicans. The former may be rationalized, even if disapproved,

while the latter is generally condemned.

Ganja is smoked in chillum pipes (as in India) and cigarettes

("spliffs"), is occasionally chewed, is taken in "teas", tonics

and in the dietary. It is most conducive to "peace", contem-

plation and discussion of religious themes when smoked by the



communal group -- though it may be smoked when alone. Aside

from its use as a "bush-tea" .in folk medicine, it is part of

the folk dietary and is cooked as a vegetable or added to

soups, stews and sweets. Dietary use is prophylactic and

energizing or relaxing, as the situation requires. Euphoriant/

contemplative qualities are best experienced by smoking, pre-

ferably in a group setting. Motivations for ganja use are

complex and are conditioned by life styles, belief systems and

situational needs.

Ganja is taken orally, as bush tea infusion and in the dietary,

by both men and women, but is generally smoked by men more than

by women. Children are introduced to ganja quite early, first

·as a medicament in "bush tea" or in a crude method of

izing, where adults blow ganja smoke at an infant with respi-

ratory congestion. Age-grading is not a factor in smoking
49

among Rastafarians. Their children may start smoking quite

early, according to some respondents as soon as they "can hold

a 'spliff'", and it is considered especially useful for school-

boys--to "help them study", to "brainify", improve memory, and

to help pass examinations.

Smoking by young children is discouraged, however, among other

sectors of the working class, partly for legal reasons of de-

tection, partly for economic reasons, as boys have to be old

49
By contrast, Barber observes that in the United States,

"turning on" is like "a puberty rite for entry into the
adolescent subculture." See Theodore Xenophon Barber,
LSD, Marihuana, Yoga and Hypnosis (Chicago: Aldine, 1970),
p. 81.

21
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enough to earn money to pay their own way before they start

smoking regularly, and partly for moral reasons, particularly

among non-users who are active church members. Most working-

class boys probably have an initial experience of smoking

with the peer group, which may be as early as eight years,

and regular use may start as early as 12 to 14 years, on

school-leqving. Therapeutiq use of ganja tea, tonic lini-

ment, howeve+, may at birth, in rural areas.

SQm@
on the fontanelle of the newborn infant, to assure "wisdom",

and that the neonate be washed down with ganja tea to give him

"strength" and to prevent marasmus. It is further recommended

that throughout infancy increasing doses of ganja tea (by the

teaspoonful) be given as a prophylactic. Throughout life,

ganja tea remains a central element of the folk pharmacopoeia

Dispensed pharmaceutically principally by women, regardless of

their attitudes about ganja smoking, the nature of this "bush

tea" may be concealed from male recipients who are non-smokers.

The Christian denominations, both "establishment" and evange-

lical, generally discourage the use of ganja (among evangelical

groups, this includes sanctions against tobacco, alcohol and

drugs generally, as "sinful"). Although ganja is not the center

of cult ritual as among Rastafarians, it does provide the set-

ting for many lower-class users, for religious contemplation

and communion. The sacred and secular elements of the ganja

syndrome tend to merge more in Rastafarian beliefs and behavior;
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however, the major beliefs about the properties and potencies

of the plant were initially derived from other lower-class

users and elaborated in Rastafarian doctrine. Users tend to

be proselytisers, despite the serious legal and church sanc-

tions against cannabis, and the perceived virtues of ganja use

are readily proclaimed to the trustworthy.

Ganja is perhaps used more frequently in the individual context

by non-Rastafarians; this is partly a reflection of effective

police "crackdowns" and heavy penalties that require precautions.

However, this has not deterred pervasive use in the working
50

class. The peasant takes ganja for energy when he works in

his fields, the fisherman to stave off fatigue at sea. Ganja

makes you "feel to work" and staves off hunger during work, but

when taken before the evening meal, it enhances the appetite.

If he smokes before a dance, the peasant can "win a contest";

if he takes ganja before bedtime, he can sleep restfully and

wake refreshed and energized to start his day's work. The ganja

syndrome is characterized by situational determinants that re-

inforce working class use and condition the range of reactions

experienced.

Marijuana has become the folk-generic term for cannabis and is

frequently used interchangeably with hashish. Hashish and

marijuana, however, are different grades of cannabis, produced

from different parts of the plant yielding different amounts of

50
Barber notes that in the U.s. users are not deterred by

legal sanctions and only about 10% of non-users are deterred
by illegality. Ibid., p. 106.
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tetrahydrocannabinols, the psychoactive constituents. The

biochemistry of cannabis is extremely complex, and there appears

to be more involved than THC, the active ingredient, which was

isolated by Dr. Raphael Mechoulam in 1964. In addition, there

are three or four grades of cannabis used in different world

areas, and the generic term "marijuana" adds to the popular

and sometimes to the scientific confusion.

Aside from the pharmacological and ethnobotanical factors

underlying much of the cannabis controversy, there are undoubted-

ly cultural variables which condition expectations of, and

reactions to, the "cannabis habit". The vivid accounts of hash-

ish smoking by Baudelaire et al., as well as of the French
51

psychiatrist, Moreau, who conducted experiments on himself,

provided the backdrop for Western cultural expectations and

social concerns. Smoking was apparently the primary method of

cannabis use in Europe until Gautier described his vivid ex-

periences after eating "a piece of greenish paste" and Alice B.

Toklas made hashish fudge famous. Gautier's vivid description

,of his reactions to "the greenish paste" focused on the bizarre:

"Hallucination, that strange guest had set up his dwelling
52

place in me". Even in non-baroque literature, cannabis has

been classified as a hallucinogen, along with LSD, mescaline
·53

and psilocybin.

51
Moreau described symptoms of "delirium" and "illusions".

See G.E.W. Wolstenholme and Julie Knight, Hashish: Its Chemistry
and PharmacologY("Ciba Foundation Study Group," No. 21; London:
Churchill, 1965), p. 6.
52
See David Solomon (ed.), The Marihuana Papers (New York: New

American Library, 1966), p. 168.
53
Ibid., p. 456.
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In the Jamaican working-class setting, however, hallucinogenic

sensations are apparently neither regularly sought nor gener-

ally experienced. There appears to be one exception to this

which has been reported by subjects from a rural area in re-

lation to their initial experience with smoking ganja. This

is a vision of a "little lady" (sometimes green, sometimes red,

sometimes white) who is "dancing and beckoning" the smoker

usually in a congenial manner. The initial vision is never

repeated. This culturally patterned "hallucination" appears

to serve the function of "vision quest" (possibly the spirit

of the plant) which legitimates smoking for the initiate.

Probing may produce reports about occasional hallucinations

experienced by others and always attributed to "excessive" use

or use of ganja with alcohol. One such secondhand report is

about a terrifying vision of a "coolie lady" (West Indian term

for East Indian) who shadows the smoker and menaces him with

her long, silky black hair. Non-smokers may explain their

"deviance" given the cultural norm, by a non-hallucinogenic

but subjectively traumatic initial experience -- such as un-

controllable laughter (described by Indian witnesses before

the Indian Hemp Comrilission as the "merry mania"). Even when

they are "turned off" from smoking by an initial "bad trip",

some individuals may continue to use ganja infusions in bush

tea. The initial adverse reaction provides cultural valida-

tion for non-smoking in the smoking subculture, as the initial

positive reaction validates smoking, (see section on ganja and

psychosis) •
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In general, however, the cultural expectations and subjective

experiences of Jamaican working-class smokers are non-hallu-

cinogenic and non-psychedelic and bear no resemblance to the

vivid reports in the literature. In terms of subjective ex-

periences, Joel Fort has observed that "hallucinations are
54

not an invariable consequence of marijuana use," and the

Jamaican data bear out his assertion. One of the values most

frequently ascribed to ganja by working-class users is keeping

"conscious" seen as cognitive enhancement, and support for

rational rather than instinctual behavior. Bad experiences

are attributed to "going over the mark" and to the use of al-

cohol with ganja. Ganja users maintain that they "rather it

to rum", although rum is a common working-class drink. They

do not report "vivid ideas crowding the brain", or tendencies
55

to "violence" or to "debauchery" and "wild sex orgies". Such

reactions would be in violation of working-class value systems.

Individual psychosomatic reactions are generally the re-inforce-

ment of situational sociocultural expectations--endurance,

energy, problem-solving, alleviation of hunger or invigoration

of appetite, "long remembrance", "sharpening of wits" or relax-

ant, as the situation requires. Stimulant or sedative,

secular or sacred--ganja is the elixir vitae of the Jamaican

working class. "The holy weed which we smoke guards us from

54
Joel Fort, "Pot or Not" International Journal of Psychiatry,

Vol. 9 (1970-1971), p. 519.
55
The Hemp Drugs Commission found no tendency to "debauch"

with ganja, as occurred with alcohol. See Great Britain,
Marijuana cit., p. 186.
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all sickness and gives us wisdom, love and understanding."56

Pragmatic or religio-mystical reactions can be induced from

similar quantities and grades of cannabis, depending on situ-

ational requirements and the predisposition of the user at

the time.

Furthermore, the concern of many specialists in the United

States that marijuana creates an "amotivational" syndrome and

a "reduction of the work drive" is not borne out by the life

history data or the retrospective reports of Jamaican working-

class subjects. The standard report is that it makes them

"feel to work" and that they can maintain higher levels of

energy with ganja. This aspect has been studied by video-

taping of actual work behavior in a farming community with

and without the use of ganja, under normal work conditions to

determine whether the perceived increases of energy levels

actually take place. Heavy use by cultivators in the marginal

farming area studied is perceived as a means of releasing extra

energy, but may decrease actual work output. The hypothesis

is presented that such use may serve as a subconscious stra-

tegy for-maintaining community status quo in the face of

ecological and population pressures on limited resources.

This, however, is decidedly not a "reduction of the work

drive" or an "amotivational ll factor. Ganja is seen as a sti-

mulant to harder work and hard work is performed. Where there

56 . 52See Patterson, op. p. •
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is less ground covered, despite increased work motivation; the

effect is functional under the socio-eco10gica1 circumstances.

In other areas of work, however, such as sawing wood, heavy

use of ganja helps the sawyer to concentrate on the precise,

repetitive movements required, with no detriment to work out-

put.

The Indian Hemp Drugs Commission Report noted that the effect

of ganja is to bring into play the "natural disposition of
57

the user" and that ganja use, per se, does not lead to "crime"

or "violence", or "insanity". The report, however, was never

widely disseminated and has only recently been reprinted. Some

half century later, various researchers are independently re-

discovering some of the findings of the Commission, viz: "The

underlying personality is the determining factor in criminal
58

behavior." Helen Nowlis has gone further to observe that no

"drug, per se, produces addiction, criminal behavior, sexual
59

excess ••. ".

Contrasts in reactions to cannabis are becoming apparent within

Jamaica itself, as a sociocultural phenomenon. As noted above,

use has recently spread to the middle class, however, it is

not as pervasive as in the working class and carries a different

set of psychocu1tura1 expectations. These include concepts of

57
See Great Britain, Marijuana Report, £E. cit., p. 264.

58
See Sol Charen and Luis Perelman, "Personality Studies of

Marihuana Addicts," American Journal of Psychiatry, 102:4
(January, 1946), p. 676-677.
59
See Helen H. Nowlis, "Will-O'-the-Wisp," International

Journal of Psychiatry, Vol. 9 (1970-1971), p. 532.
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enhancement of creativity, pleasure in listening to music,

escape from boredom, return to a "child-like" state of absorp-

tion in details, search for the "ultimate experience" in sex.

Smoking or ingesting small amounts of ganja is reported to

induce "tremendous" hunger and to act as an "instant" aphro-

disiac. (Laboratory analysis of samples submitted by several

middle-class users reveal only "traces" of THC, supporting the

thesis that reactions are conditioned by psychocultural ex-

pectations.)

sociocultural and individual variations in usage and reactions

have to be analyzed in relation to the chemical content of

the cannabis and quantity consumed. Reports on plant samples

submitted by the subjects, assayed in NIMH laboratories in the

United States, and project data on quantity and frequency of

use are appended. Generally, it is clear that working-class

users regularly consume far more ganja, in all forms, than

middle-class users, for much longer periods. They are also

more familiar with the plant and its products in terms of qua-

lity and use the most potent grades available seasonally.

There appears to be a general consensus among the laity as well.

as pharmacologists that female plants have greater potency than
60

the male. This belief underlies enforcement in Jamaica which

60
Weil, Zinberg and Nelson note that "male plants (cannabis)

produce some resin but are grown mainly for hemp fiber,not for
marijuana," and that "the intoxicating constituents of hemp are
found in the sticky resin exuded by the tops of the plants,
particularly the females ". See Andrew T. Weil, Norman E.
Zinberg and Judith M. Nelson, "Clinical and Psychological Effects
of Marihuana in Man," Science, 162:3859 (December 13, 1968),
p. 1234-1242.
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has carried greater penalties for possession of preparations

made from the female plant (as tested by the government chemist).

Studies carried out in Brazil, however, concluded that "canna-

bis female plants, despite yielding larger amounts of starting

material, do not exhibit more activity, on a weight basis, than

the male plants." 61 This finding would corroborate working-

class views that Jamaicans "have a sex problem", because they

differentiate between the male and female plants.

Another public concern, that cannabis is "the half-way house

to heroin," is simply not borne out by the Jamaican data. Heroin

and "hard drugs", generally, are so far unknown in Jamaica.

Amphetamines and barbiturates are little, if at all, used in

the working class where there is traditional reliance on "folk-

medicines, and there is limited access to costly prescriptions

or patent medicines. A few cases of heroin toxicity have come

to the attention of physicians on the North Coast, but the pa-

tients have all been American tourists. Concern in the United

States about the association of marijuana with multiple drug use

61see Jose Ribeiro do Valle, "Pharmacological Approaches to the
Study of the Cannabis Problem," The International Journal of
the Addictions, 4:4 (December, 1969), p. 634. Agurell, et aI,
replicated the Valle, Lapa and Barros study (1968) with plants
grown in Jugoslavia and "established that the male and female
plants contain similar amounts of cannabinols per fresh weight
of plant material." They point out,"however the mature female
plants have richer foliage and consequently yield more cannabi-
nols per plant than the slender male plants." See Stig Agurell,
et aI, "Constituents of Male a::_G. Female Cannabis," in Joyce and
Curry, Ope cit., p. 59; and, according to the most recent ana-
lysis, "there-is no significant difference in cannabinoid content
bet een sexes, contrary to the widespread belief that the active
substance is found exclusively or largely in female plants".
See Doorenbos, "£E. cit., p. 9.
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and allegations that there is "no doubt that marijuana has

long been important in the rites of initiation to heroin
62

use -- and for a medley of other drugs" does not apply to

Jamaica. After a century of use of cannabis for medicinal

and psychoactive purposes, Jamaican working class users do

not experiment with other drugs.

There is, consequently, no baseline to support contentions

such as presented in a report by a North American psychiatrist

concerning a "large number of young persons" who "were hospi-

talized as a result of an acute undifferentiated paranoid

hallucinatory psychosis with anxiety and disturbed behavior".

The patients were multiple drug users and it is alleged that

"marijuana is probably the most likely initiator of [the]
63

drug-taking career."

The North American tendency to speak of the marijuana smoker

is ethnocentric and fails to account for the range of behavioral

phenomena reported to have been induced by cannabis. Some

observers, apparently baffled by the diversity of reactions

attributed to cannabis, ascribe these phenomena to an innate,

if unknown, characteristic of the plant. Thus, it has been

suggested, based on psychopharmacological studies, that "the

62
See "Drug Abuse: Legal and Ethical Implications of the Non-

Medicinal Use of Hallucinogenic and Narcotic Caribbean
Medical Journal, 30:1-4 (1968), p. 80-81.

63
Ibid., p. 78.
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64
same drug can cause opposite changes in behavior". It is

not clear, however, whether this is related to differences
65

in dosage, frequency, or THC content. Some researchers have

concluded that control of the dosage (titration) explains

differences in reactions: Grinspoon finds the reinforcement

of psychological expectations can be controlled by "titrating"

the dose; i.e., by determining the dosage, "the individual

has close control over the extent and type of reaction he
66

wishes to induce." Sophisticated observers have recognized

the function of psychological "set and setting" in producing

varied reactions. Bloomquist, for example, observes that

"the psychological effects of marijuana are as varied as the

range of human personality and as complex as the factors which
67

influence the user each time he smokes."

In similar vein, Reese Jones has recently pointed out that

"the effects of psychoactive drugs on behavior and experience

64
See Wolstenholme and Knight, £E. cit., p. 52.

65
A recent pharmaco!Logical report presents the "lassitude/violence"

dichotomy: "At a behavioural level, the subject may experience
lassitude to the point of sedation or hyperactivity, hypersensi-
tivity to stimuli and irritability to the point of violence."
The authors note, however, that "These widely differing obser-
vations may at least in part be explained in terms of differences
in the composition of the Cannabis sativa, differences in con-
centration of active principles and individual variations in

"J response to Cannabis." See W.G. Davis and ".:'r.V.N. Persaud,
"Recent Studies on the Active Principles of Jamaican Medicinal
Plants," West Indian Medical Journal, 19:2 (June, 1970), p. 107.
66
See Lester Grinspoon, "Marihuana," International Journal of

Psychiatry, Vol. 9 (1970-1971), p. 496-497.
67
See Edward R. Bloomquist, "Marijuana: Social Benefit or Social

Detriment?" California Medicine, Vol. 106 (1967), p. 346.
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68
are often independent of the drug's pharmacologic effect ll •

Adding another theoretical dimension, H.B.M. Murphy, in a

survey of the literature on "The Cannabis Habit", concluded

that lIit seems probable that cannabis has a highly complex

influence, dependent on personality and culture as well as
69

the drug itself ll •

Our research findings bolster Murphy's theory that cultural

beliefs and expectations define the situation of cannabis

use and condition the reactions experienced accordingly.

"Set and setting" are situationally conditioned by working-

class life style and perceived functional requirements. Tit-

ration is apparently not a factor in determining reactions to

ganjai the same quantities and grades of cannabis are used for

different purposes as available to the consumer. liThe cannabis

habit ll appears to be an ethnopyschopharmacological phenomenon,

mediated by ethnopsychological expectations and beliefs.

New light on the mechanism may come from current research on

"operant conditioning" for conscious control of bodily func-

tioning, being undertaken at the Langley Porter Neuropsychi-

atric Institute and other research centers in the United States.

Mechoulam's research on metabolites may also throw light on

the adverse psychosomatic reactions of non-users.

68
See Reese T. Jones, Tetrahydrocannabinol and the Marijuana

Induced Social IIHighl! or the Effects of the Mind on Marijuana
(San Francisco: Langley Porter Neuropsychiatric Institute,
1971), p. 18.
69
See Murphy, "The Cannabis Habit; a Review of Recent

Psychiatric Literature" Bulletin on Narcotics, 15:1, (1963),
p. 21.
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In the Jamaican working-class setting, the subjective effects

of cannabis use are congruent with culturally conditioned

beliefs and expectations. These beliefs and are

part of a complex diffused from India which may be termed

the Cannabis Indica or ganja complex. The ganja complex dif-

fers from the "marijuana culture" of middle-class Jamaicans

and of the United States in terms of expectations, reactions)

and patterns of use and correlated belief and behavior systems.

Project research in Jamaica has concentrated on the signs--

the observable physiological and behavioral changes that can

be quantified--as well as the symptoms--the subjective sen-
70

sations reported by the user. The clinical data and analysis

of the signs (medical, psychological, psychiatric, EEG,

chromosome) are presented in the body of the Report, as are

the background anthropological and life-history data, the

subjects' reports of their symptoms, attitudes, and the sta-

tistical analyses of the findings.

The literature and public concern with cannabis raise' numerous

questions about the effects of regular use on society a's well

as on the individual. The ganja smoker in Jamaica perceives

the most dangerous personal consequence of regular use as

the possibility of "getting caught" by the police. This is

reality. Charges and convictions sustained by smokers in the

sample are primarily for possession or dealing. Given legal

sanctions vs. ganja, and the heavy penalties that may be

70
See World Health Organization, The Use of Cannabis; Report

a WHO Scientific Group ("World Health Organization Technical
Report Series," No. 478; Geneva: World Health Organization,
1971), p. 22.
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incurred, the correlation of lower class ganja use with

"crime" may be a self-fulfil ing prophecy. The project was

not fashioned to seek out sources of social pathology; however,

our findings do not provide any evidence that ganja use is a

causal factor in anti-social behavior, whether defined as

aggressivity, crime, insanity, moral degeneration or reduction

of the work drive. No such evidence was found either in the

life histories of the individuals in the sample or in the com-

munities studied.

At this point we may raise some questions about possible con-

sequences to the greater society in terms of socio-economic

development. Ganja use in Jamaica is integrally linked to

all aspects of working class social structure: cultivation,

cash crops, marketing, economics; consumer-cultivator-dealer

networks; intra-class relationships and processes of avoidance

or cooperation; parent-child, peer and mate relationships;

folk medicine; folk religious doctrines; obeah and gossip

sanctions; personality and culture; inter-class stereotypes;

legal and church sanctions; perceived requisites of behavioral

changes for social mobility; and adaptive strategies. The

anthropological research has disclosed the pervasive impact

of ganja cultivation, distribution and use on working class

social structure. Although the structural linkages to so-

ciety as a whole were not part of the research project, and

are more difficult to investigate, the working-class ganja

culture obviously cannot be disassociated from the overall

social structure.
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Chronic long-term use of cannabis has historically been

endemic in the lower socioeconomic strata of underdeveloped

world areas with rigid systems of social by

class or caste. In Jamaica, as in most world areas with

chronic long-term use, the "cannabis habit" has been circum-

scribed by social class status; peasants, workers, the un-

employed, the minority groups (racially and socially) in

terms of status are the principal consumers. Extensive use

by the lower class in Egypt, India, Morocco, and the early

use by Mexican laborers and jazz musicians in the United

States, reveal social class configurations. The

initial spread to the middle class in the United States was

to the youth "counter-culture", also a "minority" in relation

to the mainstream of society. Does this class and cultural

configuration of cannabis use represent "alienation" from the

society? Is it a function of the "culture of poverty" with

a built-in strategy for immobility? Does it provide a coping

mechanism for socially disendowed and/or disfranchised groups,

with limited alternatives? Does ganja provide a "panacea

syndrome" for the poor, solving problems of daily life, les-

sening farm productivity when this is a structural requisite

of marginal farming, easing discomforts, forestalling and/or

curing ailment's, providing "peace" and "relaxation"? Is

this mechanism a "flight from reality" for the individual and

the group and does it deter social progress as well as indi-

vidual advancement'''? Does it stave off the grass-roots ex-

pansion of an "ethic of development", frequently posed as
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essential to social and economic change and growth? Is the

chronic cannabis user too "passive" and "non-aggressive" to

initiate or support movements for change? Is cannabis use

a causative or correlative factor in limiting levels of

national development?

These are complex questions, beyond the scope of the present

research. Nevertheless, they have been among the project

pre-occupations and cannot be readily dismissed. Some of

the sociological implications will be discussed in the final

sections. Now we turn to the reports on the clinical findings

and on the anthropological studies of the working-class ganja

subculture of Jamaica.



ANTHROPOLOGICAL STUDIES
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INTRODUCTION TO THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL STUDIES

The objectives for the anthropological component of the

project were threefold: establishing the sociocultural

dimensions of ganja use among the working classes in

Jamaica; facilitating the identification and selection of

a sample of ganja smokers and non-smokers for clinical

study; and providing the behavioral context within which

clinical results could be explored. To reach these objectives,

two broad phases of field investigation were undertaken.

The first phase can be characterized as an exploratory probe

into the relationship of ganja to social life. It began in

June, 1970, and was completed in September, 1970. During this

phase, six localities were surveyed: three rural districts

in southwestern and two in southeastern parishes; and a slum

neighborhood in Kingston, the capital and largest urban area

of Jamaica. As there had been no previous behavioral research

on ganja, each anthropologist was asked to the socio-

logical parameters of ganja use within the framework of commu-

nity organization and dynamics. These initiatory surveys

determined the feasibility of intensive and protracted study

of illegal ganja practices in Jamaican communities; identi-

fied the broad outlines and patterns of ganja use; provided

guidelines for the selection of representative settlements

for second phase research; located the first subjects for

clinical study; and generated insights and working hypotheses

essential for planning the next phase of research.
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Beginning in January, 1971 and lasting a full year, the

second phase concentrated on the systematic collection and

comparison of ganja-related data from different ecological

settings and on several specific research foci. Six researchers

carried out this stage of the field work: two anthropologists

each studied a pair of two others each concentrated

on one localitYi one had the responsibility for collecting the

life histories of the sixty subjects selected for clinical

study at the University Hospital as well as for a problem-

focused urban and one sociologist carried out archival

research on the sociopolitical history of ganja legislation.·

In addition to the general task of exploring the social pat-

terning and effects of ganja, each anthropologist elected to

concentrate on different aspects or problems related to ganja

use. One dealt specifically with socialization to ganja,

life cycle, and intra-group relations; another focused on

social sanctions and other behavior related to ganja cultiva-

tion; a third studied distribution patterns and ganja vendors;

a fourth centered on the objective assessment, through video-

tape and caloric recordings, of folk claims as to the effects

of ganja on work; and the fifth observed ganja-related be-

havior and values among urban East Indians, descendants of

the ethnic group that introduced ganja use to Jamaica.

Choice of study sites was heavily influenced by the fact that

patterns of ganja use among working people vary and that these

variations are linked to differing socioeconomic conditions.
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•In turn, the socioeconomic environment depends to a marked

degree on the ecological circumstance of a given region or

community. Geographical, occupational, and social structural

representativeness were other important factors considered

in the final selection of study sites. With these continua

in mind, seven diverse localities in various regions of

Jamaica were chosen for study in depth, with each separate

study averaging six months in length.

Geographically, the study sites are distributed along the

entire southern half of the island: one community is in the

southwestern parish of Westmoreland; another is in Manchester;

one is a working class neighborhood in the Kingston/St. Andrew

Corporate Area; and four are settlements in southeastern

parishes of the island. Of the seven site , five are typi-

cally rural, either open districts or villages; one is a town,

a parochial capital which serves as an administrative and com-

mercial center; and one is urban. In general, the more rural

and isolated the settlement, the lower the degree of social

complexity and heterogeneity.

Ecologically, the localities can grossly be divided along

rural-urban The town can be ranked, in an ecological

sense, as quasi-urban, and the Kingston neighborhood is the

very quintessence of the urban West Indian condition. While

ecologically having much in common, the five rural sites are

differentiated by topographical and occupational character-

istics: two are hill communities in the interior, dependent
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on own/account cultivation; three are coastal one

of which is composed partly of fishermen and partly of own/

account cultivators, the second of agricultural laborers tied

to nearby sugar estates, and the last primarily of fishermen

and recently settled construction workers for an adjoining

bauxite company.

The total population for the seven sites exceeds 12,000 indi-

viduals, with the five rural communities ranging in population

size from 250 to 1,100, the town containing approximately 8,000,

and the urban neighborhood encompassing another 750. Of this

total, approximately 2,000 people, the majority of whom are

ganja users, were known, interviewed, or observed by members

of the research team.

A complete geographical sampling of ganja use in Jamaica, im-

possible for a project with limited time and staff, would

necessitate coverage of the north coast and the American tourist

influence there on indigenous patterns of ganja use, as well

as sharply focused quantitative studies of the urban area.

Even with these lacunae, however, results obtained from the

seven project sites allow for an accurate representation of

the dimensions, patterning, and variations in ganja use on the

island. Data collected in these studies are voluminous. In

addition to that included in this report, it is expected that

the bulk. will be incorporated in four doctoral dissertations,

one specialized monograph, and one general anthropological

volume.
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The three chapters which follow provide an anthropological

and sociological introduction to ganja use in Jamaica.

Other chapters deal with the sociocultural characteristics

of subjects in the hospital studies. The primary aim of all

the anthropological descriptions and analyses in this report

is to put forth the general patterns and implications of

ganja use and to give perspective and balance to the clinical

reports. Consequently, inter-communal and inter-regional

not b.@n
with ganja legislation and its development, explicitly de-

scribing the sociopolitical climate and implicitly drawing

out middle class and elite attitudes towards ganja use by

the working class. Ganja, and its ramifications in a typical

farming community, is the theme of the second chapter which

deliberately echoes the opinions and values of the users and

the laboring classes. The third chapter systematically ex-

plores a folk claim about the effects of ganja and gives one

scientific perspective on a controversial issue.
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GANJA-LEGISLATION IN JAMAICA

Cannabis sativa, legally and commonly referred to as ganja, has

been subject to various forms of prohibitions for nearly sixty

years in Jamaica. Over the years, these laws have become in-

creasingly stringent. A review of the development of this legis-

lation and the related circumstances is of considerable sociological

relevance. As a prelude then, and to put into contemporary context

the historical discussion that follows, a digest is presented below

of the current legislation, extracted from The Dangerous Drugs Law

of 1942, amended in 1948, 1954, 1961, and 1964.

I. Current Legislation

- rnterpretation

"Ganja" includes all parts of the pistillate plant known as Cannabis

sativa from which the resin has not been extracted and any resin ob-

tained thereof, but it does not include medicinal preparations made

from that plant.

Offenses against the Law

An offender of the ganja section of the Law includes any individual
who:

(1) brings into the island'" or imports or exports
ganja;

(2) cultivates, produces, sells, or otherwise deals
in ganja;

(3) has ganja in his possession;

(4) occupies any premises and permits those premises
to be used for the sale or smoking of ganja;

(5) is concerned with the management of any premises
used for the sale or smoking of ganja;
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(6) has any pipes or other utensils in his possession
for use in connection with the smoking of ganja;

(7) smokes or otherwise uses ganja or frequents any
place used for the purpose of ganja smoking.

Penalties

(1) Any person guilty of cultiv ting, selling, or otherwise
dealing in ganja will, on first conviction, be imprisoned
with hard labor for not less than five years and no more
than seven; for a second or subsequent conviction will
be imprisoned for seven years but no more than ten.

(2) Every person guilty of reing in possession of ganja will,
on summary conviction before a Resident Magistrate, in the
case of a first conviction, be imprisoned with hard labor
for not less than eighteen months and no more than three
years; for a second or subsequent conviction shall be im-
prisoned for not less than three years but no more than five.

Special Police Powers

(1) any member of the Constabulary Force of or above the
rank of Sergeant is satisfied that there is reasonable
cause to believe that an offense against this Law is being
committed in any premises, he may give directions in writing
to any constable to enter such premises, search the premises,
and seize and detain.

(2) Any constable may arrest without warrant any person who has
committed, or attempted to commit, or is reasonably sus-
pected by such constable of mving committed or attempted
to commit, an offense against this Law.

(3) If any constable has reasonable cause to suspect that any
vehicle is being used for the commission of any offense
against this Law, he nay without a warrant search, and, if
such search reveals evidence that the vehicle is being used
or has been used for the of any offense as
aforesaid, seize and detain such vehicle.

II. The Early Period

The use of ganja, as practiced in contemporary Jamaica, was intro-

duced by East Indian indentured laborers in the latter part of

the nineteenth century. However, a sampling of the official and public

records (departmental reports, Legislative'Council minutes, Governor's
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reports, Blue Books, and newspaper accounts) for this period up to the

early years of the twentieth century indicates that ganja did not

constitute a major social issue in Jamaica.

First indications about the possible consequences of ganja appear in

the reports of the Lunatic Asylum. In the report for 1883-84, ganja

smoking (spelled "gonga") appears as the probable cause fOr lunacy

for one person admitted that year. The next mention of ganja use

indentured laborers) for 1892-93 in which he made the indirect ob-

servation that this practice was believed to be current among East

Indians. In his account of a suicide by an apparently insane- East

Indian, he states: "Enquiries were made, but no cause for the sui-

cide could be discovered. The man had apparently no grievance and

did not indulge in alcohol, opium or ganjah, the only thing which

seemed to trouble him being that he was far away from his mother."

Despite the fact that the occasional person (presumably East Indian)

was being admitted to the Lunatic Asylum with ganja smoking listed

as the probable cause of insanity, it is of interest to note that

in the 1896 debate over the Lunatic Asylum Law, there.was no refer-

ence to ganja or ganja smoking. Over the years, very small numbers

of patients, who were diagnosed as insane due to ganja continued to

be admitted to the Asylum: in 1905-06, two; in 1907-08, four; in

1909-10, two. By 1910-11, six admissions were attributed to ganja

smoking, the highest rate for any year recorded up to that point.

Nevertheless, in the corrmentary dealing with causes for admission
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for that year, it was not considered important to make any mention

of ganja. II ••• of the 13 admissions due to moral cause, two were

attributed to religious ex' "tement (revivalism). Of the total

number admitted, 104 cases had inherited insanity.1I The Lunatic

Asylum report for 1911-12 is more significant in that it reflects

the growing concern about ganja smoking by the Churches: IIThree

admissions were attributed to ganja smoking which confirms the

opinion expressed by the Council of Evangelical Churches that ganja

sffioking is spreading among the natives of the island, and that proper

steps should be taken to suppress the cultivation and sale of the

plant. II The next year the Protector of makes another

indirect reference to the possible effects of ganja: "I am pleased

to note that there were no suicides. A second-term immigrant attempted

to hang himself but he was prevented from doing so. This man was

under the influence of Ganjah at the time, and had just had a quarrel

with another immigrant over some trifling matter." That same year,

the Lunatic Asylum admitted eight persons with ganja smoking listed

as the cause for lunacy.

With the possible exception of the Church group, the sampling of

records for the early period indicates an almost total lack of pub-

lic concern about ganja smoking and its possible detrimental effects.

By 1912, the climate 'appears to have changed somewhat. In that year,

a petition on ganja smoking was presented to the Legislative Council

by Mr. Haggart, the elected for the parish of St. Andrew.

The substance 6f this petition, prepared by the Council of Evange-

lical Churches, is not known (although it is safe to presume that it
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was for ganja control) since the motion to read was defeated and

therefore the petition was not printed. In the following year,

however, the ganja issue began to elicit newspaper comment. Parti-

cularly significant is a lengthy editorial by the influential Daily

Gleaner entitled Ganja Smoking as a Danger to the Natives of this

Colony, in that it reflects the sentiments of the Jamaican planter

class and, more importantly, it immediately preced8s the first de-

bates about ganja in the Legislative Council:

Rumour has it that the growth of the ganja smoking
habit in one of the northside parishes and particularly
St. Mary is causing considerable concern to some of the
ruling authorities at present. The habit was at first
confined to the indentured coolies brought out from India;
but it has since spread to the natives of the colony; and
it is that aspect of the matter which is now beginning to
create anxiety in the minds of many influential men and
observant officials. That ganja smoking is a most perni-
cious and demoralising practice, all who have observed its
effects will readily admit. We seen a coolie gardener
-- by nature a quiet, retiring man -- behaving like a raving
maniac while under the influence of the weed. And we have
seen other equally amiable, inoffensive East Indians labour-
ing under intense excitement -- talking volubly, gesticu-
lating wildly, with flashing eyes a.d quivering nerves --
from the same causes. Naturally a poison so powerful affects
the brain of every victim of the habit and gradually deprives
him of all moral sense; and it is a well known fact that a
large percentage of the murders committed by imported coolies
has been directly traceable to the excessive use of ganja as
a substitute for tobacco. If the habit is now becoming ac-
quired by natives in any appreciable numbers, we can quite
understand the perturbation of mind which the latest develop-
ment is procucing in certain circles. There is no reason to
suppose that the influence of the weed will be any less de-
leterious in the case of people of African descent than it
has proved itself to be in the case of the people of East
Indian lineage. Indeed if the teachings of science count for
anything, ganja-smoking is likely to have an infinitely worse
effect on the nerve systems of people entirely unacquainted
with and entirely unaccustomed to the poison, than it has on
the descendants of men who for have been familiar with
its use, if not abuse. That being so, Jamaica will have paid
dearly for its coolie labour, if an additional and utterly
demoralising vice has secured a firm lodgment among the humbler
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orders of the island, as a result of the importation of
Indian field workers, addicted to so pernicious a habit.
And if there is evidence (as we are told is) that
native cultivators are now beginning to grow ganja in in-
creasing quantitiE:s - are now taking to the smoking of the
weed in increasing numbers - exhibit the symptoms character-
istic of confirmed victims of the habit - should not now the
question of prohibitir.g the cultivation and importation of
ganja be faced seriously and earnestly by the Government of
the colony with the least possible delay? We all know what
mischief opium smoking has done in China and other countries
- mischief for which, alas, the British authorities must be
held very largely responsible. And we all know that the
only panacea for the evil yet discovered has been - prohibition.
For every man who falls a victim to the drink craze, there
are hundreds of thousands of men who can use alcohol in one
form or another without abusing it. And we see neither right
nor reason in maintaining the principle (?) that because one
man in a thousand becomes a drunkard, therefore the other nine
hundred and ninety-nine men should be prevented from drinking
a glass of wine. With such a mental attitude we have not a
particle of sympathy. But when we come to such things as
opium and ganja, an entirely different set of conditions seem
to prevail. It appears to be almost impossible to use these
poisons without abusing them; and the influence they exert on
the character, tone and health of their unfortunate victims
is demoralising and deplorable in the extreme. The opium habit
is comparatively little known here. Opium is not grown and
manufactured in Jamaica and the price of the drug practically
places it beyond the reach of the working classes. But ganja
is cultivated in many parts of this island, and its cultiva-
tion is said to be spreading at an alarming rate. Moreover,
the dried or prepared weed is so cheap as to be within the
reach of the very poorest labourer in the country. Under these
conditions, does not a great responsibi_ity rest upon the
Government - especially if it be true that natives are now
succumbing to the vile and deadly habit? Wpy r.ot forbid the
cultivation of the plant absolutely? Why not destroy every
patch of it that is discovered? And if it be not deemed ad-
visable to prohibit the importation of the increasingly popular
'smoking mixture', why not place such a heavy import duty on it
that ordinary persons could only afford the luxury of a whiff
at rare and irregular intervals?

Just nine days later, the same newspaper printed an article titled

East Indians. The that is now Visiting Jamaica. Address

is Presented. Free and Unrestricted Use of Ganja in the Island .

The report dealt with the visit of a . . "appointed

by the Indian Government to enquire into coolie labour in the West
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Indies". Probably'in Golden Grove, the commission was addressed

on behalf of the "Christian East Indians in the community.

After preliminaries, the address in part states:

We desire to bring to your notice one or two points
which need consideration, a view to the welfare
and advancement of our people.

1. We ask you to look into the question of
the free and unrestricted use of ganja as at
present practised in Jamaica. Considering the
harmful effects of smoking ganja, we think
similar restrictions should be introduced here
as in India or Trinidad.

"

The specific reference to Christian East Indians is another indica-

tion of the growing antipathy toward ganja by church groups as well

as the attempts of the more acculturated East Indians to disasso-

ciate themselves from "coolie" practices.

During the deliberations of the Legislative Council of 1913, the

opportunity to raise the ganja issue was provided in the debate

over ratification of the International Opium Convention. The use

of opium in Jamaica was introduced by Chinese immigrants during the

early part of the nineteenth century, although there was some pre-

vious, limited usage by white settlers primarily for medicinal pur-

poses. In any case, opium usage appears never to have constituted

a problem in Jamaica, a fact which makes the ratification debate a

sociologically significant event. Daily Chronicle review of

Legislative Council proceedings for June 24, 1913 outlines the

opium discussion and how the final bill was amended to include pro-

hibitions against ganja, a substance which was not included in the

original Convention signed at The Hague in 1912.
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Dr. Ker moved that the Bill entitled A Law to give
effect to Internat·onal Opium Convention signed
at The Hague on the 3rd day of January, 1912, and to
regulate the importation, disposal of Opium, Morphine,
Cocaine and similar drugs in this Island be read a
second time.

He said this Bill was brought forward to fall in with
the International Convention. It was to cut
down the sale of opium as small as possible. The move
was first started by China in this direction then
and England followed, and so it went with all the nations.

Mr. Stedman said, it might be very well to fall in with
the International Conference, but it had been brought
to the notice of the Government that there was another
evil which was doing the island a great deal of harm.
He referred to the ganjah habit. It was responsible for
a number of East Indians and Jamaicans committing unlawful
acts and cases of lunacy. .

The habit had spread not only among East Indians, but among
our native population. Ga" jah rendered men incapable of
working, and while under its influence they might COIT@it
a crime almost without their own knowledge. The habit had
so far taken hold of the native population that one now
found the native[sl giving up their seductive tobacco for
ganjah. It was having a very bad effect on them. This
question of ganjah smoking had been before the
of the country sufficiently long it to be embodied in
a bill of this kind brought before the House. He thought,
therefore, the bill should be withdrawn that there might be
embodied in it a prohibition of either the importation or
the growing of ganjah in Jamaica. By so doing, they would
be rendering a service not only to the labouring population,
but to the itself by the of crime and
by keeping out of the Asylum many who might be its inmates.
For this reason he moved that this Bill be not read a second
time.

Mr. Simpson said he brought forward the matter and the Super-
intending Medical Officer promised to make enquiries in the
matter. Some Government official had, however, put his veto
on it. Something should be done to stop it.

Mr. Haggart: It might be possible to add something to that
effect in the Bill.

Mr. Ker said the was sent out in its present form by
the Secretary of State. He tthe Speaker) had prepared a bill
in reference to ganjah; but somehow or other it had been thrown
out of the Council. He moved that the Bill be read a second
time.
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The Bill was read a second time and the Council resolved
itself into a committee to consider the various sections.

Mr. Stedman moved that the words "or ganjah" be added to
it, which would meet his position.

Dr. Ker said he had no objection.

The Colonial Secretary said that honourable members thought
ganjah most dangerous as compared with other drugs; but an
analysis of it had been made in India and it was found to be
one of the least dangerous.

Mr. Simpson said it might be the least of the evils they had
in India, but taken by itself it might still be a most ter-
rible evil. It was certainly something which the Government
should take up.

Mr. Esson said he could not sit still after listening to what
the Colonial Secretary had said. The Colonial Secretary ad-
mitted it was an evil; therefore steps should be taken against
it as an evil.

Mr. Haggart hoped that the Government would not be slow to
combat this great and growing evil. It was well known to be
a cause of crime. He asked if the Colonial Secretary had never
had reports from the police as to the effects of this habit on
the increase of crime.

Mr. Stedman said reports of the Lunatic Asylum authorities
and the Police Department had stated that as a result of the
ganjah habit, crime had been increased. Employers of coolie
labour should be allowed to destroy all trees of this descrip-
tion found growing on their estates.

Mr. Evans supported the views of Mr. Stedman. He had personal
knowledge of the harmful effects of ganjah smoking, for he had
coolies under him and often had to threaten them for the habit.

The Attorney General asked if there was any large importation
of ganjah here, and the Collector General assured him that there
was.

Mr. Corinaldi said the coolies were entitled to the use of
their own peculiar form of smoking, just as hon. members were
entitled to their cigars.

It was agreed to include ganjah in the Bill.

Under the cover of the Opium Convention, the first ordinance against

the cultivation and importation of sativa was passed in

Jamaica. Interestingly, possession and use of ganja were not specified
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as criminal acts in this legislation. Offenses against the law

were punishable by a fine not to exceed.· £100; and in default of

payment by imprisonment, with or without hard labor, for a period

not to exceed twelve months.

There is little doubt that the ganja amendments to the International

Opium Convention were based on the concern of the local legislators

with the possible spread of "this great and growing evil", prac-

ticed by a small East Indian minority, to the mass of the laboring

population, the descendants of African slaves. Based on little or

no hard evidence, it was argued that ganja smoking led to an in-

crease of unlawful acts, even to murder, and certainly to lunacy.

Underlying and supporting these convictions was the planters' be-

lief that the laboring mas·ses were essentially unstable, volatile,

and dangerous.

Although it is premature at this point to embark on a full-scale

analysis of the ultimate intentions of the legislators, there is
I

value in reviewing here some pertinent literature on the deve1op-

ment of Jamaican criminal law and on the establishment of the

Jamaican police which sheds light on the ganja question. Adolf

Edwards, a Jamaican legal scholar, in a recently completed disser-

tation, provides a useful starting point for identifying the post-

Emancipation intentions of legislators. He demonstrates that at-

tempted legislative innovations at about the turn of the century

were based largely on the fears of planters that the masses were

likely to revolt. These fears underlay proposed legislation to
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deal with unlawful drilling, the practice of obeah (witchcraft),

and seditious language.

In a study of the Colonial Police written by Sir; Charles Jeffries

(1952), he suggests much in the same vein, that the early establish-

ment of the Jamaican police force was based on the fears the ruling

minority had of the black, laboring population:

•.. the abolition of slavery created a proletariat
politically free but uneducated and to a large
extentlleft to shift for themselves without the
support of traditions of self-help or mutual coop-
eration.I •.. the establishment of organised police
forces was in the first instance due to a well-
justified fear on the part of the governing class
that the existence of this mass of unstable, ex-
citable, ignorant and discontented people offered
a serious threat to law and order (p. 60).

For most of the period from Emancipation to 1865, the "organised police

forces" consisted of large numbers of local constables under the autho-

rity of the magistrates, xepresenting the "governing class". These

constables were over-run in the Morant Bay rebellion of 1865, and

a new national force with an Administrator General directly responsible

to the Governor was organized in 1866. The national constabulary as

it exists today dates from this time.

The new force was armed, using the Royal Irish Constabulary as a

model rather than the. English police, and again to quote Jeffries:

•.. organised mainly with a view to the suppression
of crimes of violence and mass outbreaks against
the peace •.•• these semi-military forces were not
only suitable for peace-time police work under the
conditions then existing, but were capable of being
mobilised as defence units in time of war. (p. 32)
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As a Colonial Office administrator, Jeffries is well-placed to

interpret motives underlying the establishment of such a police

force.

Local legislatures, dominated by the plantocracy, attempted to deal

with social problems by strengthening controls only. For example,

Edwards sees the prolonged attempts by the legislature to increase

penalties for praedial larceny (the theft of food crops) as efforts

to control a form of theft stemming from the economic imbalance of

the society without giving consideration to measures which might

have improved the economic viability of the Colony. Furthermore,

the stereotypes used to justify slavery persisted in j s ifying

harsh penalties for "inferior" human beings. In this context, fears

of mass uprising were very .. real and the memory of the abortive Morant

Bay rebellion of 1865 had not yet faded.

However, since legislation passed in colonial Jamaica had to be for-

warded to London for approval, many of the blatantly punitive mea-

sures were often rejected. London authorities once commented about

a proposed amendment to the Praedial Larceny Law that it "put the

blacks at the mercy of the whites". Such conflict between the local

legislatures and planters on the one side and the metropolitan

government with appointees, Governors, and Magistrates on the

other characterized legislation in Jamaica during the late nineteenth

and early twentieth centuries. It can be argued, consequently, that

the Parliament of the United Kingdom and the "King's Law" became the

buffer between the plantocracy and the bulk of the population· so that,
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as Edwards sums up, "a belief in English rights and standards grew

up" among the general population.

Given this background, ,the ganja amendment to the International Opium

Convention can be seen as a small but important addition to class

legislation passed in Jamaica through the persistent efforts over

the decades by the elites. Despite the presentation of the benign

findings of the Indian Hemp Commission of and the disapproval

of English colonial officials in Jamaica, the cover of ratifying a

prestigious international convention permitted the passage of the

amending ganja clause which dealt with an issue that seemed to be

more important than opium control to the legislators.

III. The Middle Period 1924-1961

As noted above, Jamaican legislation restricting the cultivation

and importation of Cannabis precedes even the Harrison Act of 1914

in the United States. This latter act, for the first time, made the

sale and use of opiates, cocaine, and marihuana without a/doctor's

prescription illegal in the United States, and "made drug users

'criminals', and drugs something mysterious and evil." This and

other American, British, and Canadian legislation which followed

had considerable effect on future Jamaican ganja laws.

In 1924, a new Dangerous Drugs Law was introduced in Jamaica in

which penalties for use of opium or ganja were revised as follows:

First conviction for cultivation, possession, sale or
smoking - six months maximum imprisonment, and/or fine
of up to £100;
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Second conviction - two years maximum imprisonment
and/or fine of up to £250.

This law remained in force for nearly twenty years. It was intro-

duced at a period when, in a sense, Jamaica may be described as

being at its most "law-abiding", in that the law and even the police

force had become established as relatively impartial institutions and

utilization of the law for minor offenses reached a height which it

has never reached since.

During the 1930's, however, spurred by economic distress and failures

in the sugar industry, discontent and unrest began to build up,

erupting ultimately in the massive demonstrations of 1938. Official

responses to these pressures detailed in the influential report of

the West India Commission of 1938 and 1939 may be fairly de-

scribed as a mixture of recognizing the need for social and economic

change while insisting firmly that this change be rigidly controlled.

During this period, the Marihuana Tax Act was passed in 1937 in

the United States. It was the first Federal prohibition of marihuana,

although laxly enforced local laws had previously existed. H. S.

Becker (1963) has described vividly the way in which the Bureau of

Narcotics carried out an extensive publicity campaign uring Federal

legislation and in which it supported its position by distributing

reports of purporting to show the debilitating and .some-

times horrifying effects of marihuana.

During the anti-marihuana campaign in the United States, public

concern about the effects of ganja intensified in Jamaica. con-

cern was particularly associated with the rise of Ras Tafarianism,
I
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a set of beliefs held by some lower-class Jamaicans that God is

black, that Haile Selassie is his living embodiment, and that re-

patriation to Ethiopia is the objective of all true believers. A

blend of the political philosophy of Marcus Garvey and a fundamental
\

interpretation of the Bible, Ras Tafari beliefs also hold that ganja

is a holy plant and its use is prescribed in the Bible. Given their

often bizarre appearance (long matted locks of hair and prominent

display of the colors of the Ethiopian flag in their clothing), and

non-conformist attitudes, members of Ras Tafari groups became and

continue to be objects of fear, contempt, and ridicule by the more

polite segments of Jamaican society.

From this complex of circumstances, a firm intention to maintin

order, a possible carry-over of American pUblicity, and Ras Tafarian

associated antagonism, further revisions of penalties for ganja use

were introduced in 1941. Under this revision, penalties for deal-

ing in opium or cocaine, or for smoking ganja, remained as in 1924,

but penalties for possession, sale, or cultivation of ganja were in-
I

creased as follows:

First conviction - maximum imprisonment of one year
without option of a fine, but with the possibility of
a fine up to £100 in addition;

Second - imprisonment of up to two years
without option, with the possibility of up to £250
fine in addition.

Along with the increased penalties, this law introduced two distinc-

tions which are still important and in existence today. First, it

implied that, in Jamaica at any rate, ganja constitutes a more
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important problem than opium or its derivatives, or other drugs

which are generally acknowledged as more dangerous in their effects

on the individual. The fact that this distinction still remains,

and that no attempt has been made to press for increased penalties

for other drugs legislatively reinforces the fact that other drugs

are very rarely used in Jamaica and that there is no official fear

of escalation from ganja to other drugs.

Second, the law blankets together all forms of possession or sale

of ganja, distinguishing between these offenses and smoking, having

implements for smoking, or allowing premises for ganja smoking.

Possession of any amount, no matter how small, is taken to imply

potential sale. For example, if a man has pst lit a spliff (a

ganja cigarette), he is liable to the lesser penalty for smoking.

If he has not yet lit it, he is liable to a much heavier penalty

for possession. Whereas, under Federal law in the United States, a

much more severe penalty is imposed for sale to a person under eight-

een years of age, the Jamaican law attempts to make no such fine dis-
I

tinctions.

On the other hand, the Jamaican law places the police in a difficult

position in the sense that it allows informal discretion. A con-

stable may allege possession if he wishes to ensure that a suspect

be convicted and sentenced to a much longer period of imprisonment.

Or, to cite a more recent anomaly, he may bring a charge of "prepar-

ing ganja for export" rather than possession in order to ensure a

lesser penalty. This possibility of informal discretion is described

as "difficult" for the police, since no matter how impartially they
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utilize this power, there is room for considerable suspicion that

they, in fact, do not act impartially.

After World War II and in the early 1950's, use of ganja became a

major, sustained topic of police and public concern. A Metropolitan

police officer, T. Calver, presented a report on police moderniza-

tion in 1945, and was then appointed Commissioner of Police in

Jamaica to implement his own proposals. Calver placed strong em-

phasis on the urgent need for strict control of ganja, and stated in

his report for 1949-50:

It is suggested with some justification that the use
of Ganja has some connection with the prevalence of
crime. Comment has recently been made in the press
on this subject. It is definite that Ganja smoking
is worse in the Corporate area than it has ever been.
An attempt has been made to compare Ganja trafficking
statistics with cases of sexual assault on women and
girls, also with offences against the person of robbery
and larceny from the person. Comparison of such offences
is difficult because the Ganja statistics are only of
those recorded as a result of positive police action.

However, they indicate an affinity between the smoking
of Ganja and the rise and fall of the crimes
above.

Comparative return of Ganja cases, against reported
cases of (a) robbery and larceny from the person and
(b) sexual assaults for years 1946-49 inclusive:

1946

1947

1948

1949

Ganja

93

71

64

(a)

634

480

454

603

(b)

13

11

9

22

From this it will be seen that these three classes of
offences rise and fall together. Sexual crimes over
Kingston have increased, so has the Ganja traffic.,
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A serious case in point is that of a sexual assault
(Rape) by four or more youths on one woman. During
this series of assaults, they were all or at least
some of them smoking Ganja.

This subject is of islandwide importance, particularly
in the Divisions of St. Thomas, Portland, St. Catherine,
Clarendon and Manchester which are the centres of culti-
vation.

Calver was evidently convinced of the serious problem posed by ganja,

although his statistical argument leaves much to be desired. How-

ever, in citing a dramatic case and assuming a causal relationship

between ganja smoking and rape, he utilizes a safer technique, at

least as far as marshalling public opinion is concerned. Becker

and others have demonstrated that, many years earlier in the United

States, the Bureau of Narcotics based its successful campaign against

marihuana on publication of such dramatic examples.

Calver remained as Commissioner of Police for three more years, and

he maintained an intensive campaign against ganja throughout this

time. The annual police report for 1952-53 states:

Police action to eradicate the evil of Ganja was
relentlessly pressed forward. The public continues
to co-operate on a small scale, and the major balance
of the effort rests with the police. The payment of
substantial rewards to civilian informers frequently
bore good results, and with financial encouragement by
way of rewards to members of the force who successfully
prosecuted cases, the campaign must be considered a
success. During the year under review, there were 467
cases made under the Dangerous Drugs Law, the great
majority being for offences connected with Ganja. This
is a decrease of 56 cases from the previous year.

After Calver's tenure as Commissioner ended in 1953, ganja was not

reported as a major police problem again until 1961. His period of
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office may be regarded as extremely important in that it was marked

by the most intensive police and newspaper campaign against ganja

up to that point. It would appear, however, that despite the in-

ducements of payments to public informers and policemen themselves,

the "public campaign" received little public support. One might

speculate here that this lack of full-scale cooperation between the

, "public" and the police indicated a growing class resentment against

an unpopular law and its somewhat arbitrary implementation.

In summarizing this short but critical period, it can be said that

cultivation of ganja may well have been temporarily reduced, but

there was certainly no long-term fall-off in ganja use. Rather, it

tended to be driven underground, distributive machinery became more

organized, and ganja use for some became a diffuse symbol of resent-

ment of authority, while for others, it was symbolic of stereo-

typed wickedness. Significantly, the police, shortly afterwards,

appear to have recognized the dangers of a situation which they had

helped to create. In giving evidence for a proposed studY,of ganja

in 1955, they gave as their opinion that ganja was perhaps not as

harmful as had previously been supposed. But the study did not

materialize, and the social, legal, and economic climate had already

been set.

With the expansion of the bauxite mining operations in the latter

part of the 1950's, Jamaica experienced a minor economic boom. Re-

ported crime rates reached their lowest level for the century, and

a generally optimistic atmosphere seems to have prevailed throughout

the society with very little complaint about deviant or criminal
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behavior. Given this state of relative well-being, the Dangerous

Drugs Law remained unchanged until 1961, the year before the

independence of Jamaica. The passage of more stringent ganja legis-

lation resulted from the political climate engendered by an unexpected

and startling event in 1960 which brought the ganja issue to the

fore again.

In that year, a purported attempt at revolution took place which

took the lives of several British soldiers. The incident involved

the Reverend Claudius Henry, his followers, and a small number of

Americans. Large-scale police action led to the break up of the

group and the eventual conviction of the Reverend for treason. Like

Ras Tafarian groups, Henry's followers were self-confessed ganja

users, and press and public comment associated their dangerous

aspect with ganja. By the end of the year, the government introduced

an amendment to the Dangerous Drugs Law. In the legislative debate,

the Claudius Henry affair was only mentioned by implication. The

Minister of Home Affairs argued that ganja was being growry on a

very wide scale, that there was suspicion of a substantial export

trade in the substance and that:

The police are convinced that 50 to 75 per cent of
crimes of a violent nature are the direct result of
ganja smoking • . • .That to my mind is the most
important aspect of this, that people who smoke
ganja, granted they might have criminal tendencies
due to previous causes, the fact is that these people
with these tendencies get ganja and become dangerous.

The amendment made offenses of growing, selling, or otherwise deal-

ing in ganja subject to trial on indictment, with obligatory impri-

sonment up to a maximum of five years and the additional possibility

of an unlimited fine. It may be noted that the penalty for possession

--- _00__ 00 ------ -- __ .. 17--
00

--- _

element. There can be no doubt that the British
government thinks the same •.••

The Minister appears have quite casually accepted the police claim

that 50 to 75 percent of violent crime was associated with ganja use

and demonstrated a somewhat uncritical acceptance of foreign evidence

in stating that the addict needs more and more ganja to supply his

needs ("I am a cigarette smoker and I know"), and would drift to

more dangerous drugs.
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Both the Minister of Home Affairs and Minister of Health indicated

that they were under international pressure to control ganja and

that foreiqn relations would be damaged if the supposed xport

trade were allowed to continue. "Scientific" evidence was supplied

principally by the Minister of Health, who claimed that Jamaican

ganja was less potent than that in India, that it was unreliable as

a drug and no longer used in medicine. He summed up behavioral

effects by asserting:

If a criminally-minded person has an idea of doing
harm, or bodily injury to another, he would not do
it, he knows it is wrong, and he knows the
law of the country, but when he is under the influence
of ganja he feels his strength, or courage, and he would
go right ahead and do that wrong on account of the lapse
that takes place when he is under this drug.

He contended that Jamaica must respect international conventions

signed at The Hague in 1912 and Geneva in 1931, when "we had definite

scientific knowledge as to the facts of ganja." While claiming that

scientific knowledge had been carefully documented since that time,

he did not, however, cite it in the debate.

After the Opposition in the Legislative Council had critized the

absence of data, the government spokesman produced police statistics

to support his statement that there had been an increase in ganja

offenses.

1957

1958

1959

Cultivation

18

22

26

Possession

175

179

177

Smoking

40

45

57

These figures did little to support the Government's case, however,

and the following exchange took place at the end of the debate:
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Government Spokesman: ••. ganja has reached serious pro-
portions in Jamaica.

opposition Member: What figures?

Government Spokesman: Let us assume on the same old
figures. Look at what we know has
happened as a result of ganja. While
I do not want to quote any newspapers
or evening papers but you just have to
open your newspapers every morning and
you see the raids concerning ganja.

The Government case rested on "what we know", the beliefs that ganja

leads to violence, that an export trade had developed, and that in-

ternational criticism might be forthcoming. Despite their insistence

on evidence, these arguments were generally accepted by members of

the Opposition, who agreed unanimously with the need for further

deterrence particularly to control the "big man" in ganja operations.

In the House of Representatives debate, the member for West Kingston

reported that he had written to the Commissioners of Police in

Trinidad, Barbados, and British Guiana about their ganja penalties

and problems. They replied that maximum penalties on indictment

for ganja cultivation, sale, or dealing were as follows: I

Trinidad: 4800 dollars (1600 Jamaican) or 10 years or both;

Barbados: £500 (1000 dollars Jamaican) or 5 years or both;

B. Guiana: 5000 dollars (1666 Jamaican) or 10 years or both.

All three countries reported that they had no ganja problem, and

in Barbados and British Guiana, as far as the police knew, it was

not used at all. This evidence was accepted in the Jamaican debate

as suggesting that severe penalties had controlled the use of ganja

in the other West Indian countries. Both Government and Opposition
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in Jamaica expressed the wish to avoid inhumane penalties, and

they noted, with some self-congratulation,. that while they were

being necessarily firm, they had introduced lower maxima than were

prevalent in the other countries.

Despite their amicable agreement on the general need for severe

penalties, the Opposition raised two objections in the Legislative

Council which aroused heated debate. Seaga first raised the pos-

sibility of illicit "planting" of ganja on an individual in order

to have him sent to prison and,· also of claims by the police that

they were searching for ganja as an excuse to conduct general searches

of a man's house. He stated:

It is a common practice in this country, Sir,
for persons to settle grievances privately by
the use of ganja to obtain a conviction,

and

In view of the fact, Sir, that the penalties have
been increased, I would have been happier if at the
same time the machinery for obtaining warrants
for searching for ganja could have been made more
stringent.

Some Government members reacted strongly at the suggestion of police

corruption, for Seaga had implied, although his wording was vague,

that the police too were not above "planting" ganja. These impli-

cations were interpreted to mean that general corruption existed

among the police. He clarified his position later by stating that

he was referring only to isolated incidents of corruption -- which,

nevertheless, he claimed aroused considerable hostility against the

police, and, in turn, provoked strong" general counter-statements
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in support of the police.

Actually, Seaga had been careful to avoid the sweeping condemnation

of which he was accused. He referred specifically to "planting"

by one citizen on another and suggested that even rare incidents of

"planting" by the police could lead to widespread suspicion. In

addition to making a specific suggestion for more stringent search

procedures, he also welcomed the increased tendency of the judiciary

to avoid conviction unless corroborative evidence was produced.

Seaga's position in the debate at that time is particularly impor-

tant in view of his senior position in the present government. In

1960, he was building the popular support which would eventually win

him the elected seat for West Kingston, a lower class, physically

decayed section of the capital. As a trained sociologist with

knowledge of Jamaican folk beliefs, he is likely to have been influ-

enced on the ganja issue by his field informants and future consti-

tuents in the urban slums. While supporting the general sentiments

of his fellow legislators on the need for strict control ganja,

he argued that Government had produced insufficient evidence for

the bill and that ganja use was not as widespread as had been claimed.

Most significantly, however, he insisted on stringent safeguards

against police and administrative corruption, that is, protection

for the individual. 'Later, as a leading member of the governing

party, he was forced to remain silent in the 1963-64 debate when

much wider powers of search were introduced, accusations of "plant-

ing" were made by the PNP opposition, and when the JLP government

could produce no better evidence of the extent and effects of ganja

use.
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Ultimately, while a personal attack on Seaga was maintained by

the government, the. government spokesman conceded that occasional

"planting" by the police might take place. They could hardly

avoid doing so since the eminent JLP lawyer, Neville Ashenheim, cited

cases of police "planting" known to him and allegedly dismissed on

these grounds by the magistrate. The government spokesman, how-

ever, maintained that rare instances of police corruption were

"even found in England". Reliance could be placed on inherited

traditions of British justice to keep irregularities to a minimum.

Consequently, special stress on either more stringent search pro-

cedures or corroborative evidence was unnecessary.

Ashenheim offered a further amendment to the proposed penalties.

While agreeing with the general need for more severe penalties, he

suggested that a fine rather than imprisonment should be permissible

in "special that is, when special circumstances of

the offense warranted it:

I am completely and diametrically opposed to any
legislation that creates an offence which is not a
capital offence and at the same time prescribes the
minimum punishment.

The reply by the Leader of Government Business, also a lawyer, was

labored. As a lawyer, he faced an appeal from a fellow professional

that judicial discretion should not be decreased. As Leader of

Government Business, he insisted that it was a matter of "Government

policy" that the proposed penalty be passed. He attempted to re-

solve this dilemma by pointing out that the obligatory imprisonment

clause had been passed in 1942 and that a longstanding principle

Ir
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could not be reversed. On the other hand, he would welcome a

debate on the general principle of mandatory sentences, while he

could not countenance it on a matter of "government policy" in

the present debate.

Soth in thia were to be again in the

1963-64 debate, each to the embarrassment of his party. But the

1960 debate ended without amendment to the original proposals.

It was apparent that the great majority of members were in favor

of stronger legislation, that "we all know" how damaging ganja is,

and that international pressure must be accepted.

It would not be incidental to note that both the 1941 and 1961

amendments, which carried increasingly severe penalties, came at

points in Jamaican history when there was either economic or po-

litical unrest and when there was fear of supposedly militant

elements, such as the Ras Tafari and the group led by

the Reverend Claudius Henry, who, like many in the lower reaches

of Jamaican society,smoked ganja.

IV. The Contemporary Period 1961-1971

Jamaica achieved her independence in 1962, following the collapse

of the West Indies Federation. In general elections of that year

the Jamaica Labour Party defeated the Peoples National Party and

took the reins of government. Over the next two years, a series

of legislative debates 'were held about proposed new ganja legis-

lation. The 1963-64 debates, at least on the surface, were marked

by a more careful presentation of supporting and opposing positions
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than had been the case in the past. Nevertheless, as in the past,

practically no evidence, only impressions, were presented about

ganja in the context of Jamaican circumstances. This was so even

though the new government claimed that it had formed a committee

of experts in 1963 and that the proposed legislation was a result

of its findings. However, as the former Premier Norman Manley,

Leader of the Peoples National Party opposition pointed out, no

previous announcement about this investigation had been made, its

members were not named nor its findings published, and no results

from it were evident during the debate. In any case, it became

evident in the early stages of the debate in the House of Repre-

sentatives that the results were a foregone conclusion. On his

election as Prime Minister, Sir Alexander Bustamante had announced

that he would introduce early legislation to control rape and ganja.

Only two months before, a bill proposing severe, minimum sentence

penalties for rape and other offenses had been rushed through with

virtually no debate, as the Opposition walked out of the debating

chamber, complaining of insufficient time to study the bill.

Party acrimony remained strong when the Dangerous Drugs Law came

forward for debate. In fact, all conditions conspired to turn it

into a political football rather than a serious attempt by either

side to examine all" the implications of a major legislative change.

Unlike earlier debates on the same issue, the new bill was pre-

sented by the Minister of Health rather than the Minister of Home

Affairs. In a sober opening statement, Dr. H. W. Eldemire explained

that the bill was directed against a neWly-established offense,
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that of allowing premises to be used for cultivation or use of

the police would be empowered to seize vehicles suspected

to have been used for carrying and penalties would be

creased as follows:

Possession: a minimum sentence of 18 months imprison-
ment, maximum of three years, without option
of a fine, for first three years
minimum for second conviction.

Cultivating, selling or dealing: A minimum sentence of
five years imprisonment, maximum of seven,
without option of fine for first
seven to ten years on second conviction.

In defense of the bill, he argued that:

This is not a problem which faces Jamaica it is
a problem that nearly all the world is concerned about.
We here in Jamaica •.•. it was brought to our notice last
year when certain things happened that brought the use
of ganja into the forefront and it is very noticeable
that over the last few years the use of ganja and the
number of people who have had to be hospitalised because
o'f the use of ganj a; so the use of ganj a has been increas-
ing at a serious rate. Eight per cent of the admissions
to the Bellevue Hospital in the male section have been
attributed directly to ganja intoxication ...•

••. it is accepted by all the authorities that I have been
able to read that the danger in ganja is in its immediate
effects, which induce violent psychosis and violent reac-

and these are its immediate effects.

We are not talking about long-term effects; the long-term
effects create in a person indolence and laziness; and
you can well see the social repercussions of this.

A young person suffering from its hallucinatory effect
develops a definite chronic state; and this is one of the
dangers of ganja. They definitely get a panic state be-
cause of the hallucination; and after smoking the drug or
drinking the tea, known sometimes as "wisdom weed", they
get a phase of hypersensitivity and a psychomotor activity
which responds to external stimuli in a very exaggerated
manner when the drug is specifically taken to release re-
pressed feelings.

After outlining his analysis of the effects of ganja and the reasons

why increased penalties were being proposed, Eldemire noted that the

I '\

\
\
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penalty for growing and trafficking in marihuana in Canada had

recently been raised to a maximum of life imprisonment. Conse-

quently, Jamaican penalties could not be described as excessive.

It was not mentioned that there was no minimum penalty in Canada

except for exporting marihuana.

Norman Manley led the Opposition response. Since neither he nor

Eldemire had taken part in the 1960-61 debate, neither faced the

possibility of having his own words used against him. Manley too

began relatively calmly, although he suggested that:

.•• the country has a rirlht to be told what is the
extreme danger involved in this thing that warrants
so severe a penalty••.. he Minister, having devoted
quite obviously the utmost attention to the matter,
has been unable to advance anything like a real valid
scientific opinion for saying that the danger of this
drug is so extreme that the peril to society is so
great that it deserves a minimum penalty of five years
for the smallest offence and a mandatory penalty of
18 months for merely smoking ganja or being in possession
of it.

In fact, Manley had apparently misread the draft legislation, as

the proposed minimum sentence did not apply to smoking. In any case,

at no time in the debates was the important question discussed of

whether or not there should be a minimum sentence for all types of

possession, whether to group possession together with growing and

trafficking rather than with the offense of smoking.

Manley suggested that ganja was grown in backyards allover the

country and used as medicine, that it was just like alcohol in its

effects and that the government had not established that it was

even as harmful as cigarettes. He noted that no data had been

presented relating to Jamaica, that "the Minister has been careful

\
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not to say that there is any evidence of a connection between

violent crimes and the use of the drug", and he pointed out that

Prohibition laws in the United States had had very damaging side-

effects. He also referred to the views of the senior Government

psychiatrist, Dr. V. Williams, who had given evidence for the

prosecution in a well-known murder trial. Williams had denied that

. ganja could support a defense of diminished responsibility and said

that, on the contrary, it might lessen a man's intent to commit a

crime, although it might make him "overconfident." Manley sug-

gested that many substances known to give "over-confidence" could

be purchased in drug stores and that, in introducing the severe

penalties, Government was going against the recent evidence of its

senior expert. He submitted that the effects of ganja were still

in doubt, and proposed that a Commission of Enquiry to study them

should be appointed. As his speech progressed, Manley became

stronger in his criticisms:

The moment you are dealing with offences which are
not crucial to the life of the society, by telling
the Court that the youngest offender, the smallest
offender, must get a harsh, brutal, life-ruining pe-
nalty in the same way as the hardened and wicked
offender, you are unfit to be legislators and unfit
to be in charge of human beings, human lives in a
civilised country ••... it is all very well enough to
have this sort of Law in Fascist countries •...

This ignited the debate. For some time, acrimonious exchanges had

been taking place in the House between Manley and the Minister of

Housing, Clem Tavares, and now animosity flared up between them

again. Tavares rose specifically to deal with Manley's speech:
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..• he almost formed the opinion as if he thought that
ganja is a wonderful thing and that people should use
it ...When the government passes this legislation, let
it go on record that the Opposition has opposed it.
Let the criminal element see that the P.N.P. wants ganja
and the J.L.P. is opposed to it •••. I am astonished to
find no other person than the Leader of the Opposition
standing up in Parliament and supporting the use of ganja.

Tavares' remarks transformed the debate into a party confrontation.

The Minister of Education, Edwin Allen, charged that although Manley

did not support the use of ganja, his "hair splitting and tech-

nicalities" would mislead the public and detract from the essential

message that ganja was highly dangerous.

What are we to expect when illiterate parents understand-
for they cannot read it in the newspapers, they can hear
it on the radio - when they hear that the Leader of the
Opposition stood up in the Honourable Parliament and made
a speech against the penalties for smoking ganja and trafi-
ficking and dealing in ganja.

Allen was raising a point which had been emphasized by the PNP in

the 1960 debate, namely that statements made in the House were com-

municated throughout the country and that speakers must be careful

to transmit clear, simple messages which did not weaken important

values. For example, in the earlier debate, Allan Isaacs of the

PNP had criticized Seaga's reference to "planting", and had called

for wide pUblicity of the view that Jamaica has a fine and admirable

police force.

By this time, any possibility of seriously discussing the extent

of ganja use in Jamaica, or its effects, was lost. The debate be-

came a straightforward party matter, with Opposition calls for

further investigation and criticism of mandatory penalties being

I
I
I
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overshadowed by the charge on the part of Government that their

opponents approved of ganja. The Prime Minister, Sir Alexander

Bustamante, entering in the middle of the debate, made clear that

there was no possibility of any significant change in the proposed

legislation:

Mr. Speaker, I do not believe in a long debate, nor
multiplicity of words. This Government will use every
authority at its command to have ganja smoking, growing,
trading stamped out ..... I heard over the radio that the
Leader of the Opposition had asked for an Enquiry, I
presume into the effect of ganja. There will be no en-
quiry, none whatever. All of us know the effect of ganja.
Just ask the police wives that have lost their husbands,
about the effect of ganja recently in another Parish ..••
They can talk all they want; the Bill is going through
as it is.

Although the Bill was to remain virtually untouched, the debate

continued for some time. Keble Munn of the PNP quoted Robert

Lightbourne, Minister of Trade and Industry, who spoke for the

Opposition in 1960-61 and had called for a study of ganja's effects,

as saying that some people believed that ganja was beneficial.

Lightbourne had also strongly denied a suggestion that ganja was

grown in backyards in his constituency, St. Thomas, although this

had been described by the police as a major ganja growing Parish.

Gyles, Minister of Agriculture, counter-quoted by referring to the

statement of former PNP Minister Seivwright on the police claims

that 50 to 75 per cent of violent crimes stemmed from ganja. This

reminder effectively made Seivwright abstain from the final vote,

although Lightbourne contended that the new bill was, in fact,

based on intensive study. In this contention he was supported by

the Minister of Health who, at this late stage in the debate, after
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the outcome was firmly established, made another major address in

which he introduced evidence omitted earlier.

In answer to the charge that the government was going against re-

cent evidence presented by Dr. Williams, its senior psychiatrist,

the Minister of Health stated that he had examined studies com-

pleted in the 1960's when medical science was more advanced and

had developed new techniques of investigation, whereas Williams

had only cited studies up to 1944. Although convincing at the

time, this was essentially a debating point and no data arrived

at by these new techniques were specified. He noted that, in May

and June 1962, a World Council on Narcotics meeting in Geneva had

agreed that all possible means of controlling ganja should be

utilized. In addition, he cited three scientific articles in sup-

port of his case, emphasizing that he was quoting persons of autho-

rity. He cited Dr. H.B.M. Murphy, Professor of Psychiatry at

McGill University, who had visited Jamaica and had published in

1961 a study reviewing marihuana research:

••• tells us categorically that doses given to unsuitable
subjects can produce acute confusion leading to violence.
While the long-term use of heavy doses can lead to partial
dementia or to an organic type of psychosis.

In addition, he Dr. K.L. Stuart, writing in the West Indies

Medical Journal in September, 1963:

Instead of intoxication, some individuals lose all sense
of proportion, becoming irresponsible and committing
dangerous acts.

Finally, he quoted from Ram Chopra, "the great Indian authority",
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who studied 600 cases and concluded:

... there is no doubt that cannabis gives rise to an
alter-state of mind which in many instances created
and stimulated mania .•... two per cent of the incidence
of temporary derangement induced by cannabis drugs
[in a study of criminal records, principally murder, in
India], was directly responsible for crime.

Eldemire also referred to penalties used abroad, stating that the

offense of possession in England was liable to a £1,000 fine or 10

years imprisonment, and that a penalty with a minimum of seven years,

maximum of life imprisonment, had been introduced in Canada. The

record was later corrected by Manley who established that there was

no minimum penalty in England and that Canada had no minimum penalty

for possession, growing or trafficking. The .sentence cited by

Eldemire was for export or import of marihuana. Manley was by now

focusing particularly on the question of minimum penalties, but it

was too late.

The Senate (appointed chamber) debate was, in many respects, more

successful than that in the House of Representatives, even though,

or possibly because, the Leader of Government Business, Senator

Hugh Shearer (presently Prime Minister of Jamaica), introduced it

by emphasizing that:

... there was no justification for debating as to whether
or not ganja was a prohibited drug because as long ago:.as
1948 it had already been decided and penalty was provided
.... I therefore do not propose to reply to the arguments
dealing with whether or not ganja is a dangerous drug.
The Bill has nothing to do with that.

In saying this, Shearer discarded Manley's point that the degree to

which ganja was dangerous had not been scientifically demonstrated.
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He did, however, focus attention on certain clauses in the draft

bill which had escaped attention in the House of Representatives

debate. These were discussed in the Senate and led to eventual

minor amendments of the draft. Shearer noted that the proposed

legislation, in addition to raising penalties, had three other

aims: to make it an offense to allow premises to be used for

growing or use of ganja, to allow seizure of vehicles suspected of

being used for transportation, and to give the police greater powers

of search for ganja by allowing searches on the authority of a po-

lice officer of the rank of sergeant or above, instead of requiring

a Magistrate's warrant as for other searches. Shearer also pro-

duced police statistics, which had not been done in the House of

Representatives debate, to support the argument that offenses had

risen after penalties were increased in 1961. Whereas, he said,

there were 487 known offenses in 1959-60, there were 561 in 1960-61

and 600 in 1961-62; therefore, it was posited, the revised penal-

ties had not been effective and further increases were required.

Although Shearer specifically tried to exclude consideration of

the effects of ganja, the early part of the debate consisted pri-

marily of discourses by two members who were medical doctors

attached to the University of the West Indies: Senator Kenneth

McNeil on behalf of' the PNP and Senator Ronald Irvine on behalf of

the JLP. Their addresses illustrate the great difficulty of asses:.-

$ingthe effects of ganja from reviews of scientific literature and

the ease with which selective summaries can support completely

contradictory positions.
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McNeil repeated the point that no Jamaican data had been introduced

by the Government and he attacked the pvoposition that crime and

ganja smoking are integrally related.

There is not the slightest evidence in the literature
to suggest that there is an association of ganja smoking
with criminology. On the contrary, the incidence of
ganja smoking has increased at a rate far more rapidly
than the incidence of crime; and the evidence of any
particular crime of violence being associated with ganja
has been nebulous and, to my mind, never been before
the Courts of this country or any forensicologist ••.•

If you take the Bellevue figures, there is no indication
whatsoever that the 8 per cent of the people are admitted
to the institution because of ganja. This is an area and
you have the opportunity to conduct a survey. The people
who go there can be asked questions and they can enter
into your confidence. You can conduct a survey of that
kind. But these surveys tend to reveal what is happening
to the population in general, because there is no autho-
rity which says that there are basic psychopathic tenden-
cies. So if we take 8 per cent we will be dealing with a
figure of 160,000 people involved ..••

In contrast, he noted, only 600 cases were shown in police statis-

tics, implying that the latter were'of no value as an index of the

use of ganja. He also introduced for the first time a reference

to the La Guardia report in New York City which, he claimed, did

not take a punitive view, and again he emphasized that ganja and

alcohol were essentially similar in their effects. Ganja users

•.. become more affable, more gregarious, more friendly;
their worst enemy looms in front of them as a friend
and brother .•.. The ganja smoker loses his desire to be-
come engaged in any criminal enterprise.

Finally, before repeating Manley's call for further study, McNeil

also read from the Murphy study already cited by the Minister of

Health in support of the proposed legislation:
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The euphoric phase is more often accompanied by social
amiability and gregariousness than by isolation and
aggressiveness, apparently because the subject acquires
social confidence.

On this occasion, Senator Joseph McPherson repeated Tavares' accu-

sation in the earlier debate that the Opposition was supporting ganja:

••• the Senator of the other side who tells us that the
smoking of ganja is a good thing •..• (and, referring to
Red Hills and Sligoville incidents of 1960) .•. the PNP
government decided that it was because these men took
ganja why they became so brave and decided to kill off
a lot of people.

Senator Irvine, on behalf of the Government's position, itemized the

dangers of ganja to Jamaica:

.•. the fact is that what little use to society this drug
would have, is so far outweighed by its ill-effects that
the W.H.O. recommended that the drug be withdrawn .•••

Reports on this drug have come from the Far East, from
Africa and the U.S.A. And these reports are conflicting.
What every authority has stated, however, is that the
reaction to the drug after an intoxicating dose depends
on the basic personality of the person who takes the drug.
If he is passive, he may become more passive; if he is
violent, he may become more violent. Therefore, when we
are trying to interpret whether this drug is an evil thing
or not we have got to interpret it in terms of the type
of society in which we live. We all know that the nature
of the people in the Far East tends to be more passive
in outlook than we are. But the people to whom we are
accustomed - who are apt to use this drug, tend to be
more aggressive, to express themselves more violently;
and among persons of such personality when this drug is
taken it can cause pretty violent effects •..•

.... I notice the report of the Police Department last year,
where there were 30,000 offences reported to the police,
and of this number one-sixth were offences against the per-
son .••.

Therefore a
situation.
tion but it
reasons why

drug like this will undoubtedly
I am not saying it is the cause
undoubtedly exaggerates it, and
I would at this time be willing

exaggerate this
of the situa-
this is one of
to support this
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Measure. But I have other reasons for supporting it
which to my mind are more important •..•

..• [young ganja users] reject completely all the moral
and social values of the society in which they live
and they withdraw from it completely and utterly ..••

What is the effect therefore on this group of our popu-
lation, the group to which we are looking in the next
five years to provide the economic wealth and drive in
the population, where you mve the habit spreading among
them, where there is utter rejection of the society in
which they all live? They reject all their social ties,
their moral ties and family commitments. They stick to-
gether in idleness and in this idleness they get into
petty crimes like stealing and so on .

••. whereas the alcoholic will tend to break through with
a possible effort, the ganja habituate withdraws comp-
letely in rejection and is completely lost.

From this point, the debate was principally taken over by lawyers.

Senator Dudley Thompson, speaking for the Opposition, maintained

that while he was not opposed to the "spirit of the bill" - the

need to control ganja - he did question the means. Control is not

achieved by penalties, he argued, and the possibility of "planting"

needed to be guarded against; the police power to seize suspected

vehicles was too broad; corroborative evidence should be required

to minimize the dangers of "planting"; and the word "knowingly",

he suggested, should be inserted in the bill to apply to the owner

of a vehicle thought to carry ganja.

Thompson also had read the 1960-61 debates, and quoted Seaga's views

that ganja was sometimes used as medicine and that there was a danger

of ganja being "planted" on a man by his enemies or the police. In

this context, Thompson was attacked by Government Senator and fellow

barrister Wilton Hill for failing to mention that Seaga had declared
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himself firmly in favor of stricter control of ganja. Hill himself,

however, omitted to mention, as had Thompson, that Seaga had stressed

the necessity of stringent search provisions and had praised the

fact that penalties for possession were not raised, since possession

charges were most liable to involve "planting " . It may have been

"politic" for Hill but remiss for Thompson to omit these points,

since the new proposals both extended powers of search and intro-

duced a minimum sentence of 18 months for a first offense of pos-

session.

Hill emphasized that he had been able to examine the results of the

unpublished Cabinet commissioned study, and he pointed out (for

the first time in either debate) that under United States Federal

Law a minimum sentence of two years was obligatory for lesser ganja

offenses, together with a possible fine of up to $20,000. He also

reached a conclusion on the effects of ganja on the basis of the

study:

Government takes a particular interest in the possession
of ganja by people because we are satisfied the criminal
element in Jamaica uses ganja as a means of improving
their ability to commit crimes, certain elements smoke
the ganja and this increases their criminal intent and
criminal efficiency.

In an interval between these legal exchanges, Dr. Duhaney, a Govern-

ment Senator, raised some interesting aspects of folk-lore about

ganja. He said that ganja is used in obeah, in a preparation mixed

with insects and that the view was spreading throughout the popu-

lation that ganja is not at all harmful. In addition, he noted

that ganja is commonly used in the belief that it helps priapism.
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Senator McNeil had earlier argued that ganja does not act as an

aphrodisiac, and both speakers were referring to an issue which was

not directly faced in either debate, although it figured largely

in popular discussion of the subject. That is, it was held by many

that use of ganja contributed to the frequency of sexual attacks,

a criminal offense which had been the subject of equally contro-

versial legislation only two months earlier. Of significance is

the fact that McNeil and Duhaney were able to reach exactly opposite

conclusions about the dangers of ganja on the basis of identical

information. McNeil maintained that there are such beliefs, that

they are false, and that therefore ganja is not dangerous. Duhaney

also claimed the existence of such beliefs, that they are false,

but concluded that therefore ganja will be used to give supposed

aid in sexual activity including sexual attacks.

A final contribution on behalf of the Opposition was made by the

barrister, Senator Vivian Blake who raised a number of specific

legal issues which had not been previously mentioned in either

House. He first argued against the minimum mandatory penalties,

acknowledging that his party, the PNP, had retained obligatory

imprisonment in 1960-61 but that the new penalties were

timly different in that they reduced judicial discretion. Whether

a man cultivated ganja plant or an acre, he would still be

liable as a second offender to a minimum sentence of seven years

and to a maximum of 10 years. This argument was not, in fact,

accepted and the penalties as originally drafted eventually became

law. Nevertheless, Blake did meet with success in suggesting that

free legal aid should be extended to defendants in ganja cases
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liable to a minimum penalty. This proposal was accepted by the

government and eventually came into force in 1968. He was un-

successful, however, proposing that ganja offenses should be

tried at the level of the Circuit Court, before a jury, rather

than before a Magistrate. Blake further argued that the police

power to search without a Magistrate's warrant was the "most

offensive provision" in the Bill, although he did not suggest

amendment.

As a rejoinder to earlier complaints that the legislation was

pushed in a dictatorial fashion, Senator Shearer, in concluding

the debate, was able to argue that the government did take account

of Opposition views and, in fact, was prepared to work out amend-

ments which the Opposition had not presented or suggested. He then

proposed an amendment that the police be required to present a

signed copy of the search authorization to the householder just as

a copy of a Magistrate's warrant must be presented.

This issue was discussed at length but was never fully clarified

by either Opposition or Government. The major point at issue in

the current debate was whether or not and in what

the police should have discretion to seize a vehicle. To suggest,

as Senator Shearer that the Courts utilize the principle of

mens rea (willful act committed with criminal intent) was not

entirely relevant. When asked to clarify what constituted "evi-

dence", he gave as an example that of finding ganja in the vehicle,

but he did not indicate whether any other evidence could be allowed.
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Finally, Blake suggested that, in the Smith case, it was permis-

sible for the Courts to impose probation rather than imprisonment,

even for minimum mandatory sentence offenses. His argument on

this point, however, did not lead to amendment and Jamaican courts

still do not have the authority to grant probation instead of

imprisonment for ganja offenses.

There have been no further amendments to the Dangerous Drugs Law

from 1964 to the present, although two controversial issues have

arisen in cases before the Courts. In 1968, a successful defense

was maintained on the grounds that the law specified that only

matter from the female ganja plant was illegal, whereas the Govern-

ment chemist's certificate to the Court did not specify whether the

exhibit came from the male or female plant. For a short period,

cases were held over until the chemist found a means of ascertaining

whether or not specimens were from the female plant.

In 1969, some American citizens found preparing to ship out bulk

quantities of ganja, were charged with "preparing ganja for export".

There seems to be no fully satisfactory reason why they should not

have been charged with possession, which carries a minimum manda-

tory penalty of 18 months. Nevertheless, the less serious charge

has since been used in other cases involving foreigners. As men-

tioned previously, in Canada the most serious penalty is reserved

for exporters and importers, and in view of the concern expressed

about international trading, it is of interest that such offenses

are not dealt with similar severity in Jamaica. The rationale

appears to have been that it is expensive and embarrassing to detain
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foreign citizens in prison and that offenders can be turned over

to their own authorities. Even so, there is clearly less emotional

force behind the control of overseas trafficking than behind the

control of ganja smoking by Jamaicans.

v. Summary

In attempting to suwmarize the history of ganja legislation, several

broad questions should be examined. For one, to what extent does

Jamaican legislation reflect international pressure to control mari-

huana? Although the first criminal legislation in 1913 came as a

result of the ratification of the International Opium Convention,

the decision to include proscription of ganja was clearly and es-

sentia11y a local one. On the other hand, the united States Mari-

huana Tax Act of 1937 may well have provided the stimulus for the

establishment of a committee which met in 1938 and whose recommen-

dations led to the revised legislation of the 1940's. Even in this

case, however, the public debate focused on ganja smoking by Ras

Tafarians who were singled out as a troublesome group representative

of those who reject society. Fear of Ras Tafarians and their ritual

espousal of ganja smoking was also a prime catalyst for latter

ganja amendments in 1960-61 and 1963-64.

It appears that international pressure had some importance in the

deliberations of 1960-61 when amendments were drafted specifically

to curtail large-scale cultivation whose produce was assumed to

flow into the export trade. Government arguments at this point

stressed the necessity of abiding by international agreements.

Again, however, a particular local incident, the Claudius Henry

Affair, appears to have given the .necessary lmpetus to pass the
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proposed amendment. Similarly in 1963-64, international opinion

and agreements were referred to, but a dramatic murder case in-

volving Ras Tafarians gave the decisive push. Of major signifi-

cance is the fact that in neither of these debates was any attempt

made to specify exportation per se as a major offense.

In general, it may be concluded that international pressure and

the selective use of foreign research on marihuana has been used

in Jamaica to give legitimacy to local, already determined judg-

ments. The earliest ganja legislation is deeply rooted in local,

anti-lower class sentiments which preceded international agitation,

and its emotional dynamic appears to stem from long-standing fears

of the masses together with stereotypic conceptions about the

"idle" and illiterate. While in the United States fears concerning

the effects of cannabis had to be built up by the intensive cam-

paigns of the Bureau of Narcotics, such publicity was quite unneces-

sary in Jamaica. In point of fact, the allegedly damaging effects

of ganja, particularly its supposed relationship to violence, haye

never been seriously disputed in any of the Jamaican ganja debates.

With few exceptions, participants on both sides tended to accept

"the spirit of the legislation", the need for firm controls. In

this sense, ganja legislation can be seen as a latter day parallel

to the class legislation that followed Emancipation. Functionally

and structurally, the ganja proscriptions are reminiscent of the

laws against seditious libel, unlawful drilling and obeah. Time

after time, the widely held conception of ganja turning ordinary

men (i.e., working men) berserk, either in individual or mass

incidents, arose in the ganja debates. And if one can judge from
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the wOrds of the legislators, the association of with Ras

Tafarians and other elements of the lower class and the possibility

of mass disorder ideologically places the ganja laws in a similar

position to the class proscriptions of fue turn of the century.

Only in the debates of the 1960's was some very limited recognition

given to the place of ganja in Jamaican folk culture. At no stage,

however, was any attempt made to collect systematic information

about ganja use or to institute any national studies about its

effects. The nature and extent of its acceptance or incorporation

into the lifestyle of the average Jamaican was never seriously

examined or debated and the possibility that severe legislation

might conflict sharply with folk values was not viewed as a serious

problem. At some points, it was categorically asserted that re--

str.ictive legislation could change values and behavior.

At other times, it was asserted that ganja smoking was the practice

of a·dangerous minority that could only be controlled by severe

legislation. A few speakers representing both political parties

suggested that an educational was needed to inform people

"about the damaging effects of ganja," but these suggestions were

never implemented.

In essence, legislators felt that a man freely chooses to use ganja

and that he is aware of the penalties and has chosen to risk them.

Therefore, humane sentiments and mitigating factors were of little

relevance and severe penalties were justifiable. This inherently

Old Testament morality reinforced by historically based fears left

little room for "hair-splitting and technicalities" when it came
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to dealing that "most pernicious and demoralising practice."

The principle of obligatory imprisonment was introduced in the 1941

debate. There was no dissent, and the government spokesman re-

ported that Magistrates had been asked about the proposal and were

fUlly in support. There was no hesitation at that time in violating

a principle which would undoubtedly have been defended in England,

the ultimate source of the basic Jamaican legal structure.

The association of marihuana with indolence and moral degeneration,

an opinion commonly held in other countries as well as in Jamaica,

is generally expressed on the island in terms of the potential

laziness of the masses. As a motivating force behind ganja legis-

lation, this stereotype seems to have been a close competitor to

that of fear of the masses. Epitomizing this perspective is the

reference by one Senator to young ganja users who "reject completely

all the moral and social values of the society in which they live."

Although others argued that young people are idle because jobs are

short, the former opinion appears to have expressed the sentiments

of most legislators irrespective of party affiliation.

The one overriding fact of Jamaican ganja control is that it has

failed in its objective to eliminate or reduce the cultivation and

use of ganja. This will be amply demonstrated in the sections

which follow. Over six decades, all types of control mechanisms,

excepting massive public propaganda or severe penalties for export,

have been employed. Stringent penalties for all other types of

ganja offenses, considerable extensions of police power, rewards

to informants and to successful police prosecutors, large-scale

police raids and, since 1963, use of helicopter searches and sur-
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veillance have all been utilized to uphold the Dangerous Drugs

Law. Nevertheless, the evidence strongly suggests that ganja use

and cultivation have increased over this period and, significantly,

that these law enforcement methods may well have had damaging

side-effects on the administration of justice generally.
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RURAL "LIFE AND GANJA

This chapter provides a general description of the socio-. 1
cultural context in which ganja is grown and used in a rural

community: first, a brief introduction to the social para-

meters of the village, followed by sections on the cultivation

of ganja, its distribution, patterns of consumption and use,

its reported effects, and finally, the relationship of ganja

to antisocial behavior in the community.

Gully, the fictitiously named settlement selected for this

initial anthropological presentation, is ideal for this pur-

pose, since it is in no way distinctive or unique in the

Jamaican countryside. In terms of its social organization,

economic base, population composition and size, in fact, in

all its critical social and cultural dimensions, Gully essen-

tially exemplifies the rural, interior communities of the

island. Since such settlements contain between a third to a

half of the total population of Jamaica, it may be argued that

the description provided here has broad applicability.

I
For· purposes of clarity, the term ganja is used throughout this
report for any general reference to Cannabis sativ·a. A Hindi
term introduced into the Jamaican lexicon by East Indians in
the nineteenth century, it is now most frequently used by middle
and upper-class Jamaicans and most often found in newspaper and
official police records as a synonym for cannabis. Lower-class
individuals, .particularly ganja smokers, seldom utilize the
term to refer to the substance, prefering herbs, weed, the herb,
and the weed. The term bad preceding any term for cannabis·
(e.g., bad weed, bad herE; etc.) denotes great potency (i.e.,
excellent cannabis for smoking).
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Ganja is a pervasive element of Gully life. In the words of

one villager, it is about as widespread as "air pollution in

New York City". Although our informant caricatures an extremely
,

complex situation, there is no doubt that despite its illegality

and the severe penalties attached to it, ganja, in some form,

is regularly used by a large majority of village inhabitants.

At the same time, there are significant differences, even within

the user population, in the behavior, values, and consequences

related to ganja. The following, then, deals with the various

components and interrelationships of what might literally be

called the ganja syndrome.

I. Social Setting

Gully is a rural.settlement nestled in the foothills of the

Blue Mountain, the highest peak in Jamaica. Approximately

700 people, a large percentage of them children under the age

of fifteen, live in some 153 households. Most are Afro-Jamaican

in descent; no Chinese or Caucasians reside in the village, and

only seven households claim any members of East Indian ancestry.

The settlement pattern of Gully is not unusual for rural

Jamaica -- clusters of small dwellings and occasional shops

strung out, ribbon-like, along a main road. In Gully, the 'main'

parallels a wide, fast-moving river which, in part, dissects

the community. While the majority of villagers live in close

proximity to the road, about twenty percent are located deep

in the adjoining 'bush' or on the opposite side of the river.

Although there are no bridges, fording the river on foot is a

routine matter during the drier periods of the year; but around
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May and November, when the river runs high, residents on the

far bank are essentially isolated from the rest of the com-

munity.

In the past, Gully is reported to have been a prosperous and

lively community--a small but relatively important market center

for the surrounding districts. The development of public

transportation and the attractions of the big city, however,

have facilitated in recent years the shift of Gully's regional

precedence to Kingston just under twenty miles away. Conse-

quently, the most significant linkages of the villagers, for

marketing, work possibilities, recreation, medical service, and

secondary schooling for the more 'affluent', are now rooted in

Kingston. A daily bus, filled with area people employed in

Kingston, runs through Gully every morning and returns each

evening. Market trucks, which begin their routes farther up

in the mountains, also tend to go to and from Kingston rather

than to important towns close by. Inexorably, the pull of

the nearby capital has changed the nature of social and eco-

nomic life in Gully.

Nevertheless, Gully remains a "service" community for sur-

rounding and districts, in that it houses some of the

governmental and institutional apparatus essential to area

inhabitants. Within the village confines, there is a post-

office, primary school, health station, police station, com-

munity center, and an office of the regional land authority.

Five churches -- Anglican, Methodist, two Baptist, and one
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Pentecostal Revival -- serve the religious needs of the

several socioeconomic strata of the district. At each end

of the settlement there is a rum shop, and four very small

general shops are scattered in between. Even with these faci-

lities, however, the ribbon-like nature of the settlement

pattern with no clearly defined 'central' or 'business' sec-

tion, has limited the possibilities of Gully's becoming an

important point of congregation for the immediate area. In

fact, this type of settlement pattern has a distinct influence

on the internal movement of the villagers themselves. To reach

their cultivation sites, many must walk or ride their donkeys

several miles away from the settlement up steep, eroding slopes.

To while away their free hours, villagers do not tend to gra-

vitate in larger numbers to some central place, but rather,

to form small groups and to gather in a variety of favorite

places scattered throughout the village and its environs: in

or in front of a preferred shop; a convenient location along

the river bank; under a large shade tree; or in the ,yard of a

popular householder.

Agriculture is the mainstay of the local economy, and in the

Jamaican context, Gully is a farmer's community. Almost all

householders own or have access to some cultivable land, due

largely to the regional land authority's policy of easy loans

which has made the purchase of five acre plots possible for

small farmers. The quality of this land is poor: it is often

steeply sloped, eroding, and subject to capricious rainfall

punctuated by occasional droughts and deluges. Nevertheless,
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these scattered holdings are tilled for a variety of mixed

tree and ground crops, primarily mango, avocado pear,

pimiento, carrot, yarn, sweet potato, gunga pea, and several

kinds of bean. Bananas had been an important cash crop in the

past, but Gully farmers can no longer successfully compete

with the production of large estates. In general, few house-

holders can count on farming alone for profit or even subsis-

tence. Less than a quarter of the households, and these rank

among the poorest in Gully, are forced to rely on cUltivation

only. Most villagers supplement the limited proceeds from

agriculture whenever possible with other work, such as own-

account masonry or carpentry, manual labor for the Public Works

Department, contract work for a nearby tobacco company, or day

wage labor for other small farmers. As in many parts of rural

Jamaica, the most realistic vocational goal of the typical male

in Gully is to have as many sources of income, no matter how

small, as economic protection in a basically improvident en-

vironment.

For the majority of small farmers,' cUltivation barely meets

the minimal requirements of their households. Whatever oppor-

tunities are available for the part-time tradesman or own-account

artisan or journeyman are effectively restricted to the older,

long-established householders. Consequently, occupational

chances in the area are almost non-existent, and the young are

encouraged to look to Kingston and abroad for employment. How-

ever, since some degree of education beyond the primary school

is often required to compete in the urban job market, the young,
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rural job-seeker from GUlly is further frustrated. The typical,

that is, poor boy or girl from the settlement is considered

fortunate to have completed the elementary school cycle--most

have not. A few relatively affluent parents can send their

children on to secondary schools in Kingston., but the great

bulk of the population cannot afford the tuition and boarding

costs in town. For those parents who wish to have their child-

ren taught a trade, the expenses of urban, private institutions

are prohibitive, and they must therefore rely on government

youth camps and training schools which, without political in-

fluence, are difficult to enter. So it is not unusual for young

men with such aspirations to wait several years before being

called. During the long and often traumatic period between

leaving school and settling down to a normal, adult routine,

the young generally continue to live in their parents' 'yard'.

Little work is available to them, and that, for males, is

usually tedious, manual labor by the day for the better-off

farmers. Their pay is poor, no more than J$ .80 to J$l.OO per

day, work efficiency is low, and discontent high. Local em-

ployers complain that "these rude boys don't want to work

they only walk up and down and smoke ganja". At the same time,

their own sons reject farming as a career and leave the com-

munity for more prestigious middle-class vocations in the

capital.

To understand the sociological significance of differing pat-

terns and behavior linked to ganja use in Gully, some compre-

hension of organization is necessary, particularly
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of the type evolved in the Jamaican hill country. For this

we are fortunate to have the work of the noted Jamaican social

anthropologist, M.G. Smith, whose model of such organization

is partially presented below:

Informal organizing Principles

We have seen that the collection of individuals
and households that form the local community, does
not gain much integration through specific associa-
tions. There are, however, other principles operating
which serve to organize and structure community leader-
ship.

The most general difference between community members
are those of age, sex, and wealth. Color is of sig-
nificance in most rural communities only where wealth
permits status aspirations, and in such cases serves
to isolate the mobiles in ratio to their emphasis on
color. Sex differences provide a basis of family and
mating relations which link the members of different
households, and which also find expression in formal
associations such as the Women's Federation, the 4-H
and the Churches. In associations of direct political
or economic purpose, however, women playa less promi-
nent part than do their menfolk.

The primary age distinctions among rural folk are those
between the children of school age; young folk who have
left school but have not entered into regular domestic
unions; those who have domestic responsibilities of their
own, but whose children have not yet started to work; and
older people. Emphasis on age differences as a status
factor is important within the family and leads to some
separation of the elderly from the yniormales. This often
reduces the leadership value of age unless wealth or cer-
tain other conditions are present. Men of 35-50 years old
often exercise considerable influence over their juniors,
simply by presenting the latter with personal models of
successful adjustment •.

Rural community organization is defined in terms of stra-
tification and segmentation. We can think loosely in terms
of a grid, the horizontal division consisting mostly of
class and wealth variables, whereas the vertical divisions
'follow spheres of power and influence.
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An outsider may fail to differentiate between the
members of the local community in terms of class,
but the members themselves do not. In the communities
that I studied, locals would rank their in as
many as six strata, distinguishing them partly in terms
of behavior, partly in terms of wealth. People not
placed in adjacent strata rarely visit another, while
members of widely separated strata would not call at one
another's homes even on 'needs occasion', that is, at the
time of serious illness or death. It is, therefore, im-
portant to determine the extent and character of local
stratification if one is to understand the organization
and process of the community life.

We can conceive of the local community as divided verti-
cally in terms of power or influence. There is an overlap
at the boundary of each of these pyramidal divisions, and
the further down the community class system we go, the
greater does this overlap become. The main segments re-
flect the principal economic and social forces operating
within the community. The shopkeepers and produce dealers
control credit and certain marketing facilities •••.The
teachers and civil servants control another set of facili-
ties. Those associated with the school are of special in-
terest to the community who feel that "teacher's" favor or
disfavor makes a lot of difference to a child's educational
chances••.•But the teachers themselves are often immi-
grants to the community and • . .many ofter. remain divorced
from it for years • . . . Employment opportunities for un-
skilled labor are controlled by government foremen and road
headmen on the one hand, and by the overseers or owners of
nearby properties or estates on the other. The group to
which these employment opportunities directly appeal is
mainly that of the young men, but also includes those older
men whose farming incomes are not sufficient to meet all
their obligations . • . The church does not form 'a separate
segment; and the priest, even if resident, no longer controls
a separate area of influence and power as before, although
his personal prestige may be great, and he may sometimes act
semi-officially as an electoral warden, a justice of the
peace, or in sundry other capacities.

The principal pyramids of influence within a community are
often linked up at their leadership level by informal con-
tact between the heads. Teacher and shopkeeper may be
friends, or they may avoid one another. Their spheres of
operation do not directly clash, nor require co-operation,
although for political or other reasons they may be drawn
into open alliance or antagonism • • • •

The more important power structures operating within a
community are controlled by or through local people, who
are either native to or so long resident in the community
as to be identified with it. For this reason the formal
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associations within which leadership is exercised
mainly by salaried migrants, have less direct sig-
nificance for the community structure than would
appear on the surface. Influence and power rest with
those who control economic resources and employment
opportunities in the local community •. ',' (Smith, 1965;
188-191) •

The patterns of stratification and segmentation outlined for

Jamaican hill communities in general apply remarkably well in

the specific case of Gully. Those unfamiliar with Jamaican

rural conditions may well fail to see social differences bet-

ween the residents of Gully. In fact, such diversity exists

and is of critical importance in understanding village social

structure and variations in village behavior and values. From

observational and survey data on 153 households, at least four

hierarchically ordered social strata or levels can be distin-

guished with each level exhibiting characteristics which in-

fluence attitudes and behavior toward ganja. Since traditional

definitions of class are not entirely appropriate to the Jamaican

rural scene, the social strata of Gully, for purposes of dis-
/

cussion and identification, are arbitrarily labeled Levels 1,

2, 3A, and 3B.

Levell, the highest ranked social stratum in the local stra-

tification system, is comprised of only one household headed

by the largest landowner and dominant economic power of Gully,

reputed to be one of the wealthiest persons in the parish.

Now retired from active public service, he has had a dinstin-

guished career as a national political figure and director of

one of the most important and influential of all-island orga-

nizations. As owner of enormous tracts of land and much live-
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stock around Gully, as landlord, Justice of the Peace, and

an official in the local agrarian bank, he continues to wield

considerable influence on both the national and community

level. Well informed of village affairs, he actively involves

himself in Gully's economic life from deciding on bank loans

to village farmers to the selective hiring of day labor for

his own properties. His reputation among villagers is nega-

tive and one tinged with fear, many contending that he mani-

pulates the community almost as if it were his private plan-

tation, that he has suppressed plans for economic improvement

and in so doing has sustained a steady source of cheap labor.

It is generally held that he has made it difficult for locals

to progress. In a sense, while this individual and his family

are from the community, they are not of the community. Eco-

nomically, they dominate the village; socially and culturally

their links are with the capital. In terms of the national

system of social stratification, they are of the upper middle

class.

Level 2 consists of twenty households, some 13% of the total

number of domestic units in Gully. Characteristic of this

group is a multi-roomed cement house close to the main road,

access to or oWnership of a car or motorcycle, legal marriage,

children who attend school in Kingston, and membership in the

. socially prestigious Anglican or Methodipt churches. Only a

few on this level rely on agriculture as the major source of

income; most derive income as well as status from their occu-
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pation -- religious functionary, head teacher, government

social worker, postmistress, public works contractor, and

the like. One finds the majority of 'migrants' to the commu-

nity and the formal leaders of local public and service orga-

nizations in this group. They may well be considered, in

national terms, as members of the rural middle class.

Over 86% of all households in Gully fall into Levels 3A and

3B, comprising elements of the lower class and sometimes re-

ferred to as the lowest sociocultural section of Jamaica.

Level 3A consists of 53 households, or approximately 35% of

the total number. Typically, the economic resources of this

group are at least minimally adequate to meet daily needs.

Their income is largely derived from own/account cultivation

or contract farming for a tobacco company and is often sup-

plemented by work in masonry, carpentry, or even regular

employment in Kingston factories. It is not unusual

older members on this level to receive remittances from child-

ren working either in England or the United States. Aspira-

tions for a higher standard of living are rising, whetted in

part by their ability to purchase or receive some of the

material benefits of 'middle class' life. Level 3A contains

slightly better off members of the rural poor, ideologi-

cally mobile or 'straining' towards a higher socioeconomic

status but nonetheless culturally and firmly a part of the

mass of the Jamaican population .

. Finally, 79 households or about 52% of the number of domestic

units fall into the lowest level, 3B. Characteristically,
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members from these households lead a hand-to mouth existence

with few, if any, prospects for raising their social and eco-

nomic level. With insufficient land for self-subsistence and

insufficient education, training, or opportunity for regular

employment locally or abroad, this group consists partly of

older people, sometimes living alone, who eke out their exist-

ence in poverty, and partly of individuals in their young or

middle years with large families and meagre resources for their

support. Like those in Level 3A, this lowest ranked group in

Gully is representative, in social and cultural terms, of the

lower class majority of the island.

II. The Cultivation of Ganja

Conditions for growing ganja in Gully are good: individual

land ownership is high and unattended bush lands are available.

Topographically, all a potential grower requires is access to

land relatively isolated and removed from regular traffic.

Consequently, at least thirty-nine households of the 153 are
I

known to include members who cultivate ganja. And given the

secrecy attached to this illegal practice, there is no doubt

that this figure underestimates the total number of ganja

growers in the community. Of the thirty-nine known cultivators,

twenty-two grow ganja for personal and household use, while

seventeen cultivate for sale as well. With five exceptions,

all growers belong to Level 3B, the lowest socioeconomic

stratum of the community, and their ganja cultivation and ganja

use is common village knowledge. Five men cultivate on a re1a-

tive1y large scale for commercial purposes. This minority, in

all critical sociocultural dimensions, level 3A, and
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significantly, their ganja activities are shrouded from the.

community; concrete data as to their cUltivation is difficult

to obtain. Only one is known to be an occasional smoker; the

other four, including a district constable, do not smoke ganja,

at least in public.

Despite relatively ideal conditions, it appears that Gully

is not a particularly large producer of Indirectly,

this is confirmed by the size of ganja cultivations. For

example, the largest ganja 'planter' cultivates some 200 roots

or plants; the next four in importance plant 100 on the average;

and the rest of the 'commercial' cultivators may put in any-

where from thirty to 100. Almost always they scatter their

roots in a variety of bush land, rarely risking more than ten

or fifteen in anyone location. Small scale cultivators, those

who grow for their own use, generally plant about ten roots,

and sometimes less, per growing season. But none of the Gully

ganja cultivators rely exclusively on ganja production for
2

their livelihood. For the great majority, it is an agricul-

tural sideline which fits well with their established style

of life and for some, it provides additional income.

Sufficient reasons exist as to why the cultivation of ganja

is primarily a poor man's enterprise in Gully. Natural and

social circumstances tend to make ganja growing attractive to

2
These 'big' producers estimate that a single, mature plant
yields from one to as many as three pounds of marketable
ganja (worth from J$20.00 to J$60.00).
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the poor farmer. Although he may own the land he works, a

number of prevailing factors adversely affect his exploiting

it efficiently. With steep, tiny fields, unsuitable for

mechanized cultivation, the poor farmer can rely only on his

manual labor and a few rudimentary hand tools, such as the

machete and the hoe. He cannot easily specialize in a single

or limited number 'of cash crops for the market; sub-par soils,

uncertain weather, unpredictable market prices, and inadequate

economic resources make such specialization far too great an

economic risk for the average small farmer. As a consequence,

mixed cropping, partly for household consumption and partly

for the cash market, is the rule. Including ganja into such a

pattern of cultivation does not create a problem.

For reasons of safety, ganja is planted in isolated plots of

land, the very type controlled by the poor farmer and so un-

suited for cash cropping. Ganja grows easily "like a weed".

The only really demanding period of the growth cycle/is the

first three weeks after planting, when seedlings are most vul-

nerable to natural hazards and during which the young plants must

be watered daily and guarded from insects and other pests. All

that is required after this period is occasional budding until

the plant reaches maturity.

As in most of Jamaica, two ganja crops a year can be harvested,

and in Gully the two growing cycles run from April to August

and from June to November. However, most village cultivators
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plant only once per year, in June, claiming that the April-

August cycle is overly prone to insufficient rainfall. After
3

ganja is reaped, it is left in the fields for curing and can

be brought down in small quantities for ultimate disposal.

Unlike food crops, which must be sold immediately after har-

vesting, ganja can be stored and parceled for sale a little

at a time, thereby extending the flow of cash over a long

period. Again, unlike food crops, the market for ganja is

remarkably stable, with regional prices rarely fluctuating to

3
The following are the most cornmon terms used by the folk
for various grades of Cannabis sativa.

Green ganja: the cannabis plant when first cut and before
curing; can be either of the kali or bushweed variety;
greatest use in medical potions or teas.

Cured ganja: cannabis which has been systematically set
to dry by sunlight; can be either kali or bushweed, although
a full three-month curing process rs-generally not adhered
to forbushweed; curing is reputed to increase ganja potency
so that cured kali is generally regarded as much stronger
than green kali.

Bush, bushweed: the immature ganja plant, pale green in
color; distinguished from kali by the absence of seeds;
considered less potent than kali and not as smooth for pur-
poses of smoking.

Seeded bush: the stage which the cannabis plant reaches
immediately prior to full maturity (kali); better for smok-
ing than pure bush but not as potent-as-kali.

. --
Kali: according to users and cultivators, the fully matured
plant which 'grows tall as a man and stands wide as a room';
generally recognized by the buyer by presence of seeds and
by strong smell; considered the most potent form of ganja
and is the most expensive to purchase.
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any marked degree. For poor households, then, the cultiva-

tion of ganja can provide a small but steady source of income

and a consequential supplement to the household economy. For

the few relatively large-scale growers, the pattern is dif-

ferent: the bulk of their ganja harvest is quickly removed

and sold in Kingston, since they consider it wiser to receive

a somewhat lower bulk price than to risk the problems of

local retail distribution and the ever-present danger of theft.,

Ganja in Gully is cultivated without assistance. Such behavior

runs counter to traditional practices among Jamaican small

farmers who, in order to conserve on cash outlays for necessary

agricultural labor and to reinforce social ties in their com-

munities, often develop reciprocal work partnerships and other

forms of labor exchange. In Gully, ganja partnerships are

non-existent, thereby avoiding the recriminations and blame

that follow if a jointly-worked ganja field is raided by the

police, plundered by others, or neglected by one of the partners.

For a precarious venture such as ganja cultivation, each grower

takes on full responsibility and all the profit, and in so doing,

he minimizes social risks (e.g., the rupturing of harmonious

work relationships with others in legal cultivation) and legal

risks. The only exception to this rule is the largest Gully

'planter' who employs several adolescent boys to weed his ganja

fields, paying them not with cash but with ganja.

The very conditions which permit the small farmer to consider

cultivating ganja may well become impediments to success when

he begins to plant. For example, since his ganja roots are on
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remote and not easily guarded land, he is at constant risk of

praedial larceny (i.e., theft of crops) by outsiders, compe-

titors, and young boys. To put this in wider perspective,

praedial larceny of legal crops ranks second only to domestic

squabbles as the chief source of complaints lodged at the

Gully police station. But a victimized ganja grower, even if

he knows the thief, has no recourse to the law, and so he is

left to his own resources to protect his illegal cultivation.

The following cases illustrate some of the principal control

mechanisms employed.

Mr. A, a ganja cultivator, discovered that Mr. B, another
ganja cultivator, had been stealing his 'herbs'. Recog-
nizing the futility of directly confronting Mr. B, he went
to people closely associated with B and his wife and told
them that he knew B was stealing his ganja, that he planned
to put poisonous seeds that looked like ganja seeds into
a few of his plants; and that this poison would bring in-
stant death to the consumer. All this was imparted with
an air of great secrecy and with the plea that his plan
was not to be told to B. Predictably, Mr. Bls friends
warned him of the "plot" and the depredations of Mr. A's
ganja fields ceased.

If this type of approach fails, the ganja cUltivator; still has

recourse to forms of social control. Pastor M, the leader

of the Pentecostal Church in Gully, is also the local "science

man", or practitioner of magic. In his dual capacity, he keeps

well informed about local events, and he has intimate knowledge

of relationships among the villagers. With this information and

his position, he has amassed sufficient power to manipulate

effectively a given situation for the advantage of his client,

as in the following case:

Mr. C discovered that a large quantity of ganja that he
had cut and left for curing was stolen. After making
discreet inquiries, he determined who the thief was. Un-
able to go to the police, he turned to Pastor M with his
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problem. Pastor M, while not promising that he
could guarantee the return of the stolen ganja,
instructed Mr. C as to the steps that should be
taken to punish the thief. Following these in-
structions, Mr. C posted a parchment on a pear tree
near the place where the ganja had been stolen. On
the parchment, inscribed with doveblood, was a bib-
lical psalm decorated with magical symbols. A few
days after the posting, the wife of the thief came
to Mr. C with the half-cured ganja, begged for for-
giveness, and asked him to remove the curse. Mr. C,
gratified with the results, assumed that the thief
had seen the parchment and recognized its signifi-
cance. In reality, the wife of the thief was a
member of Pastor MIs congregation, and he had called
her in, lectured her strongly on the evils of theft,
and told her to return the ganja before serious mis-
fortune befell .her and her husband.

Since the growing of ganja is primarily engaged in by poor

people without influence, the possibility of arrest for illegal

cultivation poses another risk. As will be described later,

the police stationed in the community do not disrupt ganja

activities to any appreciable degree unless ordered to do so

from parish headquarters. Generally, this is a result of a

complaint filed in the parish capital to the effect that a

specific local individual is growing ganja and that the resident
/

police have not acted. In these cases, a ganja field may be

raided, an occasional arrest made, and Pastor MIs services as

village "science man" may well come into play. Those arrested

usually cannot afford the services of legal counsel, and they

often appeal to the Pastor to secure their release, hopefully

even before their case comes to trial. Given the fact that

Pastor M numbers police and civil servants among his clientele

and that he can calIon them for special favors, these appeals

not infrequently meet with success. In cases where such in-

fluence cannot be applied, Pastor M has the financial resources

to extricate, if he so chooses, a man arrested by the police. i
/
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Intra-communal conflict, competition, and vindictiveness

is expressed by the theft of ganja in the fields and by

informing to the police about its cultivation. These dis-

cordant acts are regulated in part by Pastor M, who, at the

same time, voices dismay at the manipulations of those in-

volved in ganja as an economic pursuit. It is his contention

that the police are the least worrisome part of ganja pro-

duction and sale in Gully; that by far most significant

problem is the jealousy and hostility that provoke men to

take advantage of one another's vulnerability. Pastor M takes

care to safeguard himself: he does not smoke ganja and, in

fact, the evils of ganja smoking is one of his favorite ser-

mon topics; while he admits to drinking ganja tea each night,

he procures supplies outside of the community, prepares the

tea by himself, and drinks it in the privacy of his own room.

Intra-communal friction is also noted by the small East Indian

minority living in Gully. Two East Indian males report that

they watch with considerable amusement while "these people"

(i.e., poor Afro-Jamaicans in Gully) fight among themselves,

report each other to the police, and steal from each other's

ganja fields. In their opinion, the Jamaican black man is

so selfish that he will use up all his ganja before it matures,

before 'it comes to kali.' As a point in contrast, one East

Indian grandiloquently described his own family's ganja en-

terprise in another parish, in which related males worked

together, CUltivated "several acres", rotated guards, and

had an elaborate warning system as protection against police
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raids. His brother-in-law, a leader in the enterprise, was

presently serving his third year in prison and had one more

to complete. Nevertheless, the wife carried on the business

as usual, so that upon his release, it is claimed, he will

find himself a rich man.

There is agreement among the average ganja cultivators in

Gully that, given the nature of their land holdings, ganja

is the one crop by which they can eke out a living. In this

group, all claimed that they would not bother with ganja cul-

tivation if they had large enough, level, and easily irrigated

holdings, even if they could be protected from the law. Al-

though a number of variables, such as family pressure, reli-

gious proscriptions, and fear of legal action, tend to inhibit

some individuals from growing ganja, the major determining

factor for people of the lowest socioeconomic stratum for

entering into such an illegal activity appears to be the lack

of superior economic alternatives coupled with and

insufficient agricultural holdings.

Only five cultivators appear to be significantly different

in status and behavior. All five are 'commercial' growers,

all can be ranked on Level 3A, and all seem to have utilized

. ganja to improve their status. This small group individually

controlled land suitable for ganja and were ganja cultivators

before their socioeconomic condition began to improve. They

operate differently from other ganja producers in the area by

consistently selling their entire ganja harvest outside of
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the community and by systematically restricting their social

activities and relationships in Gully. They do not provide

ganja for friends; in fact, four do not smoke at all in

pUblic and have avoided reputations as 'ganja men'. One is

a district constable and is not expected to smoke and fra-

ternize with known 'ganja men'. Three others have given up

close relationships with friends and neighbors, do not par-

ticipate in smoking relationships, and are harshly criticized

for being 'cross', 'proud', or 'dark'. The last achieved

higher status through his wife, a clever, industrious, and

P9pular woman who insisted that he sell ganja in Kingston

rather than in Gully in order to protect their children from

his bad reputation. Throughout the years, she has managed to

keep their children well-disciplined and in school; she is a

dressmaker, higgler, and active in community affairs. Con-

sequently, although her husband smokes ganja frequently with

other users, his behavior does not reflect as badly on his

household as it might if he had another, less respected, wife.

Unlike other ganja producers, four of these five men have

exploited an illegal activity only to the extent that it does

not seriously limit other economic possibilities, and they

have organized their illegal activity so that risks are mini-

mized. The price they have paid for this within the community

has been the sacrifice of close personal relationships and

the muted criticism of their former peers. Partly because

of changes in behavior and partly because of higher status

and position, the usual leveling pressures of the community

I
I
I
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are not operative on this group. Power and the fear of

magical sanctions reinforce their protected .position. The

district constable who grows ganja is of

impending raids; he has contact with the police, is autho-

rized to carry a gun, and can enter and search without a

warrant. The three other men are so aloof from community

life that most villagers do not know their schedules and

hardly know the location of their fields. Furthermore, they

are known for their propensity to engage 'science men' on

their behalf. For this small minority, ganja cultivation

has facilitated mobility.

III. Distribution of Ganja

In Gully sixteen men sell ganja in some quantity to others

in the community. This figure does not include the five

icommercial' producers who grow locally and sell in Kingston,

nor those small farmers who grow ganja exclusively for their

own use. Of these sixteen, twelve are also ganja growers.

Eight in this latter group sell ganja in small quantities

to friends and acquaintances until their stock is depleted,

when they become buyers for their own use; the remaining

four cultivators also sell their crop during the season but

buy additional stock from Kingston as the need arises. Four

ganja vendors in Gully are not cultivators and buy their

entire ganja supply in Kingston. None of the sixteen ven-

dors is: a full-time specialist;; all combine selling with

agricultural or other work, even though dealing in ganja may,

for some, bring in a major portion of their income.
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In general, the life style of ganja vendors adheres closely

to that of the majority of the population. Almost all can

be classified as belonging to Level 3B and as relying on

the general cultivation of their own land for their primary

source of livelihood. With an occasional exception, all

have stable unions with Gully women; all have children and

established households. Like many of their peers in the

community, most are not regular church goers, but when they

do attend services, it is at the Pentecostal Church where

their mates may belong to the congregation and regularly

utilize Pastor M's services as 'science man'. None are

active in community level organizations. Significantly,

these vendors are not known frequenters of rum shops; they

are quiet and law abiding, except for their activities in

ganja; and they hold the same attitudes and make the same

protests against criminality and violence as do the more af-

fluent and respected members of the community. The only ex-

ceptions to this general pattern are a young vendor with a

reputation as a 'bad boy', who has two brothers in prison

serving sentences for larceny and assault, and the wayward

son of a middle-class Gully family. In the main, the per-

sonality and demeanor of vendors tends to be pleasant and

friendly, unlike that of the major cultivators of ganja in

the community. Vendors are thought of as 'nice guys',

jocular, inoffensive, and not given to quarrels or anger.

Vendors sell primarily to people in the two lowest socio-

economic strata; higher status individuals who may use ganja
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purchase their supply outside the community. Almost invari-
4

ably, sales within the community are of small quantities,

'sticks' (20¢ Jamaican each) or 'half-sticks' (10¢ Jamaican

each). For these quantities, the price is constant to the

buyer, although vendors who purchase in larger weights may

pay more when ganja is in short supply.

The most common pattern of buying in the community is indirect--

the ultimate consumer requesting a trusted person to procure

ganja from a vendor. This friend, in turn, may ask another,

so that ganja often passes through a network of middlemen who

receive no cash profit. The consumer may well end up having

purchased ganja from a nearby neighbor without either knowing.

Vendors sell directly only to those few that they can trust,

but indirectly supply a large number. Among young adult and

adolescent users, however, this pattern does not hold, since

most young users contact and purchase ganja directly from

particular vendors.

4
-Quantities, weights and costs of ganja are as follows:

Stick, bump, head: interchangeable terms referring to the
minimum amount of ganja needed to make at least one spliff
(i.e., a ganja cigarette) or cigar; the use of one term or
the other varies according to geographic area; the weight
of this minimum amount of ganja varies from 2 to 6 grams,
including the brown paper wrapping which weighs approxi-
mately 1/2 gram; cost varies from 10 to 20 cents Jamaican
(12 to 24 cents U.S.).

One quarter: one quarter of one ounce; the next most com-
monly purchased weight; the quarter can be used to fill a
pipeload or it can be divided into two or more quantities
to make spliffs; a quarter ounce weighs from 10 to 20 grams;
cost varies from 38 to 70 cents Jamaican (46 to 84 cents U.S.).

, Half ounce: quantity sometimes purchased for pipe-smoking or
to be divided for four or more spliffs; weight varies from
16 to 24 grams; cost varies from 75 cents to $1.50 Jamaican
(90 cents to $1.80 U.S.).

Ounce: amount of ganja least often purchased at anyone time
(Continued on next page)
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The following exemplifies the usual buying pattern:

Mr. D is a "Christian", a devoutly religious man,
who does not smoke ganja but wants some for ganja
tea, which he regularly takes. D grows his own
supply for this purpose, but his stock is now dep-
leted. He asks Mr. E, his neighbor of many years
who is a ganja smoker, if he has any. E does not,
but he agrees to secure him a supply. Mr. E goes
to his nephew F, a known 'ganja man' and a person
who can be trusted. F tells his uncle to meet him
at the macca ,tree by the river in an hour. F then
goes to see Mr. G, a known vendor and cultivator,
who sells him the amount requested by D. During the
transaction, Mr. G offers F a 'spliff' for his efforts
and both smoke. F then returns with the ganj a" to his
uncle, Mr. E, and is reimbursed. Mr. E takes the
ganja to Mr. D, the ultimate consumer, who reimburses
him and gives him a small amount of ganja as a sign
of appreciation.

In short, the distribution of ganja can be characterized as

a small, albeit illegal, business activity engaged in by a

relatively large number of occasional and vendors.

Given the occupational patterns found in rural Jamaica,

ganja selling can be considered in the abstract as another

supplementary economic enterprise available to the poorer

individual. There is no evidence to suggest that there is

any centralized local, regional, or island-wide distribution

net that operates within the community.

IV. The Consumption of Ganj a

A. Methods of Use

Ganja is utilized by the villagers of Gully, as by many

Jamaicans, in a variety of ways: it is smoked; brewed as

medicinal tea and tonic; cooked in food; and applied exter-

nallyas plaster and ointments. In comparison to other
4 (Cont'd)
(even though the smoker may consume that amount during his
working hours); weight ranges from 32 to 40 grams; cost
varies from $1.50 to $3.00 Jamaican ($1.80 to $3.60 U.S.).
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communities studied, however, Gully residents appear to

be particularly inventive about the ways in which they use

ganja. This may be partly a result of the relatively easy

availability of ganja, particularly green ganja in that

area, and partly because of the greater reliance on "bush

teas" and other home remedies that hill communities have

when compared to coastal communities.

5
Inhalation: In Gully, smoking the spliff is by far more

6
popular than smoking the chillum. It is more convenient

as well as' safer; the small quantities of ganja necessary

for spliff smoking can be carried and concealed in the user's

clothing so as to be readily handy during work breaks in

the field or during leisure hours. As is usual throughout

Jamaica, spliffs in Gully are smoked much like ordinary

cigarettes, with each user rolling, lighting, and smoking

his own, although he may occasionally offer or be asked for

5
Spliff, often pronounced skliff, is a ganja cigarette or
cigar, the Jamaican equivalent of the American "reefer" or
"joint". Spliffs are rolled by hand by the user who may
utilize any kind of paper wrapping, although brown bag paper
is most frequently employed. A spliff may contain varying
amounts of ganja mixed with about a half inch of cigarette
tobacco. It is 'conical in shape, about four inches in length,
and twisted at the thicker end. The pointed end is held in
the mouth, and the spliff is generally positioned vertically
while smoking to prevent the ganja-tobacco blend from falling
out. Each inhalation is called a draw, although this term is
sometimes used to refer to the smoking of the entire spliff.
6 .
Chillum, from the Hindi term "chilam", is the part of the
pipe which contains a burning ganja-tobacco blend. The term
is often used to refer to the whole pipe, a Jamaican equiva-
lent of the "hookah", or Middle Eastern water pipe. It is
constructed of wood, coconut shell, or horn, or a combination
of these materials and fitted with one or more pieces of wood
or rubber tubing through which ganja is inhaled. A quarter
to a half ounce of ganja generally mixed with tobacco can be
used at one time. Smoking the chillum is usually a shared
activity.

I
l,
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a draw by others. This is unlike the typical pattern in

the United States where marihuana is relatively scarce

and expensive and where consequent.1y, a "joint." is often

shared with others, each inhaling deeply, holding the

smoke as long as possible in the lungs and then exha1ins

slowly. The chillum is used much less frequently in Gully.
7

With no established herb camps or other such places of

congregation for ganja smoking, chillum smoking, which

generally requires several smokers, necessitates greater

security precautions, does not lend itself to spontaneous

usage, and, therefore, is not popular among the villagers.

Medicinal Teas: Tea made from ganja is widely reputed to

have therapeutic and prophylactic properties for specific

or general complaints. Of all methods of ganja consumption

in Gully, tea drinking is the most prevalent, and it is used

across socioeconomic lines. It is particularly recommended

for infants and children who may well consume, in ,this form,

the largest quantity of ganja used in Gully. Opinion dif-

fers, and there is considerable variation as to how much,

at what time, and how often tea should be given to children.

7
Ahherb a recreation center, usually the yard of
a marer ganJa vendor in a community. In addition to ganja,
he has beer, ale or stout for sale. He also provides a
recreational setting, with dominoes and/or Lude, a record
player, and occasionally even a television set for his
customers. Anherb yard, as distinguished from anherb carny,
. is run by a small-time or past-time ganja vendor who supp ies
only the place where a user can come to smoke. Users must
either bring their own ganja or be prepared to buy only
limited quantities from the vendor. No recreational faci-
lities are available in the herb yard.
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Since its taste is largely disguised by the addition of

milk and sugar, the young and some adult males are often

unaware that they are being given ganja. Table 1 indi-

cates the responses of 34 villagers as to the amount, fre-

quency of use, preparation, and claimed effect of ganja tea.

Tonics: Tonics containing ganja are also used for thera-

peutic and prophylactic purposes. Most widely reported are

tonics blended from rum and/or wine which is poured on ganja,

bottled, and allowed to set. Table 2 indicates the responses

of 17 villagers about tonics and includes information as to

type of ganja used, types of alcoholic beverage, adminis-

tration regime, and any special instructions. Table 3 des-

cribes tonics for specific purposes as reported by infor-

mants.

Chewing and Food Preparations: Only occasional references

are made in the community to the use of ganja in or as food.

One local Ras Tafarian reports that he often chews green

. ganja stalks or leaves. An adult male describes preparing

"pepperpot soup" with sousumba (S. torvum Sw.), calalu

(Amarantus viridis L.) and green ganja. Two other males

claim to add 9anja to their soup when they cook for them-

selves in the field. Others report of having heard that

ganja can be cooked with greens, or chocho (Sechium edule)

and bananas. One young woman claims to make ganja wine by

boiling the substance and then leaving it to ferment.
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Reports On Use Of Ganja Tea In Gully
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Informant
Characteristics

14, M, School

15, M, School

16, F, School

16, F

17, F

17, F

17, M

18, F, Mother

19, M

20, F, House-
wife

20, M

21, F, House-
wife

Amount and
Frequency

1 cup in morn-
ing 2 or 3
times per week

1 cup every
morning and
night

1 cup every
morning

Every two
weeks

1 cup every
week

As necessary
for colds or
bellyache but
every day for
children

1 cup every
day

1 cup every
other day

1 cup every
2 weeks

1 cup every
morning and
night

1 cup every
night

1 cup 2 or 3
times per week

Instructions
For

Preparation

Boil*, add
2 tsp.sugar

Boil, then
add sugar
and milk

Boil -

Draw*, add
milk

Draw; add
milk and
sugar

Draw

Informant
Comments

Tea given to him by
mother every day
during highschool
entry exams.

"Makes you strong
and smart."

If belly hurts in
morning it's all
right by noon.

To prevent consti-
pation

"Wait till it cools.
Otherwise it drunk
you. "

"Makes you powerful
in sex and in
cricket."

IBoils tea for whole
family. "Makes child-
ren strong and smart".

Green or dried ganja.

To prevent sickness;
prefers cured ganja
as it is stronger



Informant
Characteristics

22, F, House-
wife

22, M, Farmer

23, M, East
Indian

24, F, House-
wife and Mother

26, M, Farmer

26, F, Mother

26, M, Ras
Tafarian

26, F, House-
'wife and Mother

27, F, House-
wife and Mother

Table

Amount and
Frequency

I cup 3 times
per week for
children; I
cup every
morning for
self

I cup occa-
sionally

I cup every
day

Whenever
available

I cup about
4 times per
week for self;
I cup every
morning for
children

I cup at
breakfast.
I cup at
midday

I cup 2 times
per week

I cup everyday
for self.I/2
cup every day
for children

I (Cont'd)
Instructions

For
Preparation

Boil

Boil, add
sugar

Draw; add
sugar and
limes

Boil for 5
minutes; add
milk. Make
weaker ver-
sion for
children by
pouring hot
water on one
leaf.

Boil,' add
milk and
sugar

Boil with
coconut
juice; add
cerasee and
milk

Draw

Draw; add
milk and
sugar
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Informant
'Comments

Kali is too strong,
uses only bushweed.

Believes he should
have it more often,
but smoking is more
convenient

Prefers Kali

Her boyfriend uses
tea to build blood
for farmwork abroad.

Uses green ganja.
Good for children.

I

Green ganja leaves

Ganja"sticks"and
leaves.

For children and to
"keep fit". Uses
cured ganja.

Good for children.
Makes their brains
good.
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Table I (Cont'd)

Informant
Characteristics

30, F, House-
wife and Mother

30, F, House-
wife and Mother

36, M, Farmer

37, M, heavy
ganja user

38, M, heavy
ganja user

40, M, Farmer

40, heavy
ganja user

50, F, "Nana"

50, M, Care-
taker

50+, M, Penta-
costal minister

Amount and
Frequency

As necessary

Every month

As necessary

Seldom

Occasionally
When he feels
to have it

Occasionally

Every week

Every night

Instructions
For

Preparat'io'n

Draw, add
milk

Draw leaves
but boil
sticks; add
milk and
sugar

Draw

Don't add
anything

Informant
Comments

When sick

For children to
prevent colds.

I

Always before physical!
I

for farmwork abroad. I
Too inconvenient I
Uses sticks from l
ganja. ,I

Uses bushweed

Uses cured ganja.
Purifies blood.

Cured or green ganja;
1/2 oz. each time.

Ganja leaves

54, M. heavy
ganja user

Old Lady

As necessary
if sick Cured ganja

Draw; don't Green ganja leaves
add anything

"*Boil"refers to the process of boiling the ganja leaves or
sticks in water.

Old Man, East
Indian

Every day if
possible

To keep in good
health.

"Draw" refers to the process of pouring boiling water on the
ganja and letting it steep.
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Reports on Ganja Tonics in Gully
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Informant
Characteristics

15, M, School

18, P, House-
wife and mother

Type of
Ganja

green

Rum and/
or Wine

rum

wine

Special
Instructions

Put aside for
3 months and
add water be-
fore using.

Before using,
bury the bottle
for 9 days and
wet the earth
where it is
buried each day

Administration

1 or 2 tsp.
twice a day.

As necessary
when sick.

22, M, farmer green rum or
or dried wine

1 tsp. every
morning before
breakfast

23, M, East green
Indian

24, P, house- green
wife and mother

24, F, house-
wife and mother

26, P, house-
wife and mother

26, M. farmer

rum

rum

rum

rum

'- rum

Set aside for
15 days

Set aside for
9 days before
using

Pour some into
a glass of ice
water for
"bellyache" or
drowsiness.

1 tsp. every
morning for self;
1 tsp. every'
morning for
children but add
water

As necessary
when sick

Put a few drops
in childrens
feedings when
they are noisy.

As necessary
for sickness or
when you "take
cold. "

26, P, house- green
wife and mother or dried

rum
or
wine

Wait 2 days
until its
clear

Take 2 or 3
times per week.
But children
should get it
every day.

26, M. Ras
Tafarian

green wine
or
rum

Take it after
exposure to cold.
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Table 2 (Cont I)

Informant
Charact'erist'ics

40, M, heavy
ganja user

50, M, heavy
ganja user

50, F, "nana"

Type of
Ganja

green

green

Rum and/
or Wine

rum

rum and
wine

rum

Special
Instructions

Wait 9 days

Wait 1 month
before using

Administration

1 tsp. twice a
day

'Take a small
wine glass every
morning and
night before
meals

1/2 teasp.
before bed or as
necessary when
sick or "harried"

50, M. care- green
taker

50+, M, Penta- green
costal minister

wine 1/2 tsp. before
bed every night

rum and Wait until the
wine color changes

before using

55, M, heavy
ganja user

rum or
wine

When in contact
with cold.
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Special Tonics Used in Gully
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Ingredient's

6 pieces ganja
"stick"
1 egg
1 orange
1 bottle stout

Rice bitters
(Androgra phis
paniculata Ns.)
ganja
cerasee (Momor-
dica Charantia L)

Woodroot
Red wine
ganja

Sarsaparilla
(Similax ornata
Hook)
isinglass
Linseed
Irish moss
(Chondrus
crispus)
egg white
ganja

Almond strength
strong back
(Sauvagesia
brownei Planch.)
including dirt
around the root
ganja

Guinea hen weed
(Petiveria
alliacea L.)
pepper rag
{probably pepper
rod, (Croton
wilsonii Gr.)
pepper elder
(Peppermia pe-
llucida Kunth.)
Kali

Preparation and Administration

Mix together and drink twice
weekly

Boil together and drink as
tea

Boil then put on ice and drink

Boil everything but egg whites,
then beat in egg whites and
divide into 2 doses. Eat, then
take one dose. Repeat in 3 or
4 days. When shirt is wet with
perspiration, wring it out and
drink the fluid.

Boil and drink

Boil; then add white rum

Indications

Good for building
strength

Good for the
blood. Men drink
it before doing
farm work.

To "build" your
body

Cure for gonorrhea

To perform better
in sexual rela-
tions.

To cure recurrent
Malaria.



Ingredients

Madam fate (Iso-
toma longiflora
[L.] Presl.)
Spirit weed
(Eryng ium foe-
tidum L.)
ganja-green,
2 months along
white rum

Table 3 (Cont'd)

. Preparation and Administration

Put in a goat horn for 9 days
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Indications

For biliousness
and colds

Spirit Weed
(Eryng ium foe-
tidum L.)
Aniseed (Foe-
niculum vulgare
Mill. )
Madam fate
(Isotoma longi-
flora [L.] Presl.)
ganja

Put together with brandy in
a bottle. Take a tsp. four
times per day

For young
consumption.

Water grass Boil and put away in a bottle
(Commelina
elegans H.B.K.) "
Bitter wood
(Picramnia anti-
desma Sw.)
glover salt
ganja

For gonorrhea,
bronchitis and
asthma.

3 tsp. c;>ured
ganja
rum
eggs

Mix For "internal
sickness"
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Topical Preparations: Ganja poultices and compresses are used

in Gully for the relief of pains and for open wounds.

Generally, compresses are made by placing green ganja leaves

directly over the open wound or painful area and then wrap-

ping it with a thin cloth saturated with ganja tonic. One

reported treatment for open wounds includes the washing of

the affected area with clear boiled ganja and then sprink-

ling it with additional ganja which has been parched and

allowed to blacken. Not uncommon is the belief that clear,

boiled ganja tea can be effective for the relief of pain

when used as a rub. Tropical ganja preparations for neonates

are not unusual: one older woman that, if possible,

ganja leaves should be used to wash the baby on its birth-

night; another prescribes the use of ganja-rum tonic as

protection against colds for the neonate by gently rubbing

the tonic on the fontanels.

B. Prevalence by Socioeconomic Level

As previously noted, the use 6f ganja is widespread.

Of 153 households in the community, at least 106, or almost

70%, contain one or more members who consume ganja in one

form or another. Given the problems of collecting system-

atic data on 'the use of this illegal plant, this is probably

a conservative, minimal figure. In any case, almost all

the known ganja-consuming households utilize the plant in

the form of tea with somewhat less than half this number,

48%, using it solely as tea or tonic. households,
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52%', of the known ganja-consuming households) include one or

more ganja smokers.

The sociocultural distinctions between the use of ganja for

tea or tonic, on one hand, and for smoking, on the other,

are of critical sociological relevance. In essence, the

drinking of ganja tea and the occasional use of ganja tonic

is a private act generally carried out within the confines

of the house. Teas and tonics are considered medicinal

brews with no adverse side effects, and, as such, they are

quietly but widely accepted throughout the community. Their

use brings neither police reprisal nor social censure. There-

fore, they are socially "safe I' methods of consuming ganj a.
Nevertheless, tea drinking households from the higher socio-

economic levels take precautions to conceal their ganja use

from the community by either growing their own supply or

purchasing it outside of Gully.

Unlike tea drinking, ganja smoking is, in essence, a social

act generally carried out in the company of peers. Smokers

are, therefore, more vulnerable to arrest for their illegal

activity. If caught and convicted, they can jeopardize their

life chances; Moreover, ganja smoking has a markedly dif-

ferent set of connotations. Many villagers, primarily non-

smokers, claim that ganja smoking, unlike tea drinking, is

detrimental to physical and psychic health. Consequently,

ganja smoking is perceived by the local 'establishment' as

I'
I

I
I

, 1
I

I
[!
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a threat to the community, as a corrupting influence on

already 'lazy' and 'rude' young men, and as symbolically

if not actually contributing to criminal activities.

Characteristically, ganja smokers tend almost always to

be males: only seven Gully females are known to smoke re-

gularly; habitual smokers range from fifteen to sixty in

age, although there are younger males who will smoke ganja

when they can afford it. Table 4 gives the prevalence of

ganja smoking among adult males, the population most at

risk, and it indicates the differences between the various

socioeconomic strata.

Table 4 leaves little doubt that ganja smoking is signifi-

cantly related to socioeconomic status. It is rare among

members of the two highest ranked Levels (1 and 2); only

one member from Level 2 is a heavy smoker and just four can

be classified as intermittent smokers. Conversely, ganja

smoking appears to be almost a diagnostic of the lowest

level (3B), which, as a group, contains the highest per-

of heavy and occasional smokers and the lowest per-

centage of non-smokers. It appears that the higher the

socioeconomic level, the lesser the prevalence and the lower

the degree of ganja smoking; the lower the socioeconomic

level, the greater the prevalence and the higher the degree

of ganja smoking.
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TABLE 4

Prevalence of Ganja Smoking Among All Males
in GUlly over Fifteen Years of Age by Socio-

economic Level and Degree of Use

Heavy Occa- Inter- Former Non- Status
Smoker l sional mittent Smoker4 SmokerS Other 6 Unknown7

Smoker/' Smoker3

Level 1 - ... - - 100% - . -
(N=l) (1)

Level 2 5.3% - 21.1% 5.3% 52.6% 10.5% 5.3%
(N=19) (1) (4) (1) (10) (2 ) (1)

Level 3A 1.7% 3.4% 33.9% 6.8% 23.7% 6.8% 23.7%
N=59 (1) (2) (20 ) (4) (14) (4) (14)
- ... - -- - - - ... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ... - - - - - - - - - -
Level 3B 42.4% 10.1% 9.1% 8.1% 11.1% 2.0% 17.2%
N=99 (42) (10) (9) (8) (11) (2) (17)

...
Total N=178

1
Heavy smokers: smoke every day (four or more spliffs a day), if

ganja is available and in all settings (own yard, at yards
of friends, at work, during periods of leisure); hold repu-
tation as "ganja-men" or "bush men";. make little or no pre-
tense as to use of ganja.

2
Occasional smokers: generally smoke ganja three or four times

each week, usually in the company of friends, and primarily
in a social or recreational setting.

3
Intermittent smokers: individuals who rarely purchase or produce
ganja but who. are not adverse to an occasional draw, if offered;
may well be regular consumers of ganja tea and are not opposed
to others smoking or being with heavy users while the latter
are smoking.

4
Former smokers: non-smokers who smoked ganja in the past; generally
older men who express no adverse sentiments about ganja use.

5
Non-smokers: individuals who never smoke ganja and who rarely,
if ever, consort with "ganja-men".

6
Others: individuals difficult to classify; includes the occasional
village "mad man" with sporadic ganja use pattern, very recent
"Christian" converts who claim to have just given up heavy ganja
use, some villagers who adamantly claim no use but unconfirmed
evidence exists to the contrary.

7Status unknown: no information as to ganja use available.
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Of perhaps greater sociological importance are the differences

found in prevalence and degree of use between the two lowest

ranked strata 3A and 3B). Level 3A, earlier defined

as the "straining" or socially-aspiring and mobile segment of

the lower class, shows only 39% of its male members smoking

ganja with any degree of regularity, with Level 3B, the lowest

ranked showing 62%. More importantly, the degrees

of use between these two strata are markedly different: Level

3A has almost no heavy or occasional smokers; most users are

intermittent smokers. Level 3B includes almost all the heavy

and occasional smokers and the smallest percentage of inter-

mittent smokers. Since these two strata have integral socio-

cultural links and since most from Level 3A originated in

Level 3B, it appears that the rejection, avoidance, or dis-

continuance of ganja smoking by the slightly higher ranked

group is a significant fact of social life.

In general, the quantitative data on prevalence and degree of

ganja smoking can best be understood in the context of the

community stratification system and in relation to the rising

aspirations and the increasing opportunities for upward move-

ment within that system. In Gully, an individual's behavior

and values with" regard toganja are directly related to his

status in the community and to his aspirations for upward

mobility. In the Jamaican context, ganja smoking implies

participation with others in an illegal that is uni-

formly judged to be 'lower class' by those on higher social

levels. Public display of such behavior by a well established
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citizen or an aspiring individual leaves both vulnerable in

the village and in the larger society and affects their chances

for keeping or obtaining high status and the material benefits

derived from such a position. Consequently, these individuals

avoid and publicly denounce ganja smoking and other types of

clearly 'lower class' behavior such as common law marriage or

reliance on obeah or 'science'.

Eschewing 'lower class' behavior is also perceived as enhancing

authority and control over lower ranked individuals. Among the

well-established, drawn in GUlly primarily from Level 2, the

widespread presumption exists that a man who exercises autho-

rity over others must, to a certain degree, be free of reproach

from those in subordinate capacities. Such an individual cannot

smoke ganja with his workers in the evening and then expect to

direct their labor effectively the next day. In this regard,

an important difference exists between beer and rum drinking

on the one hand, and ganja smoking on the other. Few, if any,

prohibitions or disabilities prevent an employer from drinking

with his employees and social inferiors. It might be inferred

that joint participation in an illegal activity such as ganja

smoking produces a socially leveling effect too drastic in its

consequences for those with higher status to risk.

Nevertheless, non-smokers may still be consumers of ganja. As

previously cited, tea drinking is not uncommon on any socio-

economic level. Paradoxically, non-smokers who are regular tea

drinkers may consume as much or more ganja as does a confirmed
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smoker. Apparently, it is not ganja itself, but the method

of consumption as well as the social context and setting in

which it is consumed that are the determining factors. Young

people from Level 2 households, for example, who attend second-

ary schools in Kingston, admit to smoking ganja with friends

in the capital but never while they are in Gully. A number

said that in Kingston they smoke with adolescents like them-

selves, who have the same goals and life styles; but, if they

smoked in the village, they would be keeping 'bad company' which

could only lead to trouble.

For the 'middle class' of Level 2, injunctions against smoking

are not difficult to maintain. Recreation, visiting, and other

leisure activities follow 'class' lines, and the degree of

social distance between the different levels is significant. At

work, 'middle class' males generally practice their trade or pro-

fession alone or, if they are farmers, they tend to work apart

from their helpers in the fields. As a rule, then, the Level 2

individual does not often find himself nor permit' himself to

be found in situations which would require him, out of courtesy,

to take a draw or to accept a spliff. In any case, if his

status is well established, smokers will hesitate to use ganja

in his presence.

Quite to the contrary, men in Level 3A, aspirants to higher

status, have difficulty and show ambivalence in resolving the

question of ganja smoking. If they were once regular users who

decided to forsake smoking as one sign of their rising status,
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they must find ways of refusing to smoke without offending old

friends and former peers. In these situations, former smokers

figuratively weigh the anticipated rewards to be derived from

new status against the possible losses that might be incurred

during the process of breaking past associations. The follow-

ing is not atypical for Level 3A:

H,. thirty-six years old, began smoking ganja when
he was eighteen, although he did not cultivate the
plant. For most of his young adult life he was poor,
without steady employment and with little land, a
member of the lowest ranked socioeconomic stratum
of the community. During this period, he set up a
household with a common-law wife and sired four child-
ren. At the age of twenty-eight, H's economic for-
tune began to change for the better with help from
his stepfather who was himself becoming increasingly
prosperous. H managed to procure a 'card' or permit
for migrant farmwork abroad, and he worked for several
seasons as a farm laborer in the United States. While
he was away, his common-law wife attended dome?uic
school, was certified as a seamstress, and began to
take in sewing for other village women. Utilizing
his savings, H purchased additional land in Gully,
a cow, and other farm animals. At about this point,
he discontinued smoking ganja. At the age of thirty-
five, he applied for and was granted a contract to
grow tobacco for a local company, and he is now one
of the few such contract farmers in the district, a
prized economic opportunity. H has definitely moved
up the socioeconomic ladder and is aspiring even higher.
He and his common-law wife have just legally married,
another diagnostic of social mobility, and they are
now in the process of enlarging their house.

For all intents and purposes, H has given up ganja
smoking completely, although he continues to use the
plant in the form of tea. In order to avoid buying
ganja for this purpose from anyone in the village, he
has started to grow his own supply. Nevertheless, H
admits that he is pressured often by old acquaintances
into taking a draw; he tries to avoid such situations
as much as possible, but he occasionally smokes so that
his former peers will not think he is "in any way funny".
For H, these encounters, while decreasing in frequency,
have increased in embarrassment.

In time, however, if his new status solidifies and as
old associations are replaced with new, the social
pressures to smoke and to identify with the 'lower

should dissipate.
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Adult attitudes about ganja in Levels 2 and 3A are conveyed

to and enforced on their young in various ways. Children from

the higher levels are discouraged from associating with those

from lower strata, so that they do not learn 'lazy' and 'rude'

behavior. If parents can afford to send their children away

for secondary schooling, they do SOi if they are not yet in

this economic position, parents with high aspirations for their

offspring will be extremely severe in their disparagement and

disapproval of ganja smoking. On these levels, children are

negatively socialized to ganja smoking by constant reminders

of its perils. These strictures, however, do not completely

fulfill their purpose: higher level children smoke on occa-

sion in order to gain or maintain the respect of friends and

to avoid the label 'coward'. One way of safeguarding against

ganja smoking and 'bad' associations is for some parents to

encourage their children to join a church and to be baptized

as 'Christians'. In this regard, being a 'Christian' means

the strict observance of restrictions against drinking liquor,

dancing, fornication, the smoking of tobacco or ganja, and the

like. In one three-month period, four adolescent boys and

one girl were baptized in the Baptist and Pentecostal churches

of Gully. None smoked ganja before or after baptism, but,

more importantly, after the event, their age peers neither

invited nor appeared to pressure them to share a spliff or

join a ganja smoking clique. Active church membership appa-

rently provides a culturally acceptable means of avoiding

ganja smoking without losing friends or being considered
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'cowardly' or 'too proud'.

The prevalence of ganja smoking is highest, by far, among men

of the lowest socioeconomic level (3B). For this majority,

smoking symbolizes camaraderie, equality, and belonging; it is

a sign of and trustworthiness. Confidence can be

placed in a man who will join in a smoke; those who will not

have, potentially, ·somet'ing over you·. In such a milieu,

adult males who do not smoke ganja, with the exception of avowed

"Christians", are considered deviant: often 'loners' and with-

drawn, these non-users are seldom included in male gatherings

and are even sometimes thought of as simple-minded or deranged.

By well established custom, ganja smoking is primarily a social

activity limited to age, work, and status peers. Therefore,

on the lowest rung of the socioeconomic ladder, to smoke is to

conform; not to smoke may mean social marginality--the obverse

of the situation found in higher levels.

C. Patterns Of Use And The Life Cycle

The social patterning of ganja smoking is directly related

to the age of the user, patterns of use changing as individuals

move from one significant period of their life to another. For

the average at least four such periods can be isolated,

each requiring qualitatively different social alignments with

regard to ganja use; infancy-childhood (exposure to ganja);

adolescence (experimentation in smoking); young adulthood-

maturity (stability in smoking); and old age (decline in smoking).
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Infancy-childhood: Infants and young children from all strata,

but particularly from Level 3B, are first exposed to ganjanot

through smoking but through the ingestion of ganja tea. Although,

as we have seen, there are differences of opinion among adults

as to how much, when, and how often tea should be given to child-

ren, many parents, even if they themselves are not ganja smokers,

agree that it 'brainifies' and keeps the young healthy, and,

consequently, they will store ganja for these purposes. However,

even though tea is drunk inside the house in a familial setting,

an aura of secretiveness surrounds this ordinary practice: often

words denoting ganja are not used to identify the tea served,

and, as previously mentioned, its taste is commonly disguised

by milk and sugar so that the drinker may well be unaware of

the basic ingredient. As a point of fact, verbal socialization

of the child by the parent to ganja tea, as to ganja itself, is

minimal. Young housewives who themselves had been given tea

regularly as children report that they first learned the purported

value of ganja tea and how to prepare it not from their mothers

but from girl friends or, after having set up housekeeping with

a young man, from their mates. After these young women begin

to boil tea regularly, their mothers may then admit the 'secret',

and they may even begin to share their ganja supply with their

daughters. Tea drinking, then, is the initial exposure to

ganja, and for many young males in the lower levels of Gully's

stratification system, it is a preliminary but not causal phase

leading to smoking. Significantly, tea drinking is the only

method of ganja use and childhood is the only period in a user's -

life that together permit the ganja social field to be inter-
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generational; that is, with adults prescribing and providing

ganja for minors and with a basic user group not composed of

peers.

Adolescence: While young boys are warned about the evils of

smoking ganja, such occasional admonitions, sometimes modified

by cautions not to get caught, appear to have minimal impact

in households where fathers or surrogate fathers are regular

smokers. Adolescent boys report that while they were growing

up they continually saw adult males from their households and

from the village smoke ganja and that they had simply followed

these examples. In the same vein, several fathers report that

they gave their very young sons draws from spliffs 'to make

them smart' or 'to make them conscious'. Even so, there is

substantial evidence that the initial experience with ganja

smoking is with friends of similar or slightly older age. Now-

adays, boys in Gully may begin smoking during

the precocious ones__ starting as early as ten years old. And

it is no longer unusual for the very young to be seen smoking

ganja in supposedly hidden recesses of the village. Age at

onset of smoking has reached this low only in recent years.

Data indicate that those users now fifteen to twenty-five years

old had a median age of thirteen at onset; those presently bet-

ween thirty and fifty had a median age of eighteen. Over the

past decade or so, the trend towards earlier experimentation

with and adoption of ganja appears to be significant.

First attempts at smoking ganja are typically in the company

of other young boys, and they are treated as harmless pranks.

During the first years after initiation, smoking is more often
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a sporadic act rather than a regular activity. Not until a

boy begins to earn his own living at the age of fifteen or so

is it economically feasible for him to smoke habitually.

Before this stage is reached, the young initiate, if he is not

supplied ganja without charge, must pilfer it from the fields.

In any case, the smoking of ganja is considered adventurous by

the adolescent boy: by participating in an illegal practice,

even though it is widespread among his elders, the young smoker

believes he is demonstrating courage, defiance, and, most im-

portantly, manhood. In subtle ways, the smoking of ganja is

considered by the young as a rite de passage, an audacious act

signifying transition from adolescence to maturity.

Young smokers interact in relatively large and amorphous peer

groups, sometimes dominated by a ganja vendor of roughly equal

age. Since boys, as a rule, cannot purchase ganja from adult

vendors in the village for fear of exposure, they generally

deal with friends who have a supply for sale. In Gully, con-

sequently, two young vendors cater exclusively to the youth.

Both lived in Kingston at one time. One buys all his ganja in

the capital and sells in the community; the other has started

to cultivate his own ganja. For adolescents and young men,

probably the single most popular place to smoke is at the river

beach, where many villagers bathe on warm evenings and where

these fluid peer groups meet, particularly on weekend nights,

almost solely for the purpose of talking and smoking ganja.

On occasion, one of the two vendors may bring a free supply of

,
I
"
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ganja and invite the others to share a chillum, an infrequent

method of smoking, as previously noted, for Gully adults.

After the free ganja is consumed, the boys then purchase bumps

or sticks and turn to smoking spliffs. Because he has ganja

to distribute and tends to be slightly older and more worldly,

the vendor, in almost all group smoking sessions, assumes

leadership, opens and directs discussions, and passes on new

members. In these respects, he wields considerable power.

Membership in these youthful groups varies as to the degree of

commitment to and reliance on ganja: some young boys can al-

most be considered curious bystanders; others may smoke only

the occasional spliff; still others, particularly the oldest,

are confirmed and steady ganja smokers.

Young adulthood-maturity: In their twenties, young men begin

to establish their own households, choose mates, acquire child-

ren, and settle into an adult occupational routine. As their

life style changes, so do their ganja-related activities. For

one, regular ganja users may begin to plant their own to save

money and to decrease dependence on vendors. More significantly,

groups diminish in size and stabilize in membership as choice

of smoking companions is deliberately limited to work mates

and trusted neighbors. Finally, smoking ganja is no longer

the central concern of these small networks, as it is for the

younger age grades, but rather a natural part of the daily

round, an almost unnoticed routine at work parties, lunch

breaks, evening visits, and the like. These more tightly knit

groups are also more egalitarian and have no discernible hier-
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archical structure, with each man generally supplying his

own ganja and smoking his own spliffs or with members

taking turns supplying all the ganja needed for an evening.

For these groups, the purchase or procurement of ganja is

completely separated from the social act of group smoking.

In essence, then, stable patterns of ganja use, developed

in young adulthood and continuing well beyond the middle

years, are functionally linked and balanced with the ordi-

nary requirements of rural life.

Old age: Compared to younger age groups, there is a smaller

percentage of regular ganja smokers over the age of sixty.

Explanations for this vary: some villagers claim that the

brains of old people become weak and fIdem kyaan take ganja";

some old people say that as they become older and closer to

death they become more Christian, feel guilty about ganja

smoking, and give it up. It is possible, however, that other

factors are operative. For one, the incidence of ganja use

was considerably less when these men were in their formative

and young adult years so that there should be proportionately

fewer confirmed smokers among the older males. Secondly,

cIder males who are smokers tend to lose their customary set-

tings and incentives for smoking as they lose their smoking

companions through illness or death. Finally, there are

physical and economic factors: many old men are simply too

feeble to work their own fields, so that their incomes are

markedly reduced and their supply of ganja is limited.
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v. Perceived Effects of Ganja

This section deals specifically with the effects of ganja

on the body and psyche as reported by villagers. The fol-

lowing caveats should be noted: perceived ganja effects

are subjective and do not necessarily correspond with ob-

jective measures (one such case is dealt with extensively

in a later chapter); subjective descriptions of ganja effects

may often appear to be contradictory, as, for example, the

same informant reporting that ganja makes him sleep as well

as work; and systematic collection of this type of data

for Gully was not feasible, so that quantification of re-

sults is minimal. Nevertheless, these data do indicate the

range of ganja effects recognized by the folk; in addition,

they suggest perceptual differences between socially dis-

tinct groups within the community, and they permit con-

jecture as to the understanding of ganja in the Jamaican

context.

When responding ,to the questions "How does ganja make you

feel?" and "What does ganja do for you?", informants did

not always specify the method of ganja use. Nevertheless,

a distinction was persistently made between the effects and

values attached to ganja tea drinking as contrasted with

ganja smoking. The folk explanation is that tea and tonic

are absorbed into the blood stream, strengthen the blood,

and enable it to ward off disease, whereas ganja, when

smoked, goes directly from the lungs to the brain where it
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may have a variety of sometimes unpredictable consequences.

Whatever the scientific truth of the matter, beliefs about

the differential effects of ganja drinking and smoking are

reinforced and perpetuated by differences in the general

attitudes and beliefs of those who only take ganja as tea

(i.e., members of the higher and/or aspiring social levels),

and those who smoke as well as drink ganja (i.e., members

of the lowest level) .

Perceived effects of ganja as reported by Gully informants

fall into five major, but not necessarily mutually exclusive

categories: medicinal; physiological; psychobiological;

psychodispositional; and social.

Medicinal Effects: Ganja, primarily in the form of teas

and tonics, is widely believed to have medicinal properties.

The medicinal effects as reported in Table 5 are of two

varieties, prophylactic (protecting the healthy) and thera-

peutic (curing the sick).

TABLE 5

Perceived Medicinal Effects of Ganja
In Gully By Method of Use
And Number of Reports

Prophylactic Effects

Keeps you in general good health
Prevents gonorrhea
Prevents constipation
Prevents colds
Blood "building"

Specifically Pediatric
Prevent disease in general
Prevent colds in neonate
Prevents marasmus
Makes children strong
Makes children smart

Special Topical
Tea Tonic tonic Preparation

5 3
2
1
1 1
2 5 2

6
1

4
14
5
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Therapeutic Effects

All-purpose good medicine 3
For cold or chill 5
Aches and pains including
arthritis 7

"Belly" and "internal sickness" 3
Gonorrhea 1
"Pressure" 2
Asthsma
Bronchitis
Young consumption
Fever 1
"Clean out" 2
Urinary retention 1
Biliousness
Recurrent malaria
Impotence 1
Bad eyes 1
Bumps on skin 1
Ulcers or open sores
When "harried" or "upset"

6
3

6
3

1

Special
tonic

1

1
2

1
1
1

1
1
1
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Topical
'p'rep'ara tion

4

1

Specifically Pediatric
All purpose medicine
Relieve pain of teething
Cure infant marasmus

5

5

2
1
3

Physiological Effects: Eleven informants reported increased

perspiration after ganja use; three others claimed no effect.

According to one informant, the increase in perspiration

occurs only 'when your nerves are weak', and according to

another, only 'when the time is hot'. Seven informants felt

that smoking ganja could 'trouble the lungs', but two reported

that ganja gave them longer breath or an increased respira-

tory capacity. Increased urination was reported by three

informants and increased heartbeat by two others. Reddening

of the eyes was mentioned as an effect of smoking ganja by

six individuals. One young girl claimed that this is how

she can tell that her brother has been smoking. None of

these physiological responses appeared to arouse anxiety or

worry nor were they considered positive or beneficial.
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Psychobiological Effects: Rather than being simple

physiological reactions to ganja, psychobiological effects

are linked to physiological responses involving a 'frame

of mind' and a resultant behavioral act on the part of the

user. Those most frequently reported are sleep, appetite,

sex and capacity and energy for work. In the psychobiolo-

gical effects, the situational context and the culture be-

come significant variables in conditioning response to ganja.

Sleep: Eleven informants commented that sleep was affected

by ganja:

Sometimes it makes me sleepy.

It makes you sleep first, then it makes you work.

Sometimes.

It doesn't make you sleepy but it makes you sleep more.

It makes you sleep better but if the tea is too
strong it makes you sleepy.

Smoking can make you sleepy but tea gives you energy
for cricket and sex.

A teaspoon of the tonic in icewater makes you feel
refreshed, not drowsy.

It makes you sleep more.

It makes you sleep good and feel good in the morning
when you wake up.

It makes you sleep nice if you smoke it before bed.

If you're in the mood to go to bed it makes you sleepy.

If you smoke in the hot sun it will make you sleepy.

Appetite: Nine informants reported an increase in appetite

after consuming ganja. Six claimed no effect on their own

appetite, although they knew that others often had this

reaction.
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Sex: Five informants, two women and three men, contended

that the quality of sex relations were improved by smoking

ganja and that it made them more 'powerful'. An adoles-

cent male, ,reported the same effect from drinking ganja

tea. Two young women claimed that they smoked ganja with

their boyfriends because it made them 'sexy' while one young

male contended that it did not always make him 'feel to

have sex but if me smoke before bed . . • . Two male in-

formants insisted that ganja tea can cure impotency.

Capacity to work: While ganja, according to informants,

affects sleep, appetite, and sex, of these

effects are often modified by mention of necessary, prior

conditions. If a user is in the mood to go to bed, for

example, ganja will make him sleepy. Furthermore, there

is little to indicate that ganja is routinely consumed by

adults specifically for these purposes. This is not the

case with ganja consumption as it relates to work capacity.

Almost without exception, users maintain that ganja en-

hances their ability to work, that is, to perform manual

labor, and they regularly consume ganja with this objective

in mind. In this regard, ganja is believed to take effect

in two ways'. One is the cumulative benefit that comes

with 'building' one's blood'and strength with regular do-

sages of ganja. Men scheduled for farm work abroad, for

example, where ganja is presumably unavailable, may start

a regimen of drinking ganja tea or tonic a few months prior

to departure. The other widespread belief is that ganja
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has the immediate effect of producing a burst of energy

sufficient for completing laborious tasks. If he has a

large field to clear, one informant claimed, he will sit

down, smoke a spliff, and fifteen minutes later he will

be able to get up and easily clear the whole field. Over

a score of male informants categorically stated that ganja,

both as tea and spliff, made them work harder, faster, and

longer. Several women that after smoking they

could do the housework and then go work in the fields with-

out feeling in any way tired. For energy-related purposes,

ganja can be taken in the morning, during breaks in the

work routine, or immediately before particularly onerous

work. Two laborers also claimed that if tea or tonic is

taken the night before, one can work the following day on

very little sleep. This very strong belief in the ability

of ganja to increase work capacity is objectively examined

in a later chapter entitled, "Cannabis Sativa and Agricul-

tural Work in a Jamaican Hill Community".

Psychodispositional Effects: This category characterizes

reactions to ganja that affect the mood and personality

of the user. According to all informants, these effects

result primarily from smoking rather than from other ,forms

of ganja consumption. Since smoking is generally social,

its effects on the individual in such observable settings

are likely to be seen in terms of psychic disposition.

These effects can be divided into three basic moods or

psychic states: reflection, euphoria, relaxation; each
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mood or state is roughly correlated with progressively

older age groups.

Reflection: With only one exception, boys in late adoles-

cence and young men in their early-twenties report that

ganja smoking enables them to reflect on their past and

future and gives them insights into the problems of life.

The following comments are typical:

This is a time for discussing God, creation, the
rUling of man and signs of the time such as war
and depression.

It helps you think about the future.

You plan your life.

If you have something to consider, you smoke ganja
to help you.

I smoke when I have to consider.

Smoking helps me see plenty t'ings.

We talk about the girls, the future, and how to get out.

I think about what I would de if I had a wife and
children and didn't have a job.

These statements strongly reinforce the proposition that

ganja smoking is, in fact, an informal rite- de passage for

young males, symbolizing the transition from adolescence

to manhood and leading to serious consideration of adult

life. Examine the following:

Ganja makes you more conscious. You meditate about
life's problems and don't talk about silly things.

When I began to smoke it made me check out my life,
take better care of my moneys and put sporting down.

...
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The direct linkage of ganja to adult or responsible status

seems to be well understood by users. For example, one

man in his twenties occasionally gives ganja to his ten

year old brother to make him more mature: 'After he smokes,

he becomes more conscious, he cannot roam in the streets

any more like a little boy'.

Euphoria: Younger smokers of both sexes report the sen-

sation of euphoria, often described by them as the lifting

of depression:

It makes you feel lively and nice. Like you're in
the world again.

She smoked some kali during the dance and when she
came back she danced better than before.

I feel.more merry, not lonesome.

Just nice and happy.

It makes you sing better and your brains quick.

Relaxation: A third type of mood believed to be induced

by ganja is reported only by informants over thirty-five

years of age. These users, of both sexes, claim that ganja

makes them feel 'cool', 'conservative', 'relaxed', and 'calm'.

In fact, one informant insisted that smoking so calmed and

relaxed him that he was often accused of being uncommuni-

cative and silent by his wife, leading to constant complaints

that he was not 'more social', and to so much that

he finally gave up smoking. For most of the middle-aged

and older smokers, however, a state of relaxation, of calm,

of 'coolness', is thought of as being desirable for their

status and condition in life. In general, it might be argued
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that as a mood inducing substance, ganja seems to provide

the dispositional states appropriate to particular age

groups in particular socioeconomic contexts.

Social Effects: The relationship of ganja to social behavior

is a recurring theme in Gully, and the opinions voiced

generally correspond to the status of the speaker as user

or non-user. Most often raised is the specific issue of

whether or not ganja induces criminal or psychotic behavior,

that is, does it lead to antisocial acts. No matter what

the position taken, however, the issue is always argued in

the context of ganja smoking -- tea and tonic drinking are

not considered as affecting social comportment.

In general, non-smokers including tea drinkers endorse the

'establishment' stance which posits the antisocial proper-

ties of ganja smoking. Nevertheless, all but the most ada-

mant view smoking as possibly rather than as necessarily

affecting antisocial behavior. From their perspective,

'smoking can mad you' or 'smoking can be dangerous'. The

possibility of socially deplorable acts emanates from the

properties of ganja itself. A number of non-smokers who

claimed to have tried it in their youth report that 'when

you smoke, a tiny lady dances before your eyes and every-

thing she tells you to do you must do'. The directions

given to the smoker by this 'tiny lady' can be either for

good or for bad, but the smoker has essentially lost control

and the resulting possibility of criminal or bizarre hehavior
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becomes an important rationale of members of the higher

or aspiring levels of the community for not smoking ganja.

Smokers and those in close association with them are well

aware of the widely held opinion that ganja induces or may

induce criminal behavior, but they tend to discredit it

as another example of government or "establishment" propa-

ganda against poor people. One commonly held belief "is

that government has made ganja illegal, not because it leads,

for example, to criminality, but because it takes money away

from medical doctors, since people who use ganja do not get

sick.

Similar opinions abound. Smokers, in any case, see no

causal relationship between ganja and crime in the adult

population: Idem say it make people commit rape and murder

and rob people but people do all dem t'ings wit' or wit' out

ganja'. On the other hand, some smokers do not deny a pos-

sible loose linkage of ganja smoking and violent behavior,

but they adamantly claim that such behavior is the result

of a misuse of ganja: 'him smoke too much herbs' or 'him

smoke on empty stomach', express concepts of overindulgence

and improper preparation for smoking.

Age and maturity are also seen as critical factors in smok-

ing. Some older users feel that adolescents should not

smoke, since their 'brains' are too immature: 'it can make

boys susceptible to bad thoughts and to do bad things'.

Another man, referring to a teenage acquaintance, claimed
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that 'him too young to smoke. Him black-up (became

intoxicated) and want to kill him father'. Ethnic factors

also are sometimes seen as being relevant. Two East In-

dian villagers suggest that ganja is safely smoked only by

individuals of their own ethnicity because of the long ex-

perience of East Indians with ganja. 'White people and

niggers should not smoke. For dem is very dangerous t'ing

because dey don't have good teachment and experience.!

When they discuss antisocial behavior and ganja, however,

smokers often stress an individual's physical condition

and mental state before smoking.

If you have somet'ing against somebody you shouldn't
smoke right then because smoking will make you carry
it through.

Smoking can make you do somet'ing that you've kept
in your heart.

If your brain's weak you cannot smoke.

With all of this, the confirmed smoker firmly believes that

the knowledgeable user controls ganja and not the reverse.

Even if unusual behavior, for example, is attributed to a

particularly potent type of ganja 'if you smoke it when

it flowers it will mad you' -- it is believed to be still

well within the power of the smoker not to use ganja har-

vested during its flowering stage.

VI. Ganj a and Delinquency in the ComItlunity

According to the Jamaican middle classes, ganja is respon-

sible for a dramatic increase in delinquency and criminality

throughout the island, including such acts as premeditated
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violence, robbery, and unprovoked assaults on strangers.

Such a belief is continually reinforced by a stream of

newspaper reports describing disorderly and criminal acts

alleged to have been perpetrated under the influence of

ganja. This view of ganja as catalyst for crime, however,

is not easily applicable to Gully. While a small number

of young villagers have.criminal records and are known as

heavy ganja smokers, their offenses are not attributable

to the properties of ganja, many being violations of the

Dangerous Drugs Act such as possession or selling of the

weed. Furthermore, the great majority of heavy smokers

are peaceful, law-abiding citizens who have had no crimi-

nal involvement with police or courts. Compared with non-

smokers of roughly similar stations in life, smokers, ex-

cept for ganja use, appear to be similar -- no less hard-

working and no less socially capable. Nevertheless, strong

beliefs about the causal role of ganja to be-

havior exist in the village and instances of such behavior

are readily recited by members of the 'middle class'.

Examples cited of ganja-induced aberrancies are either of

impulsive, non-criminal but culturally bizarre acts, or

impulsive but criminal behavior, such as actual or threa-

tened assault against a relative or acquaintance. Since

it rarely, if ever, occurs in the community, premeditated

crime for material gain is not mentioned as ganja-induced.

Explanations of antisocial acts split along smoker/non-

smoker lines, even on those rare occasions when both groups
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agree that a particular incident is ganja linked:

In a neighboring district, a teenage boy murdered
his mother, mutilated her body with a machete, and
then attempted to bury her along the river bank
under a pile of leaves. The body was soon dis-
covered and the boy arrested for the crime. Accord-
ing to the police, ganja was found in his posses-
sion, and he admitted to have been smoking for
several days before the murder. Non-smokers speak-
ing about the grisly event categorically claimed
that ganja 'mad' the boy and led him to, kill his
mother. Smokers, on the other hand, claimed that
the boy's 'brains were no good', that 'he was funny
to begin with', or that he neglected to eat and
smoked too much. A few smokers hinted that the boy
made use of ganja as a culturally convenient excuse
to kill his mother.

For non-smokers, ganja itself was the precipitating cause

of the murder; for smokers, the boy's prior condition per-

mitted ganja to have this effect. Despite limited know-

ledge of the crime or of the boy, neither side totally eli-

minated ganja as a factor but, significantly, non-smokers

uniformly blamed ganja, admitting to no other possible rea-

son for this criminally psychotic act.

Much iike obeah or magic, ganja serves as a transcendent

explanation for certain categories of behavior and events.

Once an individual is known to be a ganja smoker, any mis-

behavior on his part is almost automatically attributable

to the Often obeah and ganja provide alternative

explanations for a particular event. The choosing of one

of these alternatives by a villager depends to a considerable

extent on his socioeconomic position and his relationship

to participants in the event:
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Two men, 1 and J, suffer from occasional psychotic
episodes during which they shout, curse, and wildly
wave their machetes. 1 is particularly terrifying
and villagers stay well out of his way during his
'spells'. Middle-level people insist that l's
condition is a direct result of heavy ganja smoking;
other ganja smokers claim that while 1 smoked a
'whole heap a weed', he went 'mad' from studying
books of 'science' or obeah.

J's behavior during his periods of irrationality,
is far less menacing than l's, and he is the object
of considerable teasing as well as sympathy from
villagers. His brother, K, however, a well estab-
lished Level 2 resident of Gully, is the object of
criticism as well as envy from lower-level villagers.
These people insist J was once a respected citizen
with land and'a good trade but that his brother K
was jealous and used obeah to 'mad' him and to usurp
all that their father had willed J. The use of ganja
is not seen by these villagers as contributing to
J's mental condition. On the other hand, K and his
friends who find J's bizarre behavior a social em-
barrassment, insist that it was J's extensive use of
ganja that caused him to go insane.

A forty-two year old heavy smoker reports that while
in his twenties he was confined to the Mental Hospital
for several months. Villagers claim that his hospi-
talization was a result of smoking ganja but he knows
that it came about because of a 'duppy' (spirit of a
dead person) which was 'set' on him through obeah. He
maintains that in the hospital his recovery was speeded
by his procuring and smoking the best kali he has ever
had. Since that time, he has had noreccurrence of
the'illness' and he has continued smoking regularly.

These few examples suggest some of the difficulties of ob-

jectively assessing the effects of ganja through retro";;'-

accounts when ganja is automatically used by some to

explain entire categories of socially aberrant behavior.

Further complicating an assessment is that, given the ille-

gality of ganja, smokers make efforts to control, to conceal,

or to rationalize away any aggressive behavior that occurs

while smoking no matter what the precipitating cause: i
".....
,
I
I
f
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J and four other users were smoking ganja down
by the river. Suddenly J began to shout about
salvation and the devil. The other four, frigh-
tened that the police might hear, quickly picked
j up and dropped him into the cold river
holding him under for a few seconds. When they
pulled him out he was sober and rational.

In addition to all the legal and social proscriptions

imposed on ganja smokers, internal controls also operate

to inhibit overtly aggressive behavior. The serious smoker

does not want to behave in ways which would convince his

friends and companions that he does not know how to handle

ganja or that his 'brains are too weak'.

From the smokers' perspective, ganja is considerably less

of a threat of inducing aggression and violence than are

rum and other hard spirits. And smokers commonly voice the

complaint that while the consumption of alcohol is legal in

Jamaica, ganja is not. Most smokers, in fact, show a marked

preference for ganja than for rlliu. While not teetotalers,

none of the ganja smokers is- a serious Il rummer ":;',' almost all

prefer milder beverages such as beer or stout. Few, if

any, frequent the village rumshops which cater to the

'big men' of the district, land authority agents, police-

men and the like. On the surface, the assertion that rum

is more socially dangerous than ganja appears to be plau-

sible. In Gully, as in rural Jamaica generally, hard drink-

ing by the relatively affluent is not uncommon, particularly

on weekends. Boisterousness and aggressive outbursts are

not infrequent, and hostility, truculence, and even p'hysically
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abusive behavior while drinking are culturally understood

and are tolerated within limits. But this is not the

case with Ganja users, especially in groups, smoke

in relative isolation away from central points of congre-

gation. Unusual behavior by one theoretically endangers

all in a group, and consequently care is taken to quiet

the offending individual and not draw public attention.

While the real incidence of ganja-induced aggressiveness

may well be smaller than that from rum, differential social

and cultural acceptance clouds attempts at objective compari-

son and assessment.

Law enforcement in Gully is the responsibility of a corporal

and a constable from the Jamaica Constabulary Force and

four district constables. As upholders of the law, they

hold a somewhat laissez-faire attitude about ganja culti-

vation and use in the community. While admitting to the

widespread use of ganja, the corporal is content 'to leave

well enough alone' as long as the district remains peace-

ful and quiet. From his perspective, active policy against

ganja cultivators and users would raise unwelcome problems:

rapport with villagers would suffer, general police func-

tionswould'deteriorate, and district constables who are

native to the community would find themselves in personally

untenable positions. Consequently, the police act against

those who violate the ganja laws only when it is necessary;

when, for example, anonymous complaints about local vio-

lations are forwarded from parish police headquarters. Even

I
I
I
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though local authorities are forced to take action in

these cases, they may elect to blunt the effectiveness

of a raiding or arrest party, leaking advance warning or

by opting to destroy only a small portion of a ganja field.

The police also act when accidental or inadvertent situ-

ations may cause them public embarrassment or loss of

image. Por example, a teenage boy walking along the 'main'

was asked by the corporal to step inside the station house.

The boy, carrying a stick of ganja, thought that he was

about to be searched and arrested. Panicking, he pulled

the stick from his pocket and threw it to the ground. With

other villagers obviously witnessing the act, the corporal

reluctantly arrested the boy for possession. All he had

wanted was information about the whereabouts of another man.

Even when provoked, however, the police may refrain from

arrest: one constable confided that he tries to ignore

'rude boys' when they smoke ganja but that they continue

to insult him by blowing the smoke into his face. In these

instances, he claims to warn but does not report. Other

users admit to speaking openly about ganja in front of

district constables, without apparent intimidation or fear

of incrimination.

For all practical purposes, the ganja laws and their

implementation do not pose a serious threat for the inhabi-

tants of the community. Paradoxically, only those with

least to fear are apprehensive about the police: old ladies,

'Christians' who boil ganja tea, and the rare middle level
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smoker. Professed ganja-men, on the other hand, are the

least fearful of police action against them. Comments

about the police by heavy users and cultivators deal less

with possible arrest and conviction than with bitter plaints

about how they raid ganja fields and then either smoke or

sell the spoils or both:

Police love it.

Police arrest a man and took twenty crocus bags
of ganja. When the case finally came to court
there was only half a crocus bag left.

Police smoke more and make more money [from ganjaJ
than anyone.

As might be expected, the prevailing attitude in the commu-

nity is that the police are in fact involved in illegal

ganja transactions, and many rumors circulate about sup-

posed incidents. Whatever the truth about these allegations,

there is a certain degree of acceptance or resignation about

the situation. For some, it is a very natural and expect-

able phenomenon: an old couple frankly admit that they do

not have to plant or buy ganja for tea as their policeman

son brings it for them regularly. For others, it is some-

thing that they live with. What is understood by all is

that, contrary to the specifications of the law, arrest

on a ganja charge is a somewhat arbitrary option exercised

by the police rather than an automatic procedure following

a transgression. How and why this option is exercised be-

comes the critical question. An ex-smoker has one expla-

nation: the local police know every person who grows or

smokes ganja, and they use this information to arrest an
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individual when he cannot be reached on other charges.

In general, ganja legislation and enforcement is viewed

by users as being arbitrary, directed against the laboring

classes, and utilized for purposes beyond the intent of

the law itself. Some hold the relatively benign opinion

that 'government' simply does not understand that ganja

does no harm and does not lead to violence. Most, however,

cling to a conspiratorial view: 'government' is antagonistic

to poor people having anything good and will take it [i.e.,

ganjaJ away; or, legalizing ganja would adversely affect the

'big men' who make 'plenty profits' from the plant; or, medi-

cal doctors are against ganja because users do not get sick;

or, more generally, ganja laws make the vulnerable people of

Jamaica more vulnerable. Granting the biases in these opinions,

they nevertheless reflect wider and more general feelings of

societal abuse harbored by rural laboring people.
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CANNABIS SATIVA AND AGRICULTURAL WORK
IN A JAMAICAN HILL COMMUNITY*

I. Preface

Scientific statements on the use of cannabis sativa in the

natural setting (as opposed to the laboratory setting) are

rare. The several we have emphasize acute and/or long term

physical effects, effects on events and processes in the mind,

or effects on relationships within social groups. Conclusions

are usually based on subjective reports of informants.

The research discussed here gives priority to another concern,

that is, the effects of the use of cannabis on behavior con-

necting human beings and other elements in an ecosystem. The

foci of the research are empirically measurable relationships

between individuals and social groups on the one hand, and ex-

ternal entities in the environment on the other. The goal is

an understanding of the use of cannabis sativa in an agricul-

tural community in Jamaica, West Indies.

*The author of this section is Joseph H. Schaeffer, Ph.D., Fellow,
Research Institute for the Study of Man, Research Associate,
Center for Urban Studies and Programs, Teachers College, Columbia
University and Research Associate, Project in Human Communication,
Bronx State Hospital. Jane I. Schaeffer was associated with all
phases of the research and analysis.

Grateful acknowledgment is made to Michael Aschcroft, Mary Bal,
Michael Beaubrun and staff members of The Department of Psychiatry
at The University of the West Indies Hospital, Stella Beaubrun,
Barry Chevannes, Lambros Comitas, Eric Cruickshank, Mrs. Eric
Cruickshank, Melanie Dreyer, Barry Floyd, Ann Hill, Derrick
Jelliffe and staff members of the Caribbean Nutrition Institute,
Kingston, Jamaica, Herman McKenzie, Robin McKenzie, George
Miller, Orrea Pye, Vera Rubin, Albert Scheflen, Judith Wylie,
the Jamaican Authorities, and to all the people of Johnson Valley,
and others who were so kind and helpful to the author and his
wife during their stay in Jamaica.
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The field study upon which this report is based was completed

between November 1, 1970, and October 31, 1971. Several

major data collection techniques were employed:

1) Standardized census interviews were administered in
all households in the research population.

2) Extensive interviews concerning household composition,
kinship networks, land tenure, household economy, occu-
pation and income, health, education, and religion were
administered in representative households (40 households,
or just under 50% of the total). In 12 households the
adult male was a heavy smoker of cannabis; in 4 households
he was a moderate smoker; in 10 households he was a light
smoker; and in 14 households there was no smoking. See
Footnote 9 for a definition of use.

3) Comprehensive written records of daily activities
throughout one week were acquired during observation of
16 households. These records include detailed informa-
tiori on energy expenditure and nutrition.

4) 24 audiotapes (90 minutes each), 80 videotapes (30
minutes each), and several films, (11 minutes each) of
major activities were recorded during household observa-
tions.

5) Objective measurements of energy metabolism were ac-
quired with a Kofrani-Michaelis gas collection device
and a Lloyd gas analyzer. A total of 150 reliable tests
of 12 men doing major activities were completed.

Other techniques included case study visits to organiza-
tions and institutions, laboratory studies of particular
problems in energy metabolism, the initiation of extended
household records kept by informants, and miscellaneous
interviews and observations.

In the present paper I will discuss preliminary findings con-

cerning the effects of the use of cannabis sativa during work.

Related conclusions concerning the exploitation of natural re-

sources will be suggested. The discussion will be based on

analyses of selected results from the interviews mentioned in

(1) and (2) above, the daily written records from 16 households,
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25 five minute segments of videotape, the 150 gas tests, and

the laboratory studies. An introduction to this discussion

includes summary information on the research population, the

territorial context, and general patterns of cannabis use.

II. Population and Territory

The dense forests of the crown lands surround the highest peak

(7483') in Jamaica's eastern Blue Mountain Range. These for-

ests descend to steep slopes and treacherous ridges cultivated

by small-scale farmers. Further down, on the way to river

valleys and the limestone plateaus along the Caribbean, rolling

foothills are covered with agricultural acreage, "ruinate"

lands, and tropical gUllies.

"Johnson Valley" lies in such foothills at an altitude of

1700 feet. A typical "ribbon" community (Jamaicans call it a

district), its 85 houses scatter along a dirt road connecting

the coast and several interior settlements. Topography and

territorial boundaries are indicated on the map.

The inhabitants of the "Valley" include 80 male and 85 female

adults (over 14 years), and 82 male and 82 female children

(14 and under). The population may be subdivided by age as

follows:

Table 1

Age and Sex of Johnson Valley Inhabitants

60 and over.
22-59
15-21
7-14
0-6

Male
24
40
16
41
41

Number
Female
27
46
12
46
36
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The obvious decrease in numvers of young people aged 15 to 21

results from the yearly emigration of teenagers and working

men. During the research year 13 such emigrants left the

district. Other emigrants included 13 young children, 2 young

couples, and 7 single females. Immigrants included 19 children,

3 single females, 2 single males, and a young couple. 15 babies
1

were born, and 5 elderly people and 1 infant died.

Most common living arrangements in the 85 households in Johnson
2

Valley are summarized on Table 2. 46 percent of the house-

holds (34) include a man, a woman, and others. In 24 of these

(32% of the total) the man and woman are married. 31 percent

of the households are denuded (headed by a single male or

female) and 19 percent are single person households. Compared

to other communities in similar areas in Jamaica, Johnson Valley

has a greater number of simple and extended households in which

1
Three of the babies were born to mothers who visited their
parents in Johnson Valley during late pregnancy and birth and
left soon thereafter.
2
For the time being I.have arbitrarily used Edith Clarke's class-
ification (2nd edition 1966, p. 117). She distinguishes six
types of residential groupings in Jamaica: "(A) simple family
type households consisting of a man and woman with or without
their children and possibly adopted children and non-kin per-
sons; (B) extended family households, being an extension of
simple family by the addition of other kin; (C) and (D) de-
nuded family households, containing either a mother, or a father,
living alone with his or her children. These might be either
of the simple or the extended type; (E) single person households
and (F) sibling households. Type A is subdivided into two main
groups: (I) a primary type containing children of the couple
only and (II) a secondary type showing the presence of outside
children. Thus II(a) shows households containing outside child-
ren of both the man and woman, II(b) those with outside children
of the man, and II(c) with outside children of the woman ... Type
II(d) households have adopted children only. Type III households.
are childless." Our term "common law" applies to relatively
stable unions which have not been legally consumated.
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Table 2

Household Types in Johnson Valley

Number of % of
Type Household Status Households Sub-totals Households

A (I) simple married 11

conunon law 4

A (lIb) conunon law 1

A(IIc) married 1

conunon law 2

A (III) married 4

conunon law 1

B extended married 13 24 28

conunon law 9 16 19

C denuded male 3
simple

female 3 6 7

D denuded
extended male 1

female 15 16 19

E single person male 13

female 6 19 22

F sibling
household 1 1 1

G combination 3 3 4

Total 85 100%

the man and woman are married, a greater number of simple and

extended denuded households and fewer single person households.
3

None of the differences is large.

3Many of these households are connected by historical family ties
or by marriage or conunon law. The most important connections--
those which are maintained and cherished over time--include ex-
changes of goods and services.
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Summary information from each of the households concerning

residents, land, dwellings, principal income, occupation, edu-

cation, and religion also indicates slight differences between

Johnson Valley and other small agricultural communities in the

Jamaican hills (see Table 3). A study of farming in four areas
4

in another parish (Clarendon) found an average of 5.7 persons

per farm. Excluding information from single person households,

the comparable figure for Johnson Valley is 5.3 persons. If

single persons are included in the sample the Valley average per

farm is 4.3.

Farms in Johnson Valley are slightly larger than those studied

in Clarendon. Although 0 to 2 acre farms are prevalent in both

areas, farms above 6 acres are more common in the Valley.

Average education for farmers in Johnson Valley is 4.2 years as

compared with 4.5 to 4.8 years in Clarendon. In both areas,

farmers with more education own more acreage and have larger

incomes. The percentage of farmers with religious affiliations

is, again, slightly higher in Clarendon. Comparable figures
5

for the two areas are 92.2% in Clarendon and 84% in the Valley.

The primary source of income in Johnson Valley is the crop
6

market. Summary figures are given on Tables 4, 5, 6, and 7.

4
Robotham ale (1968).
5
Differences between the two areas may be accounted for on
methodological grounds. In Clarendon was
on standard interviews. Based on our own exper1ence dur1ng 1n-
tensive field work, we would expect estimations concerning edu-
cation and religion to be slightly higher on interviews. Those
concerning land and members per household should be slightly
lower.
6All figures in money refer to Jamaican dollars. J$I.OO is
equal to approximately u.S. $1.20.
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Table 4

Total Crops and Income in 39 Households

Crop Amount Income

mango 257 boxes $514.00
pear 174 boxes 522.00
orange 144 boxes 288.00
breadfruit 54 bags 162.00
otahieta apple 22 baskets 66.00
jelly coconut 77 bags 170.94
cane 211 bunches 566.40
carrot 152 bags 1520.00
turnip 41 bags 246.00
cucumber 400 pounds 40.00
pumpkin 15 bags 300.00
red peas 60 notches 30.00
green congo peas 173 bags (1384 tins) 3460.00
dry congo peas 445 bushels 890.00
tomato 820 basins 164.00
dry coconut 151 bags 302.00
yam 8167 pounds 653.16
coco 4870 pounds 389.60
sweet potato 690 pounds 64.10
green banana 446 bunches 334.50
ripe banana 341 bunches 818.40
plantain 50 bunches 100.00
cocoa 233.53 boxes 859.38*
coffee 264 bu. 2 pk. 1 qt. 2381.00*
pimento 3519 pounds 1830.00*

*Figures for cocoa, coffee, and pimento are taken from
records for the entire village.

A "notch" includes 12 to 16 stems of red peas. One bunch
of cane includes 12 to 20 4-foot canes. Bags of carrots
and turnips weigh 110 pounds each. Three dozen coconuts
fill one bag"as do four dozen breadfruit. A tin of green
congo peas equals four quarts.

169
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Table 5

Market Income by Type of Marketing

Type of Number of No.in Total Aver •
. Marketing Households Sample Income Income

No marketing 24 0

Own crops only 11 6 $2692.64 $448.77

Own crop + buy in market 4 3 2543.95 847.98

Own crop + buy in market + buy
in district 4 2 1352.26 676.13

Own crop + carry for others 3 3 1139.84 379.94

Own crop sold in district 18 9 614.65 68.29

Own crop sold in dist. + market 13 7 1264.90 158.11

Own crop sold in dist. or carry
by others 9 6 1238.28 206.21

Totals 86* 39 $10,751.45 $307.71

*One composite household was divided for this calculation.

Table 6
Income Distribution in Households

Amount per Year

$1.00-50.00
50.00-100.00
100.00-150.00
150.00-200.00
2 00 • 00- 3 00 • 00-
300.00-500.00
500.00-80'0.00
1500+

Number of Households

9
1
5
5
6
5
5
1
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Table 7

Average Market Income by Size of Farm

Acres Co£fee and Cocoa pimento Other Crops Total Income

0-2 $13.33 $5.30 $29.91 $58.83
2-4 18.05 9.36 184.80 212.97
4-6 18.57 56.81 230.29 315.77
6-10 35.35 52.68 253.68 380.43
10-15 84.38 37.24 491.98 567.18
15+ 105.09 251.33 862.92 1170.51

Most common crops are congo peas, carrots, coffee, and cocoa.

Pimento and coffee are the most valuable crops financially.

Average incomes vary with acreage under cultivation and type

of marketing. Highest incomes result from the marketing of

"own" crops plus the buying and selling of "outside" crops.

Most household incomes from marketing were under $300.00 in

1970. A few relatively large-scale farmers were able to gross

nearly $1,000.00.

Figures on total incomes from major crops in the village

indicate that Johnson Valley farmers are no less (but no more)

prosperous than farmers in the other area (Clarendon) for

which figures are available.

Farmers in Johnson Valley, as in many parts of Jamaica

(Comitas, 1964), supplement market income with income from

other occupations. Road construction and wage labor on neigh-

boring farms are common alternatives to "own account" farming.

As is evident in Table 3, several farmers have perfected spe-

cialities (cooks, barbers, butchers, carpenters, painters,
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7
sawyers, shoemakers, tailors, etc.) as well.

The territorial distribution of Johnson Valley households

and lands is shown on the map in this chapter. Ease of

access (to public areas and spring water, for example) has

influenced most people to construct dwellings near a road or

well-trodden path. Farm lands are strewn over the hills at

varying distances from the dwellings as is the pattern in

Jamaica.

Houses usually occupy one-fourth acre to one acre plots for

which the owner has often paid a handsome price. A few for-

tunate families have constructed homes on corners of their

own cultivated acreage.

Small businesses--three grocery and beer shops and two butcher

shops--border the valley road. Artisans and craftsmen (the

tailor, shoemaker, carpenter, and others) work in their own

dwellings. Two public buildings, the Baptist and Zionist

churches, are at opposite ends of the main residential section.

The lands for cultivation stretch to the southwest ridge. To

the northwest they meet fields occupied by residents of an

adjoining district well below the ridge. To the southeast

they cover both sides of several land fingers along summer-dry

stream beds. They border the lands of residents of a sister

district, Richards Crossing, to the south. To the east and

7
Several farmers grow cannabis as a small surplus crop. One
farmer deals cannabis
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northeast the road to the interior is a precise

marker.

Approximately 70 percent of the available lands are under

cultivation. Other lands are either in ruinate or pasture
8

for livestock. Of the cultivated lands, between 60% and

75% sustain mixed agriculture somewhat similar to that des-

cribed by Conklin (1954) in his discussion of "swidden"

farming. On one plot, for example, carrots, turnips, toma-

toes, corn, congo· peas, bananas, and plantains are intermixed.

On another, climbing and sprawling vines of starch crops

(sweet potato, and several types of yam) intermingle

with stalks of sugar cane, coffee bushes, banana, breadfruit,

jackfruit, avocado, citrus, pimento, and cocoa trees, and

several other vegetable, spice, and non-food crops.

Cedar, cottonwood, tambrun, poinciana, and other trees fill

the gullies. Bamboo usurps any available sunny land. Fruit

bearing sugar plum, guava, otaheiti apple, and star apple trees

are desirable in the dwelling yard but are not uncommon on

the hillside. Eleven mango tree variants grow in profusion.

Several queenly guangos shelter the valley stream.

Of the domesticated animals which roam the pastures and yards,

cows, pigs, goats, and fowl are the most common. Chickens

are raised in pens. Several dogs stand guard at nearly every

gate. Wild animals include pigeons, many small birds, cats,

and rats.

8
These lands are sloped between 10 and 40 degrees. The shaley
soils (slightly acid in reaction and low in phosphate and
potash) are far from ideal for farming.
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The main road, side road, and foot/bridle paths connect

Johnson Valley to neighboring and more distant districts.

One travels by foot, beast, a daily bus, market trucks, or

private transport.

Many of the inhabitants in the nearest neighboring settle-

ment, Richards Crossing, maintain kinship ties to Johnson

Valley residents. Several Valley farmers own land on the

Crossing ridge. School children make the daily trek to the

Crossing primary school. In return, Crossing children col-

lect mail at the Johnson Valley Postal Agency. Each Sunday

Crossing visit Valley churches.

Dolphin Mountain, further along the Crossing road, is more

isolated. The Johnson Valley butcher purchases cows there

biweekly. Young people hike the distance for recreation or

visits to relatives. Several Valley residents join relatives

and friends occasionally in Bull Ridge, Forest Station,

Princess Castle, Bridgetown, and Pigeon Row.

Churchville, a four-mile walk over the northeast hills, is

the most important village center in the area. There one can

find medical care, police authority, government services, and

recreation.

The trucks and bus travel established routes to coastal towns

and the capital. Many women ride these vehicles on the

weekly two to four hour trip to market. Other Johnson Valley

residents make arduous, distant journeys only rarely to visit
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relatives, attend funerals, or complete important business.

III. Cannabis Sativa

According to local historians, cannabis was first introduced

to Johnson Valley between 1910 and 1920 by traveling East

Indians and by local farmers who learned of the substance

during visits to coastal cities and the capital. Early use

was limited to several individuals who cultivated their own

small crops. Gradually, as the popularity of the substance

increased, more farmers began cultivation for sale. By the

1940's, several major dealers enjoyed considerable income

from the distribution of cannabis to practically every local

household for tonics and tea mixtures and to a growing number

of local smokers.

Following a devastating hurricane in 1951 much of the culti-

vation ceased. The crop had been wiped out, and the govern-

ment introduced land development schemes which included visits

to local fields by program officers. The officers, of course,

could recognize cannabis. The risk of discovery by the po-

lice seemed too great.

Gradually, however, local residents regained confidence and

began to cultivate and use the substance again. A few dealers

planted sizeable crops and contacted their former clientele.

According to recent interview data, 80% or more of the people

were using cannabis in some form (either ingesting tea or

tonic, or smoking) by 1965. Today probably 75% of the Johnson
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Valley adult residents use cannabis. Most women drink the

tea and take the rum tonic; few smoke cannabis. Probably

75% of the men use the tea and tonic; 50% smoke the sub-

stance as well. The smokers consume varying quantities.

Of the 40 men with whom we are concerned in this report, 12

are heavy users, 8 are moderate users, 11 are light users,
9

and 9 are very light users. Most of these men began between

the ages of 14 and 16. One teenager reported early use at

age 12. An· older heavy user first tried the substance at

age 25. The few women smokers began in their early twenties.

Nearly all (both men and women) smoked tobacco before can-

nabis.

Others began

Several did so

Many mention con-
11

tact with Ras Tafarians during these visits.

Most men initiated use among older friends.
10

during extended visits to the capital.

smoking when older family members or friends passed them the

"weed" in the fields. Interestingly enough, these users

often associated initiation with the acquisition of their

own farm plot. The women usually learned to smoke with their

boyfriends or husbands, although some were introduced to

cannabis by other women smokers in the city.

1 ounce) .
to 2 grams).
Very light

9
A heavy user smokes 3 to 8 times a day (2 grams to
A moderate user smokes 1 to 3 times a day (.5 grams
A light user smokes 1 time a week to 1 time a day.
users smoke less than once a week.
10
Older smokers emphasize the importance of outside contacts

in histories of use.
11
Ras Tafarians are Jamaican members of a "back to Africa"

group in which cannabis sativa is used heavily.
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Not long after initiation the smoker establishes a routine
12

of use. Variations in the routine are related to the pur-

pose of use and the availability of the sUbstance. Culti-

vation requirements, for example, affect men who like to

smoke during arduous labor. When the cannabis crop ends in

January and household incomes decrease in April and May,

smoking patterns change as well.

Dose averages vary among users. Some stop when they "first

feel it affecting the brain." Others smoke standard amounts

in weight, e.g ..l!2round (.5 to .6 grams) or a round (1 to, ,

1.2 grams). Heavy users often smoke as much as they get no

matter what the amount.

For many users dose is related to activity and the quality

of the cannabis. "When you smoke in the field," one man

suggested, "you don't smoke enough to block up (get very

high)." Another said, "When you get the real thing a few

draws will do it."

Testimony concerning the length of the effects varies from

as short as one-half hour to as long as five or six hours

(for the "strong stuff"). Most smokers report effects last-

ing two to three hours.

Not all smokers agree that the effects are in any way pro-

found. Some say they feel "no different" after 'smoking.

Others, however, report major changes in the stream of con-

12
Several men for whom first experience with cannabis was

unpleasant (nausea and dizziness) declined a second trial.
Their decision was supported by others who said "His brains
are too light so he can't use it."·
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sciousness. All agreed that the effects can be consciously
13

controlled.

If, for any reason, the user is affected too strongly by

cannabis, he can take reliable antidotes. Sugar water mixed

with lemon juice is the common remedy. If this fails (in

extreme cases) the smoker can be bathed in lime juice. Common

symptoms requiring the administration of the antidote are:

dizziness, associated with a need to lie down and "feelings

of craziness".

No heavy smoker mentioned a hangover from the use of cannabis.

Several moderate smokers mentioned thirst (sometimes hunger)

as a frequent early-morning-after effect (may not be due to

the use of cannabis). One light user reported feeling physi-

cally weak after heavy use (hardly specific to the cannabis).

Fairly stated: there is no evident hangover among smokers

in Johnson Valley.

withdrawal symptoms are uncommon when cannabis is not avail-

able to heavy users. A few, however, indicate aggravation.

One said, "I want it badly when I don't have it but I keep

control of myself." A second reported feeling "lonely" with-

out cannabis. Several felt "angry and sad" or lifeless

("like I'm not living"). A long-time heavy smoker said

"The first day (without cannabis) is the worst day in my life,

feel as though I might die, life mash up, no appetite, head

13
Several report using cannabis to "calm" themselves when

they are particularly "vexed" (angry). That is, cannabis
itself is used to control behavior.
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hurt, feel like brains sca ... ter. lI He reported feeling better

the second day and lIfine" the third.

The availability\of cannabis in Johnson Valley is based on

a fairly complex system of cultivation and distribution.

Many users plant one to five "roots" for home use in some

private spot. They sow the seeds in pans, trays, or secluded

beds in February, March, or April, replant the suckers a few

weeks later, and nurture the plants to maturity by September,

October, or November. Often their crops have been consumed

by January or February. Thereafter, they turn to local dealers.

Occasionally a small-scale cultivator sells a limited sur-

plus to local or distant dealers "to unload the crop quickly"

for fear of the police and/or to make pocket money for Christ-

mas. Some say the extra "ganja money" is a vital addition

to their small market income.

More permanent local dealers stock-pile small quantities of

cannabis during harvest. When they run out they travel to

other districts to obtain the substance. Often, in fact,

mobility is their prime asset.

To succeed as a dealer over any extended time period some

connection with the police is necessary. The protection costs

money or cannabis, and loyal friendship. The latter is pro-

bably most important.

Any possible risk, however, may be well worth the price (a

few years in prison). Mr. Fisher, a local shopkeeper and
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the most successful dealer in Johnson Valley, has done very

well indeed. He began handling bits of cannabis in 1930.
14

By 1935 he was selling 2 ounces (48 to 56 rounds) a week.

By 1955 he could handle 1-1/2 pounds a week in both small

(rounds) and medium or 1 ounce) packages. Today he is

satisfied to sell 2 pounds or so a week since he is "getting

old" and has already constructed a <pod house and educated his

children.

Most smokers in Johnson Valley visit Mr. Fisher's yard several

times a week during off-crop seasons. On special occasions

or holidays he hires a teenager to vend the cannabis for him.

If the Fisher cache is not of the highest quality, however,

heavy users have no compunction about searching for other

dealers in a nearby district.

Several small vendors appear in Johnson Valley from time to

time. Two farmers grow 200 to 500 plants yearly. Until their

crops have been sold to dealers they supply rounds to local

smokers. A female smoker has a friend who cultivates can-

nabis in a nearby village. Occasionally she markets his crop

by rounds in Johnson Valley.

Large-scale cultivators are no longer common in the Valley

area. Several have died recently. Two are in prison. Only

one extremely clever cultivator remains. Last year, 1970, he

14
A round is a small packet of cannabis. The weight is not

standardized. Mr. Fisher's rounds weigh an average of 1.1 grams.
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planted 8000 roots on Crown land. His major market targets

are city dealers who drive to his home late in the evenings

to purchase as much as 10 to 25 pounds of cannabis. He·, also

supplies Mr. Fisher and tther area dealers as they require.

Interestingly, he is a non-smoker of cannabis. "Nothing

against it," he says, "it's just safer that way."

The price of cannabis varies with supply and demand and with

the quality of the product. Rounds have been selling for

$ .20 for some time in Johnson Valley. An ounce costs $1.50

to $2.00; a pound sells for $24.00 to $40.00. Prices are

highest between April and July and lowest between August and

December.

"Kali" is thought to be the best product, but few can define

it precisely. One cultivator says that only 50 out of 5000

plants produce the rich black buds called Kali. Others in-

sist that any "strong" female bud can be classified as Kali.

All agree, however, that its strength is greater than that

of the normal leaves and buds of female plants. Male "bush"

is used primarily for tea and tonic mixtures. On occasion,

if the female plant is running low, it may be mixed with

the male for smoking. The "weak and wasteful" male is rarely

smoked alone.

Territorial patterns associated with the use of cannabis in

Johnson Valley are limited. Most solitary users smoke in

their homes or yards, in their fields, in the yard or field

of a trusted friend, or m a private area in the bush. Few
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are seen in pUblic. For those who prefer to smoke in a group

the bush is the desired location. There they can relax to-

gether to enjoy "good and loving thoughts" in companionship.

Safety from the police is the primary consideration.

Many Johnson Valley smokers and their relatives and friends

fear the police. The fear is often based on personal accounts

of police brutality. Arrest itself is not shameful and prison

terms are considered a "normal" part of life.

Surveillance techniques include search by helicopter, inspec-

tion of fields, observation in homes and shops, and question-

ing of "informers." Since no smoker and/or grower is unknown,

crackdowns are at the will of the police. Frequently, how-

ever, impending arrests are discovered in time and cannabis

crops and/or caches are destroyed. When arrests are success-

ful, legal loopholes may be available for those able to raise

lawyers' fees.

General feelings concerning cannabis laws are negative. People

say, "The government doesn't like us to get money so they try

to stop ganja," or, "They (the government) know it's a good

thing and they want to make money off it." Many associate

the laws with power in the medical profession: "Doctors don't

want us to have it (because) everyone would be healthy."

Others think the Bible ordains the use of cannabis. Men, they

say, have no right to impose laws against it.

Three informants felt that laws should be stringent. The

local minister and one elderly woman accepted news reports of
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violence related to the use of cannabis. The district dealer

associated "loose" laws with the free growth and sale of the

substance and a decrease in his own business.

The prevalent subjective effects related to the use of can-

nabis by 25 Johnson Valley informants are summarized on

Table 8. Most smokers associated the use of the substance

with clear thinking, meditation and concentration, euphoria,

feelings of well-being, positive feelings toward others, and

self assertion. A few expressed negative reactions with re-

gard to one or another of these psychological effects. Often

such reactions are directly related to dose, frequency of use,

the quality of the substance, or the "lightness of the brains."

Interestingly, few smokers consciously experienced any de-

crement in either short or long term memory. Of the nine in-

formants who mentioned memory, 7 indicated improvements, 1

felt there were no effects on memory, and 1 said his short term

memory was "weakened."

Major effects related to patterns of work are emphasized:-by

most smokers. Many mention an increase in strength, energy,

and/or rate of movements immediately after use, followed by

relaxed feelings of steady power, and, eventually, fatigue.

Many associate the enjoyment of food with the use of cannabis.

Several warn of physical dangers of use when food is scarce.

No smoker feels that cannabis leads to violent behavior.

Several effects were mentioned by only a few informants

during interviews. Two spoke of alterations in the time sense.
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Two mentioned increased fear of sanctions against smoking.

Four enjoyed a heightened perceptive capacity. Six felt

more confident. Eight were more relaxed. And nine spent

extended periods in daydreaming about daily activities and

social relationships.

Table 8

Reported Effects of the Smoking of Cannabis Sativa*

1 (short term}

14
9
9
11 (more tired}

6 2

14 2
15

3

4
3
2

4
1
1

Pos. & Neg.
at Diff. Times

2

1
1 (never
tired}

1

1
2

1

Nega-
tive
Resp.

2
1

No
Effect
Resp.

8 1
(both)

8
6
9
10
9

13 3
8 2
8

Posi-
tive
Resp.

No
Total Category

Effects Resp. Mentioned

Concentration 16 9
Euphoria 15 10
Reaction to
others 13 12
Thinking 11 14
Sexual desire 11 14
Feel good 10 15
Well-being 10 15
Short and/or
long-term
memory 10 15

Aggressive
( "boldness
in spirit") 8 17

Work 21 4
Animation 13 12
Talking 10 15

Appetite 16 9
Energy 9 16
Strength 10 15
Tiredness 15 10

*Responses of 25 informants are included in the chart. "Effects"
are those mentioned by informants. During interviews we pressed
for responses to questions concerning effects but did not sug-
. gest categories. Several interviews were given to each informant.
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IV. The Effects of the Use of Cannabis Sativa During Work

To summarize the rather extended introduction: members of

Johnson Valley households are engaged in agricultural pur-

suits. They are united through kinship ties and exchange

relationships. Their settlement is defined topographically.

They require and are limited by land resources. They rely on

market outlets.

Many Valley residents use cannabis sativa in one form or

another. A considerable number of men smoke frequently.

Among these smokers the use of the substance is often directly

related to work in agriculture.

Considering these facts, we may clarify our general research

conpern: we wish to determine the significance of the use of

cannabis sativa to agricultural pursuits, to the exploitation

of land resources, to exchange relationships, and to the market

economy.

The particular subject of inquiry in the present report can

be clarified as well: do acute and cumulative effects of

the use of cannabis affect energy expenditure during work in

agriculture? Is the exploitation of lands in Johnson Valley

related in any way to the effects of cannabis on work?

We begin with several important points best elucidated in

four brief case studies. In the first of these studies, we

will demonstrate the effects of the moderate use of cannabis

on the rate and organization of nDvement and associated energy
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requirements during work. Similar effects of heavy

will be discussed in the second study. Individual variations

related to these same effects are the subject of the final

two very brief studies.

Case Study I: John Ellis

Ethel and John Ellis (34 and 40 years old respectively) and

their seven children live in research household 01. They

own 9-1/4 acres of land purchased in bits and pieces since

1963. Last year Mr. Ellis cultivated two 1/2-acre carrot

crops, 1/2 acre of red peas, and 1/2 acre of congo peas. He,
maintained standing crops (coffee, cocoa, pimento, bananas,

breadfruit, coconut, citrus, avocado, yams, etc.) on another

three acres. The rest of his land lay in ruinate. Total work

days in farming are summarized on Table 9.

Mr. Ellis worked an additional 41 days on the road and 30

days as a wage laborer for Mr. Murphy and Mr. Johnson. He

also sold sno-cones at busy shop times (Christmas and other

holidays) and worked as a house painter whenever a job was

available. Mrs. Ellis marketed weekly throughout the year.

All household members broke rock to sell to road construction

crews.

The use of cannabis sativa in the Ellis household is limited

by its cost and the danger inherent in large-scale culti-

vation. Mr. Ellis holds certain negative ideas concerning

the use of the substance as well. It is, nevertheless, a



Table 9

Work Days - Mr. Ellis

Activity

weed mixed grass
weed coffee
weed small grass
burn weeds and build contours
fork land
plant congo peas
plant red peas
plant bananas
plant coffee
stick tomatoes
reap bananas
dig yam
pick cocoa
pick mango
break pimento
miscellaneous field work
load market truck
day work (1) for Mr. Murphy
day work (2) for Mr. Johnson
build latrine
work on road
paint
mill
rest
miscellaneous work

Number of Days

118
3·
5
2
25
1
2
2
2
1
2
4
4.5
3
10
4.5
1
24
1
2
41
6
37
57
7

365.0

187
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common household item. At certain times of the year (when the

cannabis crop is reaped between August and December) Mr. Ellis

smokes as often as three times a day--once when he awakes at

6:30 AM, again before lunch at 11:30 AM, and finally before

dinner between 3:00 and 5:00 PM. His usual dose is .8 grams.

The cannabis he prefers has a Delta 9-THC content of between
15

2.6 and 3.0 He and his family also prepare the tea and rum

tonic mixtures from cannabis roots and green leaves to "keep

away sickness."

Between January and August, when his own crop is gone, he smokes

perhaps two or three times (or less) a week. During this period

he shuns daily use: "If you smoke it too much, it spoils you,"

he says. "You become like a Rasta man, ignorant and violent."

In my research with Mr. Ellis I observed him smoking cannabis

many times in the fields. He only indulged alone or among

trusted friends--never in public. The effects of the use of

the substance on his work patterns can be seen in a well docu-

mented example: on April 20, 1971, he plowed (forked by hand)

a piece of land in preparation for sowing carrots and turnips.

Beginning at 8:15 he worked without rest for 60 minutes. Sam-

pIe segments of his movements are summarized in Graph I. He

covered 393 square feet or 6.55 square feet per minute.

At 9:15 he sat and smoked .91 grams of cannabis with a Delta
16

9-THC content of 3.0. He worked again at 9:25 AM and continued

15In all such statements the content refers to % per amount
smoked. We also have analyses of Delta-8, CNB, and CBD content
of each cannabis sample mentioned in this report.
16He smoked 3 minutes 15 seconds. He inhaled 11 times. The
average puff was 2.245 seconds long and he held each inhalation
in his lungs an average of 4.23 seconds.
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for 77 minutes until 10:42 AM. Again his movements are sum-

marized (Graph I). He forked 200 square feet or 2.6 square

feet per minute. From 10:42 until 10:49 he rested and

smoked one-fourth cigarette. Then, between 10:49 and 11:52

(63 minutes) he worked steadily forking 290 square feet or

4.6 square feet per minute. (see Graph I for total movements) .

At 11:52 Mr. Ellis smoked one-half cigarette, forked a bit

more and relaxed into sleep for 85 minutes. Upon awakening

at 1:45 PM he decided to stop work for the day.

A micro-analysis of the movements before, just after, and well

after smoking during the above work period is enlightening.

Using our videotape of the sequence, we marked onsets and

endings of movements (points of change from stasis to move-

ment or movement to stasis) to the l/lOth of a second for six

variable body parts. Alterations in rhythmicity after smoking

are significant. Taking the six body parts separately there

are, on the average 30% fewer points of change per second

after smoking. The number of "configurations of change" is
17

also strikingly lower after smoking. These findings indi-

cate that the internal organization of major movements is

considerably less complex after smoking.

The results of 12 Ellis tests carried out in the field with

a Kofrani-Michaelis gas collection device and a Lloyd gas

analyser are summarized on Table 10. The data indicate that

17
Body parts often change in concert--that is, the hand, arm,

and leg change from movement to stasis at precisely the same
moment. We borrow a term from microanalysts of
behavior and call these mutual changes "configurations of
change."
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Table 10

Kofrani-Michaelis Tests - Mr. Ellis

Kilocalories Kilocalories
Before 18 After 19

Activity Cannabis Sativa Cannabis Sativa

plowing with fork 5724 per square 7632 per square

weed small grass 11983 per acre 15437 per acre

weed cow grass 27600 per acre 31500 per acre

the number of kilocalories required to complete a task is

altered after the use of cannabis. After

smoking, for example, Mr. Ellis expends 31,500 kilocalories

to weed one acre of cow grass. Before smoking he covered the

same space with fewer movements while expending fewer kilo-

calories.

Questions concerning the relationship between the effects of

the use of cannabis sativa on the organization of micro-move-

ments and energy metabolism on the one hand, and food consump-

tion on the other, now become salient. Summary figures on

consumption indicate that Mr. Ellis takes in 1,135,040 calories-
20

per year. Monthly variations correlate with variations in

total expenditure requirements (1,121,000 kilocalories per

year). Weekly and daily figures indicate variations which are

usually related to differences in day to day work patterns.

18
The term kilocalorie refers to expended rather than consumed

calories. One kilocalorie is equal to one calorie.
19
A square is l/lOth of an acre. The figures for squares and

acres were extrapolated from precise measurements of expendi-
ture in smaller space units.
20
The figures on calories and kilocalories were extrapolated

from daily information on consumption and expenditure covering
the first 180 days of 1971.
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Certain of these differences may result from acute and cumu-

lative effects of the use of sativa.

During the week of 1/18/71, for example, Mr. Ellis weeded his

"middle year" congo pea crop. Daily work patterns are similar

with regard to activity and space covered per unit of time.

Energy expenditure is greater, however, on 1/20/71, the one

day in the week on which Mr. Ellis was able to obtain cannabis

sativa. He smoked .6 grams at 8:25 AM and .5 grams at 10:48 AM.

The Delta 9-THC content of the substance was 2.25. Closer ana-

lysis shows that he covered the same number of square feet per

minute (an average of 11.79 square feet per minute) on all four

work days. On 1/20/71 he expended a total of 1.1 more kilo-

calories per minute during field work.

These preliminary findings indicate a connection between the

use of cannabis sativa and alterations in Ellis' work pat-
21

terns and associated energy requirements. His position with

regard to the exploitation of land resources may be affected as

well.

Between January and July, Ellis used cannabis moderately

during heavy agricultural work. Its effects were evident. In

toto (by extrapolation from precise figures) he expended 133,010

kilocalories in 472 hours of cultivation activity. Without

21
To ensure the fact that the alterations were related to

cannabis rather than fatigue or other possible factors, we
compared many examples of behavior for each subject before and
after use in various settings and at various times. All sub-
jects smoked immediately before beginning work during several
test days. On other days they began work without smoking. The
cannabis patterns were evident no matter what the research
schedule.
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cannabis he could have added 30 hours to his work schedule

while expending the same 133,010 kilocalories. He might have

increased his total cultivated acreage by one or two squares.

Between August and December, Ellis smoked more heavily. In

comparison with other times of the year he expended fewer

kilocalories during fewer work hours. His consumption did not

decrease accordingly. The resulting extra kilocalories were

expended in recreational activity.

Theoretically, Mr. Ellis utilized recreational time in agri-

cultural pursuits. The case for more efficient use of energy

and time in the exploitation of his lands, however, is not

clear. The significance of any increase in the number of

acres under cultivation, for example, is hardly evident. The

land is steep; the soils are shallow and lacking in fertility.

Crop yields are low. Extremes of weather destroy young plants.

The work itself is arduous, repetitious, and boring. The

financial compensation is, to Ellis' way of thinking, inade-

quate. The loss of crops due to insufficient help is common.

In fact, an increase in total cultivated acreage would pro-

bably be of little value. One could more appropriately

hypothesize that, given the condition of the resources, Ellis

has a vested interest in maintaining his present situation

without alteration. Cannabis may provide a necessary check.

A brief summary analysis of group field labor adds another

dimension to a consideration of Ellis' cannabis pattern. On
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February 3, 1971, he and 11 other farmers plowed a field

together. Just after arriving on the scene, most men shared

some of the cannabis provided by the host farmer. For a

short period (10 to 15 minutes) they "worked like demons",

talking and laughing as they moved up the hill, forks pound-

ing the earth in a close, straight line. Then, gradually, a

quiet, dogged concentration replaced the gaiety. The sharply

lineal work formation changed as one, then another man dis-

persed to carry out his task in seeming solitude. The work

pace, highly varied at first, became steady during the ex-

tended period of concentration and then slackened as evident

fatigue set in. A farmer called for more "herb". Skliffs

(cannabis cigars) were rolled and passed and the acute effects

began. Again, animation in social concert was followed by

concentration, gradual dispersal and fatigue. The process

was repeated two more times (a total of four times) during

the day. Finally, after a filling lunch served in the field

by the host's wife and a late afternoon hour of work, the

party ended--the happy host satisfied with a "fine piece of

forking."

As the behavioral patterns varied in concert among the men

throughout the" day, one had the impression of togetherness--

of a social cohesiveness. It was a cohesiveness based on

similarities of behavioral patterns in sequence rather than

focused social involvement. Ellis, himself, felt the effects.

"Relations with other people are better when I smoke," he said.
22

"I don't interrupt nobody ... I feel good about everybody."

22Any effects on accomplishment in group work situations, i.e.,
on space covered per day, are difficult to estimate.
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Case Study II: Litchfield Silver

Litchfield "Poppy" Silver (aged 50-55 years) heads a second

example household. His companion of 12 years, Miss Mandy,

their son, and one of Poppy's young nephews occupy a rela-

tively well-built, well-kept house near the northwest end

of the Valley. Poppy's lands include four acres inherited

from his father, 1/4 acre he purchased in 1965, and a rented

1/2 acre. Miss Mandy inherited another 1-3/4 acres from her

mother. She rents 1 acre and reaps standing crops from

several acres of ruinate family land.

Poppy farmed about an acre of his land in 1970. He rented out

2-1/2 acres--l acre to his first cousin, and 1-1/2 acres to

a friend. Miss Mandy farmed 1-1/2 acres on her own with only

occasional help from Poppy (she hired outside help or worked

"partner" days).

Poppy is a specialist in other work activities. He is the

most respected village sawyer. He does carpentry on occasion.

He boils sugar in the only remaining private wet-sugar mill

in the area, and he cooks a fine curry goat for local holiday

feasts.

As an example of his energy pattern we may cite figures from

the first 180 days of 1971.

At the rate Poppy weeds mixed grass (cow grass and other weeds)

he can cover 1-2/3 acres in 25 days (100 hours). He planted
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Table 11

Work Days - Mr. Silver

Major Daily Activity

weed grass

rake and burn weeds

plant congo peas

plant bananas

beat congo peas

get load for market

pick mangoes

saw

do carpentry

boil sugar

bake buns

rest

Number of Days

48

1

1

1

1

8

2

9

39

6

1

60

180

congo peas and corn on this 1-2/3 acres in a day (with help)

and rooted out the young weeds as they thrived two months

after planting in 23 days--total energy expended: 43,900 kilo-

calories.

As a heavy user of cannabis, Poppy is an interesting subject

of inquiry. He began smoking rather late in life (age 25)

among friends and has been a daily user ever since. Occasion-

ally during the past 30 years he has cultivated and distributed

the substance as well. He says he smokes 3, 4 or even 6 or 7

times daily (as much as an ounce a day) with a friend or two.
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He relates his use to work and rather intimate social involve-

ments with several smokers. He likes cannabis because he

thinks better, concentrates deeply, enjoys relaxation, and has

a feeling of well-being after smoking. His work spirit is

enlivened. He is stronger and more motivated in both work

and play.

My observations concerning dose, frequency of use, and effects

provide contrasts to Poppy's account. During the heavy use

season, August to December, he smokes 1/2 to 1 ounce daily

(in 3 to 8 smoking sessions). Between January and August his

use is more sporadic. During three research weeks, for example,

patterns varied as shown on Table 12.

The variation depended to some degree upon the availability

of the substance and Poppy's financial status. Cannabis be-

comes scarce toward and during early summer. As the congo pea

crop slackens in January, and yams slow by April, income de-

creases as well.

Variations are also related to activity patterns and cumulative

effects. When Poppy works steadily for a time (weeding or

sawing) or when he does carpentry among friends, he wishes to

smoke frequently. Often after two heavy-use days, however,

he is extremely tired and depressed. He rests to rejuvenate,

usually without a smoke.

Figures on the effects of cannabis on work indicate that

Poppy, like Mr. Ellis, alters the rate and organization of
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Table 12

Smoking Patterns - Mr. Silver

Week 1/20/71 Week 4/12/71 Week 5/31/71
Day No.times amt. No.times amt. No.times amt.

Mon. 1 1/2 oz. 1 1/2r 1 1/2r

Tues. none 1 1/2r 1 1/2r

Wed. 2 1-1/2r(share) 1 1/2r none

Thurs. 1 1/2r 1 1/2r 1 1/2r

Fri. 2 2r (sh) 1 1/2r none

Sat. 2 2r (sh) 2 lr 2 lr

Sun. 1 1/2r 2 lr 3 1-1/2r(sh)

movements after smoking. Energy expenditure, related to these

alterations is affected as well (Table 13). In one Kofrani-

Michaelis gas test in which Poppy weeded small grass with a

machete (first listing in Table 13), for example, he covered

192 square feet in 12 minutes, while expending 48.12 kilocalo-

ries. At this rate he would expend 10,923.24 kilocalories to

weed one acre in 45.4 hours. In a comparable cannabis test

he weeded 116 square feet in 11 minutes while expending 44.11

kilocalories. At this rate he could cover 1 acre in 71.1 hours.

He would kilocalories.

In the second Kofrani test example given in Table 13, compar-

able figures before and after smoking have the same relation

to one another. A reduction of the figures to percentages

is interesting. Poppy worked 2.29 times as long to weed an
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Table 13
23

Kofrani-Michae1is Tests - Mr. Silver

Kilocalories Before Kilocalories After
Activity Cannabis Sativa Cannabis Sativa

weed bananas per acre 17,107 per acre

weed with hoe 10,444 per acre 22,572 per acre

plow with fork 6,966 per acre 7,210 per acre

acre of bananas after smoking. He used 2.16 times as many

kilocalories. When he weeded mixed grass with a hoe, he worked

1.56 times as long on an acre, and required 1.56 times as many

kilocalories. In both tests he was working alone.

An analysis of his behavior indicates that he moved as much

after smoking as before. Organizationally he was more repe-

titive after smoking.

In Poppy's case, these effects of the use of cannabis are sig-

nificant when related to yearly agricultural pursuits. Given

ample lands (the retrieval of rental lands would help) and

energy, he could cultivate at least an additional acre. Miss

Mandy presses him, constantly in fact, to do more farming. In

his own mind, however, he is already working to or beyond capa-

city. In addition, farming is no longer his favored activity.

He much prefers work as a sawyer, a carpenter or a general

handy man. (all wage labor jobs).

23
See footnote 21.
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Important effects of the use of cannabis in these activities

(he smokes the same quantities in these activities) is in

interesting contrast to effects in farming. As a sawyer Poppy

exploits the extended period of physical concentration asso-

ciated with cannabis by many workers. Rarely, if ever, is

there a variation in movement rate so common in other activi-

ties. The levelling is no doubt due to the machine-like pat-

tern established by two partners (one on top and one underneath

the log) as they lift, pull, and push the tool.Unlike farming

precise, repetitive, cooperative movement is essential to the

task.

The effects of cannabis use on thought processes may also be

important in this activity. We trained Poppy (and other sub-

jects) to respond to a pre-arranged signal every 15 seconds

with a brief statement concerning thought content. It appears

that transcontextual ideas, interspersed among thoughts about

the body, the tasks, or the immediate environmental context

are exploited after smoking. When Poppy saws after cannabis

use 60 to 70% of his thoughts relate to the techniques of

sawing, the saw itself, getting the job done, or his own body.

15 to 20% relate to things of importance in his daily life,

e.g., his crops, a carpentry job, or meetings with other people.

Abstractions concerning religion, wordly travel, and things

philosophical occupy 5 to 10% of his thoughts.

When he saws without cannabis, his daily life (crops, etc.)

assumes importance (60 to 65% of his thoughts). The immediate
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context (weather, trees) occupies 15 to 25% of his thoughts,

25 to 35% relate to the task at hand. And few, if any, are

abstract or philosophical.

Carpentry is a social task for Poppy. Often he joins several

other men to construct a kitchen shed, an outhouse, or a truck

body. Cannabis is used in the spirit of the day. The effects

are usually similar to those described above in the paragraph

on cooperation during field work. Just after smoking animated

movement commences followed by concentration in work, periods

of immobility and staring, and eventual fatigue. Upon ques-

tioning during periods of quietness and staring, Poppy usually

says "feeling good", "feel nice", "just all right".

Saturday, 12/19/70, is an example of one such work day. Poppy

arrived at Mr. Fischer's yard at 8:00 AM to lay a concrete

patio. He milled and talked with family members until 8:40,

at which time Mr. Fischer gave him one round of cannabis

(approximately 1 gram, Delta 9-THC content: 2.15). He smoked

immediately. Before the skliff was finished he began mixing

enough concrete for a few pieces of patch work. By 9:30 he

finished this preliminary job and stood by a fence, staring

into the distance. He worked again, smoothing prepared con-

crete, from 9:45 to 10:00. Then he sat and stared until

10:08, milled about the yard, and returned to work at 10:14.

At 10:20 he again stopped for a 20 minute rest period. By

10:40 the effects of the cannabis were "wearing out" for him

as he began more arduous work on a larger section of the new

patio. At 11:50 he smoked again.
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Intermittently during this work day he become engaged in

social interaction. Several times, just after smoking a

skliff and beginning work (he smoked 4 times) he was side-

tracked by his interests in visiting friends. (Many of these

friends characterize him as a "talker". They expect the

ganja to loosen his tongue on subjects ranging from procrea-

tion to politics.) Usually this social interaction ended in

transitions to periods of concentration on the job at hand.

Case Study III: Elija Bickman

Research households 03 and 04 are single men households. A

brief summary of each will serve as an appropriate background

for several remaining points concerning the effects of the use

of cannabis on work in Johnson Valley. Elija Bickman is a

37 year old professional bachelor who visits his long time

lover and their children (whom he supports by court decree)

regularly. He owns 7 acres of inherited land, 3 of which he

shares with his brother, Nathaniel. None of the land was under

short-term crop cultivation in 1970. Standing crops covered

1-1/2 to 2 acres. These included 700 coffee, 100 cocoa, 300

banana, 10 breadfruit, 10 coconut, 4 citrus, 5 avocado, one

akee, "plenty" mango and a dozen other trees, and 400 yams.

These crops must be weeded two or three times a year. Each

weeding takes 90 hours (20-25 days) and requires 31,500 kilo-

calories.

In January, 1971, Elija received money from his sister in

the United States with a request that he cultivate congo peas
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and carrots in anticipation of her return to Johnson Valley

later in the year. Between January and June he prepared

3/4 acre for crops by weeding out cow grass, raking and

burning, and building contours. He hired help several times.

Total time and energy requirements for these activities are

summarized on Table 14.

On the average, Elija expended 1992 kilocalories per day in

other than agricultural pursuits (personal care, walking,

caring for animals, eating, sitting, recreation, sleeping)
24

during the three month period. He sustained himself finan-

cial1y with his wages as a handy man for a local shop owner.

Table 14

Activity, Time and Energy Requirements - Mr. Bickrnan

Mr. Bickrnan Helpers Total-Kilo-
Acre'a'ge Activity Hours Days Hours, Days Calories

3/4 acre weed out cow 60 10 18 3 19,782

rake and burn 6 1

chop bamboo 8 1-1/2 3,200

contour 14 3 6,600

plant congo peas 4 1 700

1 sq. fork 10 3 4 1 4,255

sow carrots 1 0 130
37,067

24
Figures for walking and sitting are based on precise field

measurements. Other figures are extrapolated from both field
measurements and studies reported in the literature on energy
metabolism.
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If the criterion is frequency of use, Elija is a moderate to

heavy user of cannabis. He has smoked two to four times a

day since a local friend introduced him to the substance 18

years ago. He has "always liked ganja," he says, because it

"make me feel happy, and whatever work I have to do I do it."

He prefers to smoke alone during work and leisure time, pri-

marily to remain unknown to the police.

In amount he is only a light to moderate user. His skliffs

are small (.25 to .30 grams). He inhales deeply but quickly--

much like a cigarette smoker in the United States. His reasons:

"If you smoke a lot it ruin your body; it make you look meager,

you spend money on weed and have no money to buy food."

By"titrating" in this way he is able to experience what he

considers to be the "good effects" of cannabis frequently

while avoiding undesirable effects, e.g., fatigue or hunger.

Our figures on work pattern, energy expenditure, consumption

and states of consciousness indicate the effects of the-smaller

doses are insignificant.

During seven weeding and forking days in the field, for

example, he varied very little in either rate of movement or

space covered before and after smoking. Summaries of varia-

tions in number of movements per minute show an average vari-

ation of .0519 before smoking. After smoking the variation

is .0551. During weeding before smoking on one sample work

day, Elija expended 313 kilocalories per hour. After smoking

he expended 330 kilocalories per hour. Total space covered
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on two weeding days was practically equal (5180 square feet

in 325 minutes on the non-smoking day and 4600 square feet

in 300 minutes on the smoking day).

To determine whether the minimal variations may have been due

to the person rather than the dose, we tested Elija under

maximum dose conditions. On 6/10/71 we asked him to perform

a repetitive task. Then he smoked 1 gram of high quality

cannabis (Delta 9-THC content: 2.5) and repeated the same task.

The average variation in movements before smoking was .0510.

After smoking the average was .0661. During the first 40 mi-

nutes the average variation before smoking was .0461. In the

comparable time period after smoking it was .0794. Elija said

he was "really red" from the cannabis.

In the Kofrani-Michaelis tests he was given ample amounts of

cannabis also. Variations in kilocalorie expenditures and

space covered before and after smoking were significant (see

Table 15).

Table 15
Kofrani-Michaelis Tests - Mr. Bickrnan

Activity

plow with fork

weeding bananas

Kilocalories Before
Cannabis Sativa

6865 per square

14110 per acre

Kilocalories After
Cannabis Sativa

10,528 per square

21,073 per acre

/ .

Comparisons of thought content before and after smoking also

indicate that the limited effects of small doses of cannabis

in the natural setting are negligible. (See Table 16).
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Table 16

Thought Content Before and After Cannabis

?ercentage of Response
Thought Content Before 'smoking After .2g After 19

philosophy, religion,
procreation 0% 0% 4%

other people, crops,
food, the effects of
the work 63% 53% 18%

the immediate environ-
ment context 13% 13% 20%

the work task itself,
e. g. , getting done,
techniques of the task,
effects of work on the
body 24% 31% 58%

Case Study IV: Virgil Fischer

Virgil Fischer (age 36), a second single man, is Johnson

Valley's healthy warrior at 70 inches and 182.5 pounds. He

is without land holdings. He supports himself with day wages

from road and field work. Generous friends and members of

his family provide him with food and shelter as well.

Since Virgil's father is the village cannabis dealer, he has

been familiar with the mbstance since childhood. By the time

he was 14, he was "tiefing" some for his older friends and

taking an occasional puff himself. He liked feeling the

"bright spirit" once a day or so. Soon he became a regular

user--one round a day (two or three smokes). By age 20, he

was smoking two to three rounds or more ("4-6-7-8 times a

day"). He maintained this pattern until cannabis became
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scarce two or three years ago. Between January and August last

year he consumed two rounds a day in morning, noon and evening

smoking sessions. During the heavy crop season he smoked "all

the time"--"very hard."

Virgil associates three primary effects wibh cannabis. It

helps him work faster; it gives him a big appetitie; and it

allows him to concentrate on things. He prefers smoking in

solitude for two reasons: "too many people start foolish ar- ..,

gument (argument means discussion to Jamaicans) when they smoke,"

and "If you share with everybody you don't get enough for your-

self." He does have one friend, however, Norman Hadley, with

whom he smokes regularly. Hadley is a heavy user. He supports

himself with savings .from two years' wages as a ship hand on

transatlantic freighters.

During research days in the field, along the road, and in the

yard with Virgil, I was impressed with his ability to consume

large amounts of cannabis without evident major effects in

the behavior stream. He did respond with brief periods of

talking and laughter just after smoking and he did, on occasion,

lapse into sleep two to three hours into the effects. Most of

the time, however, he continued his day in the quiet, unobtru-

sive manner Johnson Valley neighbors have come to expect.

Objective measures suggest interesting conclusions. The two

example figures on Table 17 indicate that Virgil's

to cannabis with regard to kilocalories expended per unit of

space is similar to that of other users.
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Table 17

Kofrani-Michaelis Tests - V. Fischer

Activity

weed small grass

plow with fork

Kilocalories Before
Cannabis

20,137.45 per acre

4,983.3 per square

Kilocalories After
Cannabis Sativa

22,760.1 per acre

10,528 per square

Variations in movements per minute or in the organization of

movements are not evident. In two example comparable tests,

the variation per minute is .0584 (before smoking) and .0601

(after smoking)--an insignificant difference.

As a heavy smoker .Virgil seems to compensate to some degree

for the effects of cannabis on the rate and organization of

movement. But he is unable to alter variation in effort and

associated energy requirements.

To summarize tentative conclusions from these case studies:

1). The use of cannabis sativa is related to effective altera-

tions in the rate and organization of movement and the expen-

diture of energy.

a) Behavioral changes related to light or moderate use

(defined by dose or frequency) are not significant in

agricultural pursuits over extended time periods.

b) Behavioral changes related to heavy use are significant

in agricultural pursuits over extended time periods.

c) Alterations related to both moderate and heavy use are

appropriate to social cohesiveness during work in group situ-

ations.
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The four cases were chosen as examples of contrasting types

of users in an attempt to emphasize the importance of an

understanding of various parameters in explanations of the

use of cannabis. As we proceed now to summaries of more in-

clusive data this emphasis remains crucial.

Data on agricultural pursuits and other activities ten

heavy users, eight moderate users, and twelve light users

corroborate data summarized in Conclusion 1 above. Total

space covered or amount accomplished in, or number of plants

reaped, is usually reduced per unit of time after smoking. The

number of movements per minute often is significantly greater

after smoking as is the total number of movements required to

complete a given task.

In conjunction these findings may indicate that the user of

cannabis is more intense and concentrated after smoking--that

he does a better weeding job, for example, because he enacts

sufficient movements to root every weed. Alternatively, the

extra movements per time and space unit may be related to cu-

mulative inaccuracies resulting in the need for repetition.

Several farmers watching themselves on videotapes commented on

the completeness of their work, suggesting that the user him-

self supports the former view. We have been unable to determine

to date, however, whether any possible concentrated effort

after the use of cannabis results in a decrease in total effort

required throughout the year.

As expected, given these results, the total number of kilo-

calories required per task is greater on the average after
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smoking. The differences are more significant in heavy

work tasks. They are directly related to dose.

Data from preliminary laboratory studies may be helpful as
25

we consider these findings. Well into the field work, and

in conjunction with studies in the field, we tested five sub-

jects from Johnson Valley in an air conditioned laboratory

(ambient temperature range 21-23°c., relative humidity 70%,
2·6

altitude 500 feet.) Three of the subjects were progressively

exercised on a cycle ergometer (Monark) at an initial power

load of 30 watts. The load was increased by 30 watts at three

minute intervals until each subject's maximal performance

level had been reached. Inspired ventilation and breathing

frequency, heart rate, expired air composition and pedal rate
27

were continuously monitored during exercise.

After full recovery each subject smoked one gram of cannabis

(Delta 9-THC content: 2.8). As soon as he noted the desired

effect he returned to the ergometer and repeated the

The interval between tests was approximately one hour. We

recorded each subject's assessment of effort required, dis-

comfort experienced and reason for stopping during the exer-

cise run.

25
The field research generated certain questions concerning

cannabis use and energy metabolism. Information concerning
these questions could be collected efficiently in the laboratory.
26
Dr. George Miller (presently with the McMaster Medical Centre,

Hamilton, Ontario, then with the Epidemiological Research unit
at The University of the West Indies) and I worked together on
these studies.
27
See Miller, Hearn, and Edwards (1971) for details of this

method.
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The data for sub-maximal exercise were used to obtain by

interpolation the ventilation and heart rate at an oxygen

intake of 1.5 liters per minute and the tidal volume at a
28

ventilation minute volume of 30 liters per minute.

In the same laboratory conditions two subjects were requested

to cycle eight kilometers at the speed and in the manner of

their choice against a flywheel load of one kilogram. Mea-

surements similar to those mentioned above were made con-

tinuously during the run. Each subject repeated the dis-

tance after smoking cannabis. In the analysis the cumu-

lative work done was plotted against oxygen consumption, and

the cycling pattern was noted.

Results for all these tests may be summarized as follows:

1) There was no evidence of any effect of cannabis on

the relationship between oxygen consumption and work done

(i.e., metabolic function was not altered by cannabis).

Graph 2 gives one example.

2) Resting heart rate and sub-maximal heart rates during

exercise were normal before cannabis. After smoking both

resting and sub-maximal heart rates (cf 1.0 and cf 1.5) were

increased. The effect of increased work on the cardiac fre-

quency was considerably reduced after cannabis (see Table 18).

3) Sub-maximal ventilation was normal in all but one

subject (04 hyperventilated) and was unaltered by cannabis

(VE
1.0

and VE
1.5

in Table 18). The tidal volume was reduced,

28
See Cotes, Johnson, and McDonald (1970).
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Table 18

Indices of Exercise Responses

SUbject Test Cf Cf Cf VE VE VE VT va max
1.01.5 . max ·1.0 ·1.5 max 30 2 achieved

01

02

B

A

B

A

103

168

114

155

121

173

135

164

160 38.5

180 27.0

176 24.5

177 26.0

51.0

42.5

43.0

43.0

80.0 1.20

63.0 1.01

79.0 1.28

65.0 1.12

2.59

2.10

2.47

2.21

03 B

A

61

101

79

116

154 23.0

176 23.0

39.5 120.0 1.45

39.5 136.0 1.20

3.50

3.96

04 B 92 108 54.4 6S.0 1.61

A 150 156 62.0 71.0

A 158

05 B 96 108

162

25.0

26.2

38.0

39.0

1.22

1.0S

Units Cf = heart rate in beats per minute at specified oxygen
consumption in liters per minute STDP.

VE = exercise ventilation in liters per minute BTPS at
specified oxygen consumption in liters per minute STPD.

VT
30 = tidal volume (size of each breath) in liters BTPS

at an exercise ventilation of 30 liters per minute BTPS.

va max = maximum oxygen consumption achieved during the
2

test, expressed in liters per minute STPD.

B: before smoking A: after smoking.

however, during exercise after smoking (see VT in Table IS).
30

The breathing frequency was increased.

4) Regarding maximal exercise: in two subjects the maximal

ventilation (VE ) and the maximal oxygen intake achieved
max
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(va max) were higher before smoking. That is, exercise per-
2

formance appeared to have been reduced by cannabis. The rather

low VE and Cf in the third subject (03) before smoking
max max

suggested that he had not maximally exerted himself during this

test. Although maximal oxygen consumption was lower in two

sUbjects during cannabis tests, maximal heart rates were higher.

A second series of tests were carried out in the field situation

with the same Monark ergometer. The machine was installed in

the field researcher's yard to reduce the effects of a long

journey to the city before testing and to facilitate increased

numbers of tests on alternative days. Six subjects were presented

with the task of riding a total of 50 kilometers on two success-

ive days at the speed and in the manner of their choice against

a flywheel load of one kilogram. Three subjects smoked one gram

of cannabis (Delta 9-THC content: 2.1) before the test on day

one and had no cannabis on day two. The process was reversed

with the other three subjects. Another six subjects were asked

to complete the test only once. Three of these smoked cannabis

before the test. Three had no cannabis.

Pedal rate, distance and time were monitored every 30 seconds

during 14 of the 18 tests. In four tests they were monitored

every five minutes. Results show that variations in pedal rate

and distance per minute are, on the average, greater after smoking.

Average speeds are not altered. In five of the six comparative

cases the time required to complete the 50 kilometers was greater

after smoking due to longer rest periods.
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When compared with the results of the Kofrani-Michaelis field

studies, these tests substantiate the first conclusion. The

primary effects of the use of cannabis sativa on the brain are

related to alterations in patterns of movement and associated

energy requirements during work. Depending upon the task,

greater numbers of movements and/or greater variations in num-

bers of movements per unit of time occur after smoking. These

alterations are probably related to effects of cannabis on the

tidal volume/breathing frequency relationship, especially under
29

maximum work load conditions. It is also remotely possible

that cannabis affects the heart rate/stroke volume relationship

during work (exercise of any kind) such that maximum cardiac
30

output is reduced.

V. Patterns of Work and the Expenditure of Energy in the
Total Population

The implications of these findings (if indeed they are corro-

borated during future analyses) in the total research population

are difficult to determine. Several months of study must pre-

cede definitive conclusions. Tentative suggestions based on

limited results, however, are appropriate.

Men in a representative sample of Johnson Valley households

were found to expend an average of 1,116,725 kilocalories per
31

year.

29
Increased breathing frequency relative to ventilation achieved

after the smoking of cannabis tends to induce a premature sensation
of breathlessness. Maximum oxygen intake is reduced by low ventilation.
30This could only be demonstrated by direct measurement.
31These figures were summarized from daily information on consumption
and expenditure for 15 men. The data cover the first 180 days
in 1971.
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Average expenditures per month, week and day vary in accordance

. with seasons and the exigencies of farming. Primary tasks re-

quiring considerable kilocalories, e.g., weeding, contouring,

and forking, must be completed in limited time periods between

January and March, and, for some farmers, in September and

October. During other months, leisure time activity takes

precedence and energy requirements for work decrease.

Average figures on consumption indicate that men are, in

general, getting sufficient calories to meet expenditure re-
32

quirements (1,110,554 calories per year). Both users and non-

users of cannabis are adequately fed.

Average anthropometric values on height, weight, arm circum-

No significant differences

ference, and triceps skinfold thicknesses corroborate these
33

figures. They are 66.6 inches, 141.7 pounds, 28.5 centimeters
34

and 5.0 millimeters, respectively.

appear when averages for heavy users and non-users are compared.

During medical examinations of a representative sample of users

and non-users, differences were as well. No

superficial signs of specific nutritional deficiencies or of

under nutrition were apparent in male residents of Johnson

Valley. With the exception of one case of hypertension, no

32
The slight difference between kilocalories and calories is

probably due to the small number of subjects included in the
sample to date.
33The medical examinations were carried out in the field by
Dr. Michael Aschcroft of the Epidemiological Research Unit at
the University of the West Indies. Eric Cruikshank took blood
and stool samples, which were examined at the University of the
West Indies Hospital.
34Two points: 1) These figures are in striking similarity to those
from other agricultural areas in Jamaica. 2) Figures on consumption·
for women and children indicate that the seeming health of the adult
male farmers is gained at considerable nutritional expense to (Cont)
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serious disease was detected. Haemoglobin levels were adequate.

Seven protein values (albumen and globulin) fell within normal

limits. Intestinal parasites, when they were present, resulted

in only light infections. One may conclude that cannabis sativa,

no matter what the frequency or number of years of use, need not
36

affect general physical health.

With regard to energy expenditure related to the exploitation

of land resources, the effects of the use of cannabis sativa

seem to be somewhat more significant. Members in the 85 house-

holds in Johnson Valley hold a total of 406.5 acres. The general

distribution of these lands by household types can be seen on

Table 3. In ten of these households lands are cultivated to

capacity by men or women who expend the minimum number of kilo-

calories to exploit maximum land resources. None of the farmers

in these households are heavy users of cannabis sativa. Three

are light to moderate users. Maximum land is exploited in six

households with wage labor help. In one of these households

the male adult is a heavy user of cannabis. He is also the vil-

lage dealer and is able to hire men to do most of his farming.

In 27 households sufficient available lands are partially un-

cultivated. In 14 of these the potential farmer is old and/or

infirm. One farmer is a shopkeeper, one a minister, one a poli-

tician. Two are alcoholics who rarely work. Three are heavy

34(cont'd)
other household members.

35
Among Johnson Valley women, hypertension and anemia were more

common. Several women were obese as well.

36
As measured superficially in the field, of course.
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users of cannabis sativa. One of these never farms. Two farm'

small acreage and perform odd jobs.

On another 48 households adequate lands are unavailable. Men

in 7 of these households expend minimum possible kilocalories

per task and experience great blocks of enforced leisure time.

Several of these men take odd jobs when possible. 28 potential

farmers are old and/or infirm. Three women cannot maintain

their acreage alone. Two men are alcoholics. One other farmer

spends time as a butcher. Seven households are headed by heavy

users of cannabis sativa. Four of these men prefer odd jobs

to farming.

Since these statements are correlative, no firm conclusions

concerning causality can be drawn at the present time. Based

on as yet unanalyzed data (regarding changes in the market eco-

nomy, population distribution, and social organization), we

tentatively hypothesize a direct connection between the heavy

use of cannabis sativa and the exploitation of land resources.

Briefly, a significant number of potential farmers hold small

acreage. Due to slope degree and soil type some of this land

is unsuitable farming. Of the lands which can be cultivated,

some must be left in ruinate for extended periods to avoid se-

vere decline in crop yield. As a result, many farmers cannot

farm. In a village in which ethical behavior includes hard

work and long hours in the fields, such farmers are faced with

a dilemma. They can leave the area to search for work else-

where. Some do. They can complete their field work quickly
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and maintain odd jobs in their spare time--a rare possibility.

They can enjoy enforced leisure time--impractical and unethical.

Or, they can work longer hours in the field than would be

necessary under other circumstances. That is, they can expend

50 to 100% more kilocalories in 50 to 100% more time than would

be necessary to adequately exploit the land. The heavy use of
37

cannabis during work may be related to this alternative.

VI. Summary

During the past year my wife and I have completed field research

the goal of which is an understanding of the use of cannabis

sativa in an agricultural community in Jamaica. The research

population included 165 adults (over 14 years) and 164 children

(14 and under) living in 85 households. The primary occupation

in the hilly terrain (altitude 1700') in which the popUlation

is situated was small scale farming. The marketing of farm goods

provided income.

comparative data indicate that the research district, which we

call Johnson Valley, is similar to other mountainous farm dis-

tricts in Jamaica with regard to household composition, occu-

pation, income, and education of inhabitants. Farms in Johnson

Valley are slightly larger, however, and the number of occupants

per household is slightly smaller.

37
Again, this is not a firm conclusion. We feel that a

greater understanding of the effects of cannabis use on the
mind and on the stream of behavior and of the socio-economic
context for these effects must precede such conclusions. We
provide this line of thinking here as a suggestion.
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According to recent estimates 75% of the residents in the

district use cannabis sativa in some form. Most of these drink

cannabis tea or take a rum-cannabis tonic. 50% or more of

the men (40-50) also smoke the substance. Twelve of these are

heavy users, eight are moderate users, eleven are light users,
38

and nine or more smoke very lightly.

Most of the smokers relate use to an increase in strength or

speed during work. Many like to "meditate" in solitude after

smoking to resolve problems. Positive feelings with others

during social interaction result from shared use. And the

general euphoria associated with cannabis is highly valued.

Our concern in the present report is the effect of the use

(smoking) of cannabis on work. Our focus is the relationship

between individuals and elements in the environment. Tenta-

tive results are based on analyses of detailed written obser-

vations, 200 minutes of videotapes, 80 tests with metabolic

research equipment, laboratory exercise tests, and interviews.

Intensive data on 30 smokers indicate' that the use of cannabis

is related to effective alterations in the rate and organiza-

tion of movement and the expenditure of energy during work.

Most smokers enact more movements per minute--often with grea-

ter variation--and expend more kilocalories per unit of space

immediately after use. Between 20 to 40 minutes into the

effects of cannabis the alterations decrease and patterns of

38
See previous definitions of heavy, moderate, light, and

. very light use.
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behavior appear to be normal. Between 80 and 140 minutes after

use, feelings of fatigue are often expressed in movements. There-

after, the effects are no longer evident.

These effects depend to some degree on dose, frequency of use,

psychological set during use and the situational context. The

behavior stream is hardly altered when the dose is small. In-

frequent use results in alterations seemingly irrelevant to the

user's position in the larger socio-economic context. Effects

can be consciously reversed (to some degree) even after rela-

tively heavy doses. They are greater, on the other hand, when

the user wishes to exploit them. Varying elements in the en-

vironment mediate behavioral alterations. Weather, soil quality,

and plant type, for example, must be considered in relation to

the effects of cannabis.

The implications of these findings are difficult to determine

without conclusive evidence based on analyses of a larger number

of individuals and without extensive information on the socio-

economic-cultural context of use. (In the near future we should

be able to present such data.)

Intuitively we feel that cannabis use is subtly related to popu-

lation, land, and economic pressures. To oversimplify: land

resources in Johnson Valley are relatively scarce. The topography

is not conducive to cultivation. Average farms are small. Com-

mon agricultural products in the area do not bring high market

profits. A population decrease has ended due to international

pressures against migration and the difficulties of city life.
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Two results are particularly significant to our concern:

1) Inhabitants of Johnson Valley have a vested interest

in decreasing total cultivated acreage and consolidating

production.

2) Social cohesiveness among farmers is now more appro-

priate than rugged competition. Both results may be related

to cannabis patterns. If effects of the substance on energy

expenditure during work discussed in this report are sub-

stantiated we may suggest a connection between heavy use and

decreases in total cultivation in Johnson Valley. Preliminary

analyses also indicate a connection between cannabis use, co-

hesion in social and exchange relationships, and cooperative

effort during work and leisure time activity. A discussion of

these analyses is in preparation.
















































































































































































































































































































































